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FOREWORD

In implementing the civilian nuclear power research and development

program, specific advanced converter concepts have been assessed in de-

tail. This report, "An Evaluation of Advanced Converter Reactors," was

prepared by the Advanced Converter Task Force under the direction of the

Division of Reactor Development and Technology, U.S. Atomic Energy Com-

mission, and is part of an overall assessment of the Civilian Nuclear

Power Program being made in response to a request in 1966 by the Joint

Committee on Atomic Energy. As outlined in the 1967 Supplement of the

1962 Report to the President on Civilian Nuclear Power, changes since

1962 in the technical, economic, and resources picture have necessitated

further study of the AEC program. This report evaluates one family of

reactors in the reactor development program of the USAEC and provides a

basis for their consideration in the assessment of the overall program.

The overall assessment will include consideration of the technical

status and economic potential of advanced converters and breeders, the

role of thorium, various reactor fuel cycles, and a systems analysis of

the future nuclear-electric power complex. Although all phases of the

assessment effort are based on one set of ground rules to achieve a com-

mon basis for comparison, it is inevitable that when the reports are

published, many changes now taking place will not be reflected. The dif-

ferences will be due to efforts to consolidate and strengthen the reactor

development programs and to the rapid expansion of the nuclear power in-

dustry. These matters are discussed in more detail in the 1967 Supplement

to the 1962 Report to the President on Civilian Nuclear Power.

Advanced converters, such as heavy water-moderated reactors and high

temperature gas-cooled reactor; for the production of commercial power

in the U.S. have been under consideration as competitors of light water-

moderated and -cooled reactors since the mid 1950's. As a class, these

reactors have two main potential advantages over present light water re-

actor designs in that (1) less uranium ore is required to produce the

same amount of energy, and (2) estimated power costs are lower.

Coolants considered attractive for use in heavy water-moderated re-

actors include pressurized heavy water, boiling light water, and organic
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liquids. The pressurized heavy water-cooled version of the heavy water-

moderated pressure-tube system was evaluated in 1965 by ORNL, and heavy

water was found to have the least economic potential of the three coolants.

It was therefore not reconsidered in this study. The other advanced con-

verter considered is the high temperature helium-cooled graphite-moderated

reactor. These reactors, it is believed, adequately represent the class

of advanced converters for the purpose of system analysis studies and

comparison with other reactor types.

This evaluation was conducted by the Advanced Converter Task Force

whose members include representatives of Babcock & Wilcox, Gulf General

Atomic, Atomics International-Combustion Engineering (joint venture group),

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Pacific

Northwest Laboratory, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, and the Division

of Reactor Development and Technology of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

The main objective of this evaluation was to compare the various advanced

converters, one against the other, from the standpoints of technical feasi-

bility and ec9 ic potential.

The conClusio s and recommendations arrived at in this report were

based on detail d technical and economic evaluations made by the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory working group and of designs and information provided

by AI-CE, B&W, GGA, and AECL. The detailed evaluations are described in

three reports: WASH 1083, "An Evaluation of the Heavy Water-Moderated Or-

ganic-Cooled Reactors;" WASH 1085, "An Evaluation of High Temperature Gas-

Cooled Reactors;" and WASH 1086, "An Evaluation of Heavy Water-Moderated

Boiling Light Water-Cooled Reactors." The procedure in the preparation

of the material contained in this report was the following:

1. review of the three reports (WASH 1083, WASH 1085, and WASH 1086) by

the task force members and the Division of Reactor Development staff;

2. review of results from studies of specific advanced converter reactor

combinations by the Systems Analyses Task Force covering relative

economic and fuel utilizAtion performance;

3. preparation of a draft report by the ORNL working group, followed by

an extensive review by the task force;
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4. preparation of conclusions and recommendations by the task force and

final approval of the report;

5. review of the final report by the Commission.

Finally, before publishing, the report was reviewed by selected

representatives of the reactor industry, national laboratories, and the

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. There has been general acceptance of the

content, and all comments received have been considered in the final version

of the report.

As discussed in the 1967 Supplement to the 1962 Report to the Presi-

dent on Civilian Nuclear Power, a large effort has been required to de-

velop the light water reactors -- starting with naval reactors, followed by

the early civilian power experiments and demonstrations--which culminated

in major engineering efforts to construct large central station plants.

The widespread acceptance of the light water reactor is an established

fact.. The large industrial commitments and improvements in technology

should result in further improvements in performance. These factors will

make difficult the introduction in the United States of any new system,

even though a potential economic gain is indicated. Further, the con-

tinued improvement in the industrial posture of the light water reactors,

plus the urgent need to introduce breeder reactors at the earliest date

possible, will narrow the time span in which an advanced converter could

be successfully introduced. The possible future role of such reactors

in the U.S. nuclear power economy is, therefore, not yet clear.

If the overall assessment of the civilian nuclear power research and

development program should indicate that a specific advanced converter

reactor concept appears to have an attractive economic potential, such a

conclusion could provide a basis for further development. The basis for

development, however, would depend upon additional factors, such as the

interest of U.S. utilities in advanced converter reactors, the availability

of funds over and above those necessary to meet the present heavy commit-

ment to develop economic breeders, particularly the LMFBR, as soon as

possible, and the ability of the U.S. government, industry, and utilities

to support parallel reactor development efforts.

With the exception of the heavy water-moderated boiling light water-

cooled reactors, the advanced converter designs evaluated in this report
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are based on information provided by the developers of the systems and,

therefore, generally reflect their viewpoint. It is recognized that the

inclusion of members on the task force from industrial organizations en-

gaged in the development of advanced converters has resulted in a report

that reflects their enthusiasm. As fossil fuel was a moving target for

the light-water reactors, so now light-water reactors, as well as fossil

fuel, will be the moving targets for the advanced converters. This report

presents an evaluation of advanced converter reactor technology that the

proponents of these systems believe can be achieved.

Milton Shaw, Director
Division of Reactor Development and
Technology
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background Information

The first attempt to evaluate the future role of advanced converter

reactors in the U.S. civilian power program was initiated at the Oak

Ridge National Laboratory near the end of 1963. Designs generated by

sponsors of various 1000-Mw(e) concepts were evaluated. These included

the spectral shift control reactor (SSCR), pressurized heavy water-cooled

reactors (HWR-U and HWR-Th), the sodium graphite reactor (SGR), the high

temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR), and the molten salt converter re-

actor (MSCR). A pressurized light water reactor (PWR) was also considered

for comparative purposes. The results of these studies indicated that

only two of the advanced converters considered, the HTGR and the MSCR,

had the potential of both lower power costs and better fuel utilization

than the PWR. The remaining systems were encumbered either with high

power costs (SSCR and HWR-Th) or poor fuel utilization (SGR and HWR-U).

On the basis of these early evaluations, it appeared that there was in-

sufficient incentive for continuing the development of heavy-water-

moderated reactors in the U.S. Canadian studies2 show that reductions

in power costs of HWR's can be obtained by using organic or boiling-light-

water coolants instead of pressurized heavy water. To verify this, an

evaluation of heavy water-moderated organic-cooled reactors was under-

taken at ORNL in the spring of 1965.

Three concepts were compared; namely, slightly enriched UC-fueled,

thorium oxide-fueled, and thorium metal-fueled systems. The results of

the evaluation3 verified that under the assumed ground rules (i.e., in-

vestor-owned plants, etc.) the HWOCR concepts had lower power costs and

better fuel utilization characteristics than the pressurized heavy water-

cooled reactors and the PWR considered previously. Thus,by January 1967,

three advanced converter concepts--the HTGR, the HWOCR, and the MSCR--

were identified as having better costs and fuel utilization than light

water reactors. The role of these particular advanced converters in the

future U.S. power system still remained unclear, however, because the

evaluations conducted up to that time were limited to a comparison of
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converter reactors with each other, rather than with all reactors that

might comprise the future U.S. power system. The evaluations also did

not take into consideration the effect of the introduction of these con-

verters on the economics of the system as a whole, the competitiveness

of converters with breeders, and the influence of rising ore prices on

the competitive position of converters relative to light water reactors

and breeders.

Based on the degree of continued success of current light water sys-

tems, as well as the availability of low-cost uranium ore, and the progress

of breeder reactor development, which is being assessed as part of the

Commission's ongoing civilian power analysis program, it was determined

early in 1967 that sufficient data had been developed on heavy water re-

actor alternatives to permit readjustment of the program. On this basis,

the developmental work on the heavy water organic-cooled concept was

phased out. Plans to construct a heavy water demonstration plant have

been deferred until the role of this class of reactors is further clari-

fied. In the meantime, a heavy water reactor research and development

program involving a modest expenditure of U.S. resources is underway

This program, coupled with active international technical liaison, pro-

vides an economical means for the U.S. to maintain the option to exploit

the heavy-water reactors in the future.

1.2 Objectives and Scope of Study

The objectives of this current study were, therefore:

1. to evaluate the feasibility of developing and constructing several

advanced converters;

2. to assess the economic performance of each converter;

3. to evaluate the research and development program required for each

to achieve commercial use; and

4. to provide data to the Systems Analyses Task Force (SATF).

This assessment of advanced converters was initiated by the USAEC

in the fall of 1966 under the guidance of an Advanced Converter Task

Force consisting of representatives of industry (Atomics Itternational-

Combustion Engineering,. Babcock & Wilcox, and Gulf General Atomic), the
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National Laboratories (ORNL, BNL, LASL, and PNL), and the USAEC Division

of Reactor Development and Technology. The industrial sponsors of each

concept were requested to generate or update designs of 1000-Mw(e) to

provide a basis for comparison. A working group was established at Oak

Ridge National Laboratory to independently develop the technical and eco-

nomic performance characteristics of these concepts. The results were

then compared with those claimed by the sponsors, and the differences

were resolved. Finally, each advanced converter is to be examined from

the standpoint of possible contribution to the overall nuclear power sys-

tem of the U.S. This is to be done by the Systems Analyses Task Force.

1.3 Reactor Systems Considered

Five types of heavy water-moderated organic-cooled reactors (HWOCR)

were considered; namely, concepts fueled with slightly enriched UC (EUC),

natural UC (NUC), natural uranium metal (NUM), thorium-uranium oxide

(TUO), and thorium-uranium metal (TUM). A heavy water-moderated boil-

ing-light water-cooled (HWBLW) reactor and two high temperature gas-cooled

concepts (HTGR backup and reference designs) were also evaluated. A pres-

surized light water reactor design proposed by the Light Water Reactor

Task Force4 was used as a reference design to provide a basis for compari-

son. Although interest exists in the United States and other parts of the

world in other types of advanced converters, such as pressurized heavy

water-cooled heavy water-moderated reactors and metallic-clad-fueled graph-

ite reactors, these concepts were not included in the current evaluation

because of (1) lack of adequate design information and/or (2) lack of a

U.S. industrial sponsor. The molten salt reactor was not included because

this concept was evaluated by the Thorium Task Force.

1.4 Sources of Information

The designs of the HWOCR concept were generated as part of the USAEC

program for developing such reactors. Atomics International and Combus-

tion Engineering (AI-CE) jointly provided the HWOCR plant and core de-

signs associated with use of uranium-based fuel, while Babcock & Wilcox
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(B&W) developed core designs based on use of the thorium fuel cycle. The

initial AI-CE design concept for using slightly enriched uranium (as UC)

was presented in a report5 submitted to ORNL in October 1965. The ini-

tial B&W core designs6 were for using thorium oxide- and thorium-metal-

based fuels and were also presented to ORNL in October 1965. Subsequently,

revised thorium-fueled core designs were summarized in a report7 presented

to ORNL on November 15, 1965. These designs were evaluated and the re-

sults reported. 3 Following the initial ORNL evaluation, the industrial

sponsors modified their reactor designs, with AI-CE modifications8 of

the slightly enriched uranium-fueled design being submitted in October

1966; the revised thorium-based designs9 were submitted in July 1966. In

addition, AI-CE considered use of natural uranium fuel, and designs based

on natural uranium carbide and natural uranium metallo were submitted in

early 1967. These final HWOCR designs were evaluated by ORNL and the

results reported.1 1

Design of a natural uranium oxide-fueled 1000-Mw(e) HWBLW reactor

was accomplished through a U. S.-Canadian study, in which most of the

reactor design data were supplied by Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd. (AECL).

AECL is considered to be the designer and sponsor of the HWBLW concept,

although the firm of Sargent & Lundy Engineers was contracted by ORNL

to design the overall plant and develop capital cost data.

To minimize AECL's effort, BLW-250 design information was used insofar

as possible, and this information was submitted in late 1966 and early 1967.

Thus, the resulting conceptual design represented only a first iteration

toward a fully developed design. Based on more recent work not completely

representative of the potential of the HWBLW system.

A brief discussion of the BLW-250 reactor design is given in Ref. 12.

Details of the design are discussed in numerous AECL internal memorandums

and in the BLW-250 Safety Report.13 The HWBLW plant design provided by

Sargent & Lundy is described in detail in Ref. 14.

The two high temperature gas-cooled reactor designs (backup and ref-

erence HTGR) were developed by Gulf General Atomic (GGA) and are described

in Refs. 15, 16, and 17.
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1.5 Procedures Followed

Starting with the reference design (or designs) provided by the spon-

sor of each concept, the ORNL working group first carried out detailed

thermal-hydraulic and nuclear physics analyses to verify that the proposed

design and operating conditions were technically feasible. In this regard,

it was assumed that research and development programs associated with

each concept would be successfully completed. The postulated thermal and

mechanical performances of individual components of the heat removal and

power generation systems were checked in detail. Fuel performance cal-

culations (exposure levels, mass balances, power-peaking factors), as

well as reactivity coefficient calculations, were also made. Possible

problems relating to reactor performance, fuel element integrity, safety,

and control were identified in each case. Finally, the research and de-

velopment programs required to solve these problems were analyzed with

respect to costs and timing.

Once the technical feasibility of a concept was established and a

specific set of design and operating parameters identified, the capital

cost of the plant was estimated by ORNL and compared with the sponsor's

estimated costs. Adjustments were made where necessary to put the capi-

tal costs of all reactor concepts on a consistent basis. Unit costs in

dollars per kilogram of uranium for fuel fabrication, conversion, ship-

ping, and processing were determined for each type of fuel and combined

with core performance data to determine present worth (levelized) fuel-

cycle costs over the 30-year life of each type of reactor. Capital costs,

fuel costs, and operating and maintenance costs were then combined to

provide overall comparisons of power costs. Operating and maintenance

costs were also normalized following a consistent set of labor, materials,

and other costs. Research and development programs proposed by the vari-

ous sponsors were evaluated as to scope, schedules, and costs. Finally,

results from the system analysis studies pertinent to establishing the

future role of advanced converter reactors, both as a class and indi-

vidually, were reviewed and used as the basis for some of the conclusions

reached.
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2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

2.1 Brief Descriptions of Concepts

All five HWOCR concepts have vertical pressure tubes (calandria) and

bidirectional on-power refueling, bidirectional coolant flow, carbon

steel primary loops, recovery facilities for decomposed organic coolant,

and primary heat transfer components located outside the containment

building. Superheated steam is generated in all cases by the hot Santowax

OM coolant (primarily a mixture of ortho- and metaterphenyls); however,

steam temperatures and pressures vary somewhat, depending on the type of

fuel element used. Principal differences of the natural uranium-fueled

concepts compared with the slightly enriched UC-fueled reactor are

(1) twice as many fuel channels because the reactivity required a larger

core, higher D20 inventory, and larger fuel element diameter, and (2) the

use of zirconium alloys for process tubes instead of SAP (sintered alu-

minum product). Both UC concepts--have SAP-clad fuel pins; however, the

uranium metal fuel element consists of three nested cylinders clad with

a zirconium alloy (Ozhennite 0.5). The reference HWOCR is considered to

be fueled with slightly enriched uranium carbide; however, for the purpose

of system analysis studies, a throwaway fuel cycle core was also proposed

for this concept.

One thorium-fueled HWOCR concept has 37-pin cluster fuel elements

containing Th02-UO2, and the other has fuel elements consisting of four

nested cylinders of zirconium-alloy-clad thorium-uranium metal. The con-

ceptual design of a 37-pin cluster ThC-UC-fueled reactor was also prepared

by B&W but was not included in the ORNL evaluation because its economic

performance was no better than that of the other systems, and the use of

this fuel involved more technical problems. The overall plant design for

the thorium-fueled concepts is basically the same as that for the AI-CE

uranium-fueled reactors, except that the core design was changed to ac-

commodate the thorium fuels.

The design of the 1000-Mw(e) HWBLW reactor represents an extrapola-

tion from the Canadian CANDU-BLW-250 reactor,. which is smaller in overall

size but in many other important respects is essentially the same as the
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1000-Mw(e) reactor. The BLW-250 reactor is being designed and built by

Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd. (AECL), and much of the research and devel-

opment has been a part of the USAEC-AECL Cooperative Program for heavy-

water reactors. The design features a vertical pressure-tube calandria-

type reactor cooled with boiling light water. Coolant enters at the bot-

tom of the reactor at about 1000 psi and exits at the top as 30% quality

steam. The steam, after separation, goes directly to the turbine. Fuel

assemblies consist of 19-rod Zircaloy-4-clad natural U02 pellets. Five

assemblies, each 1.5 m long, are stacked in each of 688 pressure tubes.

Although the reference HWBLW reactor was considered to be fueled with

natural U02, enrichment with plutonium was also included in the data pro-

vided for the SATF studies.

The HTGR backup design is essentially a scaleup of the 330-Mw(e)

Fort St. Vrain plant. This concept consists of a graphite-moderated

helium-cooled reactor operating on the thorium-2 3 3U fuel cycle. The

graphite serves as the moderator, reflector, and fuel-bearing structure,

and the fuel is in the form of carbon-coated particles of U0 2 + Th02 or

UC2 + ThC2 . The core and complete helium circulating system are housed

in a prestressed-concrete reactor vessel (PCRV).

The HTGR reference design includes the following improvements over

the backup design: (1) on-line refueling, (2) a wire-wound concrete

pressure vessel, (3) a radial-flow steam generator, and (4) supercritical

steam conditions. In both the backup and reference HTGR's, the initial

operation of the reactor is normally with uranium highly enriched in 2 35U

as fissile material. Bred uranium is recovered from the spent fuel and

is recycled along with enough fully enriched uranium to maintain criti-

cality. In the typical equilibrium cycle, the fuel elements have a mix-

ture of two types of coated particles: makeup particles containing only

highly enriched 23 5U and fertile particles containing the thorium and all

the recycled uranium. This permits separation of the bred material from

makeup material. For the purpose of system analysis studies, mass-bal-

ance data were also provided for an HTGR reference design with 2 3 3U in

the initial loading and/or makeup fuel.
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2.2 Evaluation of Performance Characteristics

2.2.1 Physics

The primary areas of concern in the physics analysis are: (1) fuel

inventories and lifetime fuel requirements for determination of fuel cycle

costs; (2) power-peaking factors for use in the thermal-hydraulic evalua-

tion; and (3) reactivity coefficients for the safety and 'ontrol analysis.

These physics characteristics are summarized in Table 2.1. Lifetime mass

balances for use in system analysis studies were computed for each con-

cept, and details of the computations are given in Refs. 11, 14, and 17.

The results of the physics evaluations of the various concepts are

summarized in the following paragraphs.

HWOCR. ORNL's depletion calculations (i.e., burnup versus feed en-

richment) generally agreed with design values of the sponsors. Estimated

conversion ratios of the NUC, TUO, and TUM concepts were below those given

by AI-CE and B&W. The influence of the lower conversion ratios on fuel

cycle costs was found to be less than 0.1 mill/kwhr. It was also found

that power-peaking factors calculated by the sponsors can be generally

achieved by proper distribution of fuel in the reactor. However, changes

as little as 2 to 5% in fuel distribution caused significant changes in

the gross radial power distribution. This sensitivity to power distri-

bution provides flexibility for flattening the power at beginning of core

life; however, local changes in fissile concentration during burnup may

create power distribution problems. The coolant temperature coefficient

of reactivity of this reactor concept is positive, so there is need of a

very reliable control and safety system. Since a single-phase coolant is

employed, reactivity changes associated with temperature changes would

normally be very small.

HWBLW Reactor. ORNL- and AECL-calculated values for fuel burnup in

the HWBLW reactor are in good agreement, with both indicating an average

burnup of 8,000 Mwd/MT and a maximum of about 11,000 Mwd/MT. The ORNL-

estimated fissile plutonium production, however, was 2.45 g/kg of uranium

compared with the 2.67 calculated by AECL. An extensive examination of

the influence of various fuel-management schemes on power-peaking factors

was carried out by AECL for the CANDU BLW-250 reactor. This indicated



Table 2.1. Physics Characteristics of Advanced Converters

HWOCR HWBLW HTGR

EUC NUC NUM TUO TUM Reactor Backup Reference

Thermal power level, Mw

Fuel-cycle data

Fuel management

Average core fissile inventory,
kg

Average core fertile inventory,
MT

D20 inventory, MT
Average burnup, Mwd/MT
Peak burnup, Mwd/MT
Feed enrichment,a % fissile
Discharge enrichment,a % fissile
Fissile plutonium in spent fuel,
g/kg (U + Th)

Average conversion ratio
Fuel lifetime, years at 0.8 power

factor

Power-peaking factors

Axial
Gross radial
Fine radial (average peak value)
Xenon and control rods

Reactivity coefficientsb

Fuel temperature, &k/*F
Coolant temperature, Ak/OF
Coolant void, Ak/A$ void

3,093 3, 268 3,166 3,100 3,187

Continuous bidirectional

974

122

297
16,800
22,500
1.22
0.18
3.4

0.70
2.32

1.48
1.17
1.23
1.05

-5 x 10- 6
4 x10-5
1 x 10- 4

1,400

236

629
8, 040
11,000
0.71
0.21
2.5

0.75
2.02

1.35
1.20
1.15
1.05

-5 x 10-6
4 x10-5
1 x 10~4

2,250

417

667
5,240
7,000
0.60
0.25
2.2

0.79
2.37

1.41
1.20
1.10
1.05

-5 x 10-6
4 x10-5
1 x 10-4

2,190 1,970

116

328
20, 000
25,000
1.91
1.64
0.06

0.85
2.65

1.45
1.17
1.20
1.05

-5 x 10- 6
4 x10-5
1 x 10-4

96

243
20, 000
29,000
2.15
1.80
0.07

0.81
2.16

1.33
1.17
1.50
1.05

-5 x 10-6
4 x10-5

1 x 104

3,242 2,457

Continuous Four batch
scatter

1,460 1,810

243

450
$, 000
11,000
0.71
0.24
2.40

0.78
1.97

1.55
1.15
1.11

41

70,000
105, 000
5.6
3.9
0.05

0.78
4.0

1.51
1.44
1.12

-12 x 10-6 -27 x 10-6
Negligible

2 x 10-4 Negligible

aEquilibrium cycle.

bNominal values.

2, 318

Continuous

1,470

39

65,000
99,000
4.7
3.3
0.03

0.81
4.0

1.51
1.10
1.40

-27 x 10-6
Negligible
Negligible
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that the HWBLW reactor is sufficiently flexible in fuel shuffling to

achieve satisfactory power distributions. Since detailed verification

of this point was beyond the scope of the current evaluation, AECL peak-

ing factors were used for the thermal-hydraulic analysis. ORNL reactivity

coefficient calculations are not in good agreement with those of AECL.

AECL predicts positive coolant void coefficients for both the fresh and

equilibrium fuel, whereas ORNL calculations indicate a less positive

value for the fresh core and a negative value for the equilibrium core.

These differences have not been resolved and will probably require ex-

tensive critical experiments with both fresh and depleted fuel to estab-

lish what the actual coefficients are. In any event, a positive coolant-

void coefficient, in combination with the loosely coupled core and two-

phase coolant that are inherent features of the HWBLW reactor, introduces

the possibilities of slow instabilities associated with xenon and of fast

instabilities. It appears that a reasonable control system can handle

the slow instabilities, but it is not clear that this would be the case

with fast instabilities. AECL believes that the fuel negative Doppler

coefficient, coupled with the long (~18 sec) time constant for heat trans-

fer from fuel to coolant will make it possible to adequately control the

reactor with a reasonable zonal control system.

HTGR. The results of the physics calculations for the HTGR indicate

that the specified average fuel exposures of the backup and reference de-

signs (70 and 65 Mwd/kg, respectively) represent the optimum exposures

from the standpoint of minimum fuel cycle costs. Certain aspects of the

fuel, including effects of high neutron exposures and characteristics of

a bonded bed of fuel particles, require demonstration. Achievement of

specified exposures must also be demonstrated.

Conversion ratios calculated by ORNL are 1 to 2% less than GGA's

values. The resulting annual fissile makeup at a 0.8 plant factor (247

and 173 kg/yr for the backup and reference designs, respectively) is 6

to 7% higher than calculated by GGA. Initial fissile loadings for the

two designs calculated by ORNL are 2140 and 1870 kg 23 5 U, respectively,

for the backup and reference designs. These amounts are 10% higher. than
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GGA's figures. These small differences, which are apparently attributable

to the neutron cross sections used in each case, affect the fuel cycle

costs by less than 0.05 mill/kwhr.

ORNL did not carry out dimensional calculations to examine the spa-

tial distribution of power density because the HTGR concept has the flex-

ibility of compensating for poor power densities with small changes in the

distribution of fuel and other materials in the reactor. The thermal-hy-

draulic analysis, therefore, was based on GGA's calculated power density

distribution.

The temperature coefficient of reactivity of the thorium was calcu-

lated and found to be strongly negative (-2.7 x 10-5 k/CC). This results

in an overall negative power coefficient and makes the HTGR reactors in-

herently stable.

2.2.2 Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis

The thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the advanced converters are

summarized in Table 2.2, and the following paragraphs summarize the evalu-

ation of these data.

HWOCR. The major limitations in the thermal performance of the HWOCR

concepts are the maximum allowable temperature at the surface of the clad-

ding, the maximum allowable temperature of the organic coolant, the heat

transfer resistance associated with organic fouling after buildup, and

the degree of fluid mixing that takes place as the coolant passes through

a fuel channel. For the design concepts in which SAP (sintered aluminum

product) is the cladding material (EUC, NUC, TUO), surface temperatures

must be kept below 900OF (4820C) based on allowable stresses for SAP.

Zirconium-alloy-clad elements (NUM and TUM), on the other hand, appear

limited to surface temperatures of 850'F (454'C) to avoid excessive pickup

of hydrogen and subsequent embrittlement over the life of the fuel.

Organic coolant temperatures for all concepts were considered to be

limited to a maximum value of 850'F (4540C) to avoid excessive organic

film buildup. Complete coolant mixing was considered to occur along a

coolant flow annulus for the nested-cylinder type of fuel assemblies,

with no mixing between flow annuli; 80 to 95% fluid mixing between flow



Table 2.2. Engineering Characteristics of Advanced Converters

HWOCR HWBLW HTGR

EUC NUC NUM TUO TUM Reactor Backup Reference

Fuel type

Fuel configuration

Cladding material

Moderator

Coolant

.hkzrmal capacity, Mw

Net electrical capacity, Mw

Net station efficiency, %
Steam conditions, psig/OF

Coolant temperature, inlet/outlet, OF
Coolant pressure, psi

Coolant flow rate, lb/hr

Average core power density, kw/liter

Average core specific power, kw/kg
of fuel

Maximum linear heat rating, kw/ft

Uranium
carbide

37-pin as-
semblies

SAP

D2 0

3093

1067

34.5

900/725

590/745

285

110 x 106

16.1

24.8

Uran
car

19-p
sex

SAP

D20

lium
bide

Uranium metal (Th-U)0 2

in as- 3 nested cyl-

ablies inders

Ozhennite 0.5

D 20

Santowax OM plus high

3268

1118

34.2

900/725

580/750

360

108 x 106

8.1

13.6

3166

1070

33.8

900/685

569/710

320

128 x 106

5.6

7.6

37-pin
cluster

SAP

D2 0

boilers

3100

1076

34.7

900/740

605/766

280

106 x 106

12.3

26.4

Thorium-ura-
nium

4 nested cyl-
inders

Ozhennite 0.5

D2 0

3187

1048

32.9

600/660

535/685

353

119 x 106

19.6

32.2

18.4 123 16.5 261

U02

19-pin as-
semblies

Zircaloy-4

D 2 0

Boiling
H20

3242

965

29.8

765/514

513/518

1080

49.8 X 106

9.1

13.3

(Th-U)0 2 or
( Th-U) C

Coated par-
ticles

None

Graphite

Helium

2460

1001

40.7

2400/1000

757/1449

690

10.3 x 106

7.5

60

(Th-U)0 2 or
( Th-U) C

Coated par-
ticles

None

Graphite

Helium

2320

1000

43.1

3500/1050

802/1525

695

9.3 x 106

7.0

60

23.4
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subchannels was associated with the pin-cluster assemblies. The tempera-

ture drop across the organic film at the position of maximum surface tem-

perature depends on the heat flux, the fuel exposure, and the bulk cool-

ant temperature and varies from 20 to 40*F for the various concepts, with

the low value associated with the NUM design and the high value with the

TUM design. These values were considered in the analyses of the thermal-

hydraulic performance.

Associated factors influencing the thermal performance were the heat

transfer and fluid flow correlations employed; the correlations used were

those deemed best based on current experimental data. Also, power-peak-

ing factors determined from reactor physics calculations and engineering

factors were considered in calculating the core thermal performance. The

above analyses were used to determine maximum coolant temperature condi-

tions; the associated steam conditions were based on optimizing thermal

efficiency and heat removal components to give minimum power costs. Rela-

tive to temperature specified by the design sponsor, the coolant outlet

temperatures for the EUC and TUM designs were reduced 5 and 25*F, respec-

tively (to the values given in Table 2.2), while coolant outlet tempera-

tures for the NUC, TUO, and NUM concepts were increased 50, 45, and 100 F,

respectively. The effect of these changes on power costs was also evalu-

ated and found to vary from -0.3 to +0.2 mill/kwhr.

HWBLW Reactor. The thermal and hydraulic mechanical design of the

HWBLW reactor is based on a significant extrapolation of available ex-

perimental data. Heat fluxes, steam quality, flow rate, and fuel channel

and bundle length are all greater than have been investigated experimen-

tally in appropriate combinations. Hydraulic tests on the long (25 ft)

fuel channels have not been conducted; therefore, there remain many ques-

tions regarding vibration, fretting, corrosion, and retubing. It is be-

lieved that such problems can be solved without gross detrimental effects

on reactor performance and,thus,on economics. Hydrodynamic stability

calculations for the parallel channel system indicate that the system

will be stable; however, the calculations have not as yet included nuclear

feedback effects.
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The specified minimum critical power ratio (CPR) is expected, by

AECL, to be achieved through the use of mixer-strippers that will be lo-

cated in the fuel channel and are intended to maintain liquid on the fuel

rods along the full length of the fuel element. There is some experimen-

tal evidence that this will work, but it remains to be demonstrated on

HWBLW-type fuel. Previous experiments related to this subject indicate

that mixer-strippers can be very beneficial. It is not clear, however,

what fuel element modifications will be required to achieve the desired

CPR,and what effect this might have on core performance otherwise. A

core design based on significantly lower outlet qualities (say less than

15%) leads to an economically unattractive reactor.

HTGR. Based on conservative values for thermal conductivity and

extent of coolant flow shunting, calculations indicate that the specified

operating conditions of both the backup design and reference design are

conservative. Thus both designs might be operated at higher power den-

sities than given, which might result in lower total power costs.

2.2.3 Components

HWOCR. The major components of the HWOCR concept appear amenable to

a reasonable design, development, and testing program. Research and

development work is required for fuel channels, the refueling machine,

hydrocracker, spatial power control rods, reactor instrumentation and

control system, and plant control system. In the original TUO design,

the calandria tube pitch was only 9.5 in. and did not permit adequate

mechanical clearance. All current designs have a minimum pitch of 10.5

in., which appears acceptable.

HWBLW Reactpt. The more important component problems associated with

the HWBLW concept appear to be confined to the core region. Reactor

components outside the core region are very similar to those of con-

ventional boiling water systems and thus should require little or no

development, with the exception of the on-line refueling machine.

The possible need for replacing a Zircaloy calandria tube as a result

of radiation damage requires further study, and if replacement is necessary,

a method must be developed. Because of the low operating temperattwe, long-
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term corrosion does not appear to be a problem, but fretting corrosion

resulting from intermittent contact with the pressure tube spacers might

be serious. The probability of pressure-tube failure and subsequent venting

of excessive overpressure also requires further analysis and tests.

As in the case of the HWOCR, the control of spatial power changes

needs attention; a control system must be developed that will be able to

accommodate the positive reactivity coefficients.

HTGR. The backup HTGR design, although similar to the 330-Mw(e)

For St. Vrain plant,18 requires a scaleup in size of a number of impor-

tant components. There do not appear to be any fundamental problems in

such a scaleup. The PCRV itself is not very different from others that

have been built abroad, but there is only limited experience in the

United States with such vessels.

The reference design incorporates radial-flow steam generators rather

than axial-flow units, wirewrap instead of circumferential tendons in the

construction of the PCRV, and on-line refueling. Each of these innova-

tions involves considerable uncertainty in cost estimates at the present

time. An estimated power cost differential of 0.2 mill/kwhr provides

the incentive for successful completion of the additional development

programs required for the reference design compared with the backup

design.

2.2.4 Fuels and Materials

HWOCR. In regard to the evaluation of materials used in the HWOCR

concepts, of particular concern are the mechanical properties of SAP

(aluminum plus 5 to 14% aluminum oxide) because this is a relatively new

material for which specifications and design stresses have not yet been

firmly established. At the present time, there are no U.S. suppliers of

SAP, but it is available from foreign sources. This material was selected

as the cladding and process-tube material for a number of the concepts

because of its good nuclear properties, good mechanical strength at high

temperature, and excellent thermal conductivity. However, the ductility

of SAP at low strain rates and its notch sensitivity may limit its use.

Present information indicates that SAP components must be designed on the
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basis of a 0.5% creep strain. The designs considered were within this

limit. An analysis of the effect of temperature on the performance of

SAP cladding indicated that this material should be satisfactory for the

proposed concepts if surface temperatures do not exceed 900*F (482*C).

Use of zirconium alloys as cladding and pressure tube material appears

feasible for temperatures up to 850*F (4550C), based on preliminary hy-

driding data obtained on Ozhennite 0.5.

A third materials problem of concern in organic-cooled reactors is

the possible buildup of film on fuel element surfaces, which might impair

heat transfer and possibly restrict passage of coolant. Recent AECL ex-

periments show, however, that although a small amount of deposition occurs

it should be possible to keep film buildup to tolerable limits.

Of principal concern in the fuel element performance in HWOCR's are

fission gas release, fuel swelling, and the ability of the fuel cladding

to maintain its integrity. It is concluded, however, that the proposed

fuel-element designs for the EUC, 1NUC, RUM, and TUM elements will operate

at proposed heat ratings and temperatures; the TUO element design appears

to be satisfactory if the length associated with the gas volume at the

end of each element is increased from 1.3 to 3.9 in.

HWBLW Reactor. It does not appear that there will be any signifi-

cant materials problems in the HWBLW reactor. Materials in the core re-

gion are austenitic stainless steel (calandria and pigtails), Zircaloy-2

(calandria tube), zirconium-2.5% niobium (pressure tube), and Zircaloy-4

(fuel sheath and in-core reactivity control components). The zirconium-

2.5% niobium material has substantially higher yield and ultimate tensile

strengths than the other zirconium alloys. This results in a thinner

pressure tube wall and thus greater neutron economy. However, long-term

properties of this newly developed material are not yet fully established.

Acquisition of such data is a part of the USAEC-AECL cooperative program.

The anticipated maximum fuel duty for the reference HWBLW design is

11,000 Mwd/MT, with fk d9 = 48 w/cm. A few experimental fuels similar

to the HWBLW reactor fuel have been subjected to these conditions with

success. It is believed that the desired fuel duty can be achieved with

perhaps some further development, which is in progress in connection with

the BLW-250 reactor program.
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HTGR. Materials in the core of the HTGR are limited to the coated-

particle fuel compacts and the graphite blocks which serve as moderator

and structure. Data and information on the operational characteristics

of some features of the coated-particle graphite-matrix fuel concept have

been investigated in Peach Bottom, Dragon, and irradiation tests. A large

amount of testing remains to be done, particularly to investigate the ef-

fect of high fast neutron doses and the effects and operating characteris-

tics of the fuel matrix.

The calculated maximum fuel temperatures in both backup and reference

designs are below the 1500*C value specified by GGA, even though extremely

conservative values for thermal conductivity and the extent of coolant

flow shunting were used. There are limited data on fuel performance at

15000C.

Recent irradiations of graphite at high temperature (near 1000 C)

indicate a pattern of shrinkage up to fast neutron doses of about 5 x 1021

neutrons/cm2, followed by very rapid growth. Since the maximum fast neu-

tron exposure in the HTGR is greater than 5 x 1021, there could be prob-

lems such as cracking of the graphite and/or jamming of the blocks in the

core. However, no penalty was assigned to the concept because the irra-

diation data obtained to date are so fragmentary that it is not at all

clear that a problem exists. Also, graphite temperatures near 1000 C

occur only in fresh fuel elements. If necessary, the situation can be

improved by one or more of a variety of steps, such as developing a graph-

ite with relatively better irradiation stability, reducing the maximum

graphite temperatures slightly, designing the blocks to permit some swell-

ing, or reducing fuel element exposures.

2.2.5 Safety

The advanced converters considered in the evaluation all have several

basic features that tend tQ contribute to their safety. Among these are

(1) large heat absorption capacity of the fuel and moderator, (2) low

stored energy in moderator, (3) long neutron generation time, and (4) small

excess reactivity in control rods. In the case of the HWOCR and HWBLW

concepts, the positive temperature coefficient of reactivity for the cool-

ant makes these reactors inherently unstable; however, dynamic studies
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have indicated that adequate control can be achieved with an automatic

regulating system. In the case of the HTGR, the reactor is inherently

stable, and the control problem is thus considerably eased.

HWOCR. Due to the positive coolant temperature coefficient of re-

activity, the safety of the present HWOCR designs is dependent on a highly

reliable shutdown system. Also, the importance of controlling power-

peaking factors below design limits and the sensitivity of these factors

to small local reactivity changes require a spatial flux sensing and con-

trol system during reactor operation. Such systems appear feasible to

design and construct, and do not need rapid response times. In addition

to shutting down the reactor, the core and containment building must be

adequately cooled to preserve the integrity of the containment vessel

during a severe accident.

HWBLW Reactor. As in the case of the HWOCR, overall power regula-

tion of the HWBLW reactor does not appear to present a problem if the

reactivity control system remains functional. Even with the positive

coefficient, the long time constant (--48 sec) for transfer of heat from

fuel to coolant and the fuel negative Doppler coefficient probably will

make fast reactivity changes self-regulating, so the regulating system

will only have to follow the lagging and relatively slow change in

coolant density. However, after a loss-of-coolant accident, if the

shut-down mechanism failed, indications are that rod melting and rupture

of the pressure tubes and calandria tubes would occur. According to

AECL, such an occurrence would shut the reactor down without the con-

tainment being breeched during the initial pressure surge, even though

the calandria might fail. The scope of the evaluation did not permit

verification of this point, since it relates to the amount of energy

generated during the shutdown process. Also, the question of containing

the molten fuel requires further consideration.

HTGR. The gas-cooled reactors are inherently stable, slow moving,

and easy to control. The system is load-following and can follow large

rapid changes in load on the turbine. Design studies on the Fort St.

Vrain reactor have shown that forced cooling of the core is not essential

for preservation of the core structure or its integrity if the liner
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cooling systems can be relied on for long-term decay heat removal. If

this feature can be shown to apply to the larger l000-Mw(e) designs, it

would be an important and unusual safety advantage for these reactors.

Both the backup and reference designs use the PCRV as the primary

containment system. The secondary closures on the PCRV penetrations are

considered by GGA as secondary containment. This question, which is not

yet completely resolved, constitutes the principal design uncertainty

in regard to safety; therefore,the cost estimates include cases with and

without conventional secondary containment.

2.3 Economic Evaluation

2.3.1 Capital Costs

The capital cost estimates used in the evaluation are based on in-

formation submitted by sponsors for reference plant designs; however,

design and operating conditions were varied as necessary to place con-

cepts on an equivalent basis for comparison. These changes were gener-

ally small and equivalent to less than +0.2 to -0.3 mill/kwhr in power

costs. The procedure used in arriving at adjusted and normalized capital

costs consisted of the following steps:

1. Costs reported by sponsors were tabulated in accordance with the

USAEC classification of accounts outlined in Ref. 19.

2. Costs of systems and components common to more than one plant

were normalized to a reference set of costs. These were derived from

suppliers list prices, materials costs, and labor costs as of June 1,

1967, by using methods developed at ORNL.

3. Costs of components unique to a particular concept were checked

against applicable cost experience and modified when apparent discrepan-

cies were found.

4. Constant percentages were applied sequentially to the direct

costs of all concepts to determine the total indirect costs. These were

general and administration (6%), miscellaneous construction (1%), archi-

tect-engineer services (5%), nuclear engineering (2%), startup (35% of

operation and maintenance costs), contingency (10%), and interest during
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construction of investor-owned plant (10.8%). In combination, these in-

direct charges amounted to about 41% of the direct construction costs.

Table 2.3 summarizes the capital costs of the reactors being con-

sidered in terms of the major accounts. Since the cost normalization

methods used are sensitive to the accuracy of the reference design costs

and are for a fixed set of site conditions, the values reported should

be regarded as relative rather than absolute investment costs. They are

not intended to reflect possible future prices of plants, since these

will be influenced by changes in "market-place" conditions. They are

cost estimates as of June 1967 and, in accordance with the ground rules

of the study, do not include allowances for sales tax, escalations in

costs of labor and materials, or increases in costs of labor due to con-

struction of the plants on an extended work week. Adjustment to a June

1968 cost base would add about 5% to each of the costs in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3. Normalized Capital Costs of Investor-Owned
Advanced Converters

Total Unit Corresponding
Concept Costs Energy Costs*

[$/kw(e)] (mills/kwhr)

BWR/PWR 133 2.60

HWOCR

EUC 128 2.51
NUM 143 2.80
NUC 137 2.69
TUO 133 2.59
TUM 128 2.50

HWBLW reactor 143 2.80

HTGR

Backup design 123 2.41
Reference design 122 2.38
Backup designwith containment 127 2.48
Reference design with containment 125 2.43

*Based on 13.7%' annual fixed charge rate and 0.8 plant factor.
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Allowances for a state sales tax at 3% of material cost, for escalation

at a projected average rate of 4.5% per year (~8% of the total cost for

a four-year construction schedule), and for an assumed amount of 30% ad-

ditional labor cost due to using an extended work week for construction,

would, in total, add about 15% to the final cost of the plant from

the time construction started. Thus, for example, a 1000-Mw(e) BWR or

PWR estimated to cost $133/kw(e) in June 1967 under the ground rules of

this study would be adjusted to about $140/kw(e) based on June 1968 prices,

and, at the end of construction four years later, the total cost would be

about $160/kw(e), including allowances for the above cost increases.

Further cost additions would be incurred at sites where cooling towers

must be provided to avoid thermal pollution and in areas requiring more

stringent provisions for earthquake protection. Other special site con-

ditions or longer construction schedules than four years would also add

to the costs.

2.3.2 Fuel-Cycle Costs

The fuel cycle cost was resolved into the following components:

(1) burnup costs, (2) fuel preparation cost, (3) fabrication costs,

(4) processing cost, including ultimate waste disposal cost, (5) shipping

cost, (6) fixed charges on fissile and fertile inventories, and (7) in-

terest charges on operating capital invested in fabrication, processing,

shipping facilities, and inventories of special materials. The fixed

charges and interest were computed by the "present-worth" formula. A

value was assigned to fuel discharged from the reactor at the end of

plant life (~30 years) that included linearly prorated credits for fab-

rication and debits for processing of partially irradiated fuel. In

computing the present worth of the power produced, the price of power

and the plant factor were assumed constant with time. Resulting fuel

cycle costs are summarized in Table 2.4.

2.3.3 Operating and Maintenance Costs

Operating and maintenance costs were derived from estimates of sala-

ries, consumable supplies and equipment, outside support services, ad-

ministrative and general costs, coolant and heavy water makeup costs, and
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nuclear liability insurance premiums. The resulting total annual costs

and associated power costs are summarized in Table 2.5.

Table 2.4. Fuel-Cycle Costs for Investor-Owned
Advanced Converters

Costs (mills/kwhr)
Concept

Fuel Cyclea D20 Inventory Total

PWR/BWR 1.46 1.46

HWOCR

EUC 0.92 0.20 1.12
NUM 0.67 0.42 1.09
NUC 0.69 0.38 1.07
TUO 1.48 0.27 1.75
TUM 1.47 0.17 1.64

HWBLW reactor 0.83 0.36 1.19

HTGR

Backup design 1.26 1.26
Reference design 1.02 1.02

aBased on 13.2%
nium, and D20.

fixed charges on fuel-cycle investment, ura-

Table 2.5. Normalized Operating, Maintenance, and
Nuclear Liability Insurance Costs

Total Annual Associated

Concept O&M Costs Power Costsa
(millions of (mill/kwhr)

dollars)

PWR/BWR 1.99 0.29

HWOCR

EUC 2.33 0.33
NUM 2.35 0.34
NUC 2.39 0.34
TUO 2.39 0.34
TUM 2.24 0.32

HWBLW reactor 2.10 0.30

HTGR

Backup design 2.07 0.30
Reference design 2.05 0.29

Based on design power level and 0.8 plant
factor.
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2.3.4 Total Power Costs

Total power costs are summarized in Table 2.6.

Table 2.6. Power Costs in Advanced Converters*

Costs (mills/kwhr)
Concept

Capital Fuel 0&M Total

PWR/BWR 2.60 1.46 0.29 4.35

HWOCR

EUC 2.51 1.12 0.33 3.96
NUM 2.$0 1.09 0.34 4.23
NUC 2.69 1.07 0.34 4.10
TIUO 2.59 1.75 0.34 4.68
TUJM 2.50 1.64 0.32 4.46

HWBLW reactor 2.80 1.19 0.30 4.29

HTGR

Backup design 2.41 1.26 0.30 3.97
Reference design 2.38 1.02 0.29 3.69

*Based on investor
and a 0.8 plant factor.

ownership of plants and fuel

2.4 Fuel Utilization Characteristics

The equilibrium fuel inventories (total including inventory outside

of reactor core) and 30-year fuel makeup requirements based on recycle of

discharged fissile material are summarized in Table 2.7. The requirements

have been converted to equivalent metric tons of natural U30 based on a

diffusion plant tails concentration of 0.002.

2.5 Research and Development Programs

2.5.1 HWOCR

A 10-year program for developing HWOCR systems was proposed by AI-CE

early in 1967. This program was aimed at the construction and operation
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Table 2.7. Fuel Utilization Characteristics of Converter Reactors*

Fuel Burnup Total Fuel
Concept Fuel Inventory 30 Years Required in

[MT U308/Mw(e)] (M U308/Mw) 30 Years [MT
U308 Mw(e)]

PWR/BWR 0.5 3.4 3.9

HWOCR

EUC 0.3 2.9 3.2
NUM 0.5 2.4 2.9
NUC 0.4 2.4 2.8
TUO 0. 1.4 2.1
TUM 0.7 1.5 2.2

HWBLW reactor 0.4 2.4 2.8

HTGR

Backup design 0.4 2.3 2.7
Reference design 0.3 1.6 1.9

*At 0.8 plant factor.

of a 500-Mw(e) demonstration plant by 1973 and a 1000-Mw(e) "commercial"

plant in 1975. Subsequently, however, plans for construction of the

heavy water reactor demonstration plant were deferred pending clarifica-

tion of the role of such reactors in the future U.S. nuclear power sys-

tem. The schedules for developing HWOCR's have, therefore, been adjusted

to reflect this change in plans.

If the assessment of the heavy water-moderated reactors indicates

that a specific HWOCR concept appears to have an attractive economic po-

tential, such a conclusion could provide a basis for further development.

The basis for development, however, would depend upon additional factors,

such as the interest of U.S. utilities in heavy water reactors, the avail-

ability of funds over and above those necessary to meet the present heavy

commitment to develop economic breeders, particularly the LMFBR, as soon

as possible, and the ability of the U.S. government, industry, and utili-

ties to support parallel reactor development efforts.

According to the present schedule, the conceptual design of a 500-

Mw(e) demonstration plant would have started in July 1968 if the results of the
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current evaluation showed that a specific HWOCR concept had an attractive

economic potential relative to other concepts being considered. Under

such conditions, the demonstration plant would be in operation by January

1975. Title I design of the first 1000-Mw(e) commercial plant would start

in July 1970, and the plant would be in full power operation by January

1977. Such a schedule would lead to a 1980 date of introduction of four

1000-Mw(e) commercially competitive HWOCR's.

The total costs of developing the reference EUC-fueled HWOCR are es-

timated to amount to $140 million by 1979. The incremental costs of the

500-Mw(e) demonstration plant (over and above those for economically com-

petitive power production) would add $100 million to the program, bring-

ing the total costs for the reference HWOCR system development to $240

million. Additional costs of $22 million and $32 million, respectively,

would be required to develop natural uranium- and thorium-fueled HWOCR's

in addition to the reference concept.

2.5.2 HWBLW Reactor

Since there is no U.S. industrial sponsor of the HWBLW concept, the

development of this type of reactor rests largely in the hands of the

Canadians, British, and Italians. The three prototype HWBLW plants being

built by these countries [CANDU BLW-250 by AECL, l00-Mw(e) SGHWR by UKAEA,

and 34-Mw(e) CIRENE by Italy] should provide a large portion of the tech-

nical basis for the design and construction of larger demonstration and

commercial plants. As a result of the active technical liasion with these

international programs, the U.S. effort in support of the HWBLW concept

could be reduced significantly from what it might otherwise be. Estimated

total research and development costs are $240 million, of which $100 mil-

lion is associated with a U.S. 500-Mw(e) prototype and $70 million with

foreign expenditures that would be relevant to the U.S. program. The date

of introduction of four commercial 1000-Mw(e) HWBLW nuclear plants would

be 1979.

2.5.3 HTGR

The research and development program for the HTGR concept is based

on successful and timely completion of the development work for the
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330-Mw(e) Fort St. Vrain reactor. This prototype plant will serve as a

basis for the design and construction of future 1000-Mw(e) HTGR's. The

contract price for construction of the Fort St. Vrain plant is $45.8

million, including customer's site costs. An additional $40.9 million

for research and development, design, engineering, startup, first-of-a-

kind nuclear system construction, and initial operation costs, plus $6.4

million for waiver of use charges, will be borne by the government after

a decision is made to proceed with construction. Additional costs, over

and above payments, estimated by the AEC to be at least $25 million, will

be borne by GGA.

Important factors to be demonstrated in the Fort St. Vrain program

are the construction and maintenance experience with this compact, highly

integrated plant design and the quality assurance to obtain 30-year life-

time components that do not require maintenance.

Excluding the above costs, research and development costs for the

backup HTGR (scaleup of Fort St. Vrain) are estimated to amount to $83

million by 1976. The additional increment for the reference HTGR is es-

timated at $8.9 million, bringing the total program to $92 million. If

the Fort St. Vrain plant is in full power operation by 1973, the first

1000-Mw(e) backup design could be completed by 1974-and the reference de-

sign in 1976. Commercial availability of the two designs (defined as the

completion of the next four plants) would be in 1976 and 1978, respectively.

This schedule is considered optimistic by the AEC.

2.5.4 Summary of Research and Development Costs

Research and development costs for advanced converters are summarized

in Table 2.8. It may be seen that total costs for developing heavy water-

moderated concepts are about the same; however, because of AECL support

of the HWBLW program, the cost to the USAEC would be $70 million less.
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Table 2.E. Summary of Research and
Development Programs

Fiscal Cost (millions of dollars)

Year HWOCRa HWBLW HTGR

1969 0.5 8.0 16.2
1970 12.4 6.6 22.3
1971 17.0 7.6 22.0
1972 19.0 7.5 16.6
1973 20.8 6.1 8.0
1974 18.8 3.7
1975 14.3 2.0
1976 11.4 32.7 1.2
1977 9.5
1978 7.4
1979 5.8

Total base program 141.9 68.5 92.0
Prototype plant 98.7 100.0 47 .3b
AECL support 70.0

Total (rounded) 241 239 140

aFor reference EUC fuel only.

bAE C contribution to total support.
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3. GROUND RULES AND COST BASES*

3.1 General Considerations

The main factor employed in the evaluations was power production

cost, and the entire power plant was considered, including the reactor

systems, heat exchange systems, and steam cycle systems. The power cost

was obtained from the combined estimates of capital, operating, and fuel

cycle costs. The technological evaluation was on the basis that the re-

actor design must appear feasible. This criterion implies that although

engineering development may be required to make the design practicable,

a technological breakthrough is not required.

The electrical capacity of each reactor plant was nominally lOOO-Mw(e)

net; however, the fuel fabrication and processing plants were sized to

handle fuel from reactors of each type producing 15,000 Mw(e) (about 15

reactors).

3.2 Financing Conventions

The financing conventions used to estimate total power costs are

summarized in Table 3.1.

3.3 Capital Cost Bases

The bases for the capital cost estimates are given below.

1. It was assumed that the equipment and systems of each plant had

been completely developed and that each plant was one of a number of the

same type to be built. No discount credit for quantity orders of equip-

ment was assumed.

*These ground rules were adopted specifically for the Advanced Con-

verter Task Force studies and do not agree in all respects with those
used by other task forces, particularly the Systems Analyses Task Force.
As a result, fuel cycle costs calculated by the two task forces differ
slightly in ways that do not affect any of the conclusions.
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Table 3.1. Financing Conventions for Advanced Converter Evaluation

Type of ownership: private investor
Plant capacity factor: 0.80

Salvage value of plant: zero
Salvage value of D20: 50% of initial value

Fixed Charge Rates (% per year)

Land and Fuel-Cycle
Depreciating 0 & M Working D20
Investment Working Capital

Capital

Return on investmenta 7.20 7.20 7.20 7.20
Depreciation (30-year sinking 1.02 0.51

fund)
Interim replacements 0.35
Federal income taxesb 2.04 4.80 4.80 3.42
State and local taxes 2.84 0.80 0.80 1.82
Property insurance 0.25 0.40 0.35

Total 13.7 12.8 13.2 13.3

aBased on 52% bonds at 4.615% per year;

b5 0% of gross taxable income.

48% equity at 10% per year.

2. Indirect costs were based on the breakdown used in Ref. 19 and,

except for the light water reactors, amounted to about 41.8% of the di-

rect costs.

3. The plants were assumed to use river water for cooling and to

be located at the AEC hypothetical Middletown site described in Ref. 19.

No thermal pollution problem was assumed.

4. A four-year construction schedule with a 40-hr workweek, and no

overtime was assumed.

5. Direct costs were based on June 1967 equipment prices, with no

allowance for escalation.

6. Turbine-generator costs were based on U.S. manufacturers' June

1967 list prices, with a 7% discount factor applied.
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7. Capital costs included coolant and moderator inventories other

than D20 inventories. D20 inventory costs were reported as a separate

component of fuel costs.

E. Reported capital costs do not include costs of transformer and

switchyard, and do not allow for a state sales tax.

9. Land costs were assumed to be $360,000 for all concepts.

10. Interest during construction was based on a 6/ annual cost of

money.

11. Differences in net electrical ratings of various concepts (965

to 1117 Mw) were taken into account by dividing the estimated total con-

struction cost by the quantity l06 (rating/l000)0 '7 5

3.4 Value of Materials

The unit costs of the materials specified are summarized below:

Item

1. Natural uranium as U308
2. Unirradiated thorium as Th02
3. Separative work cost
4. Diffusion plant tails concen-

tration
5. Enriched and depleted uranium

6. Fissile plutonium

7.

9.

Heavy water at 99.86% purity
Highly enriched 23 3U + 235U
Organic coolant

Unit Cost

$.oo/lb
$5.00/lb
$26/kg
0.002 weight fraction

AEC price schedule based on
items 3 and 4

Five-sixths of value of fully
enriched 23 5U; i.e., $9.32/g
$17.50/lb
$13.05/g 2 33U + $ll.l/g 235U
12#/lb

3.5 Fuel-Cycle Cost Bases

The bases for the fuel cycle cost estimates are given below:

1. In the base cases, uranium fuel cycle reactors were assumed to

be loaded initially with unirradiated natural or enriched uranium and

refueled with similar material throughout plant life. Plutonium was as-

sumed to be sold rather than recycled. Alternate fueling schemes were

considered for the purpose of system analysis studies.
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2. Thorium cycle reactors were assumed to be fueled initially with

plutonium,* 23 3U, or highly enriched 2 35U. After a suitable delay for

reprocessing and refabrication, however, recycle fuel of the same compo-

sition and amount as that discharged (after subtracting processing losses)

was assumed to be available for use with makeup plutonium* or 235U.

3. "Levelized" fuel cycle costs were based on the present worth of

all expenditures and receipts during a reactor lifetime of 30 years with

a discount factor of 6%. The effective average lifetime load factor was

assumed to be 0.8% and constant over plant life. Unit fuel costs were

also assumed to be constant.

4. Private ownership of fissile and fertile materials during fab-

rication and processing, as well as on-site at the reactor plant, was

assumed to be vested in the reactor plant owner.

5. Annual charges on fissile and fertile inventories and on fabri-

cation costs of fuel elements were computed at 13.2%.

6. The reprocessing plant and fabrication plants were assumed to

be located at the same site and to be 1000 miles from the reactor plant.

These plants were assumed to be designed to process a single type of fuel

element and to be capable of serving an electrical industry of 15,000-Mw(e)

capacity of the concept being considered. A reference value of 22% per

year was used as the fixed charge rate on these plants.

7. Losses during fabrication were assumed to be 0.2% per pass, and

losses during processing were assumed to be 1% per pass.

8. Based on the chemical reprocessing plant being located at a dis-

tance of 1000 miles from the reactor site, it was assumed that:(a) the

maximum allowable cask weight was 120 tons, fully loaded; (b) shipments

of spent fuel would be made by rail, and all sites would have railroad

sidings and facilities for handling 120-ton casks; (c) rail freight rates

were $0.0204/lb for a full cask and $0.0l87/lb for an empty cask; (d) the

round trip time would be 16 days; (e) casks would be purchased at a cost

of $1.25 per pound of cask weight, with fixed charges of 15% per year,

including recovery of investment, return on investment, taxes, and main-

tenance; (f) shipments would be designed to comply with the Code of

*This mode of operation is still being investigated.
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Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 71, and with Interstate Commerce

Commission Order 70; and the cask would have the exclusive use of the

vehicle; (g) the maximum dose rate would be 10 mr/hr at a distance of

6 ft from the vehicle; (h) casks could be shared among reactors of the

same type, and when casks were shared, a maximum limit of 0.8 was placed

on the cask utilization factor (time in use divided by total time);

(i) the cost of property insurance against damage to or loss of cask and

contents would be 0.0005 times the value of the shipment; (j) it would

not be necessary for a courier to accompany the shipment; (k) individual

canning of fuel assemblies would not be required; afid (M) fuel Assneiblies

would not be disassembled before shipping.

9. Holdup times were established separately for each concept depend-

ing on the characteristics of the fuel concerned.

3.6 Operation and Maintenance Cost Bases

Estimates of operation and maintenance costs are based on methods

which will be described in the NUS economic evaluation guide (Ref. 19,

revised). Items in the operation and maintenance category are plant

staffing, consumable supplies and equipment, outside support services,

administrative and general expenses, moderator and coolant makeup, and

nuclear liability insurance. Plant staffing costs consist of the direct

payroll plus 10% fringe benefits. A staff of 78 people is assumed for

a 1000-Mw(e) BW" or PWR single unit station with five-shift operation.

Ten more people are assumed for HWOCR plants and five more for HTGR's

because of coolant handling requirements. Consumable supplies and equip-

ment costs are based on the estimates for BWR and PWR plants, with ad-

justments made for evaluated differences in requirements for other con-

cepts. The annual cost of outside support services is assumed to be

$130,000 for all concepts. Administrative and general support functions

a r e supplied through the utilities central office, and the cost of these

functions is estimated at 14% of the sum of the costs for plant staffing,

consumables, and outside support services. The operation and maintenance

component of fuel and moderator cost covers the cost of makeup quantities

of these fluids. Nuclear liability insurance cost includes commercial
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coverage at an estimated cost of $240,000 per year for a 1000-Mw(e) sta-

tion and government coverage to a total of $560 million at an annual pre-

mium of $30 per thermal megawatt of reactor rating.

3.7 Safety Considerations

No firm ground rules were established for the design of the safety

features. As a result, concept sponsors were permitted to use their own

approaches to safety and emergency equipment. No attempt was made by

ORNL to normalize the emergency equipment for various concepts to the

same degree of reliability. Such a normalization would presumably result

in some changes in capital costs.
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4. DESCRIPTION OF REACTORS

4.1 HWOCR

HWOCR's have lattice-type cores in which the organic coolant is

separated from the heavy-water moderator. In the designs for using en-

riched-uranium fuel, the coolant leaves the reactor at a nominal tempera-

ture of 750'F. Steam produced at 725'F and 900 psig in the steam cycle

leads to an overall system thermal efficiency of about 34.5%. The nomi-

nal plant rating is 1000 Mw(e). The plant features a pressure tube re-

actor with on-power refueling, carbon steel primary loops, recovery fa-

cilities for degraded organic coolant, and primary heat transfer system

components located outside the containment vessel.

Santowax OM coolant (primarily a mixture of ortho- and metaterphe-

nyls) is used to transfer heat from the reactor to the primary heat ex-

changers. During reactor operation, the organic coolant undergoes radio-

lytic and pyrolytic decomposition. The higher melting materials are

termed "high boilers" and are permitted to build up to about a 10 wt %

concentration during reactor operation. The decomposition products, as

well as corrosion products, are continuously removed from the coolant

stream in order to maintain the coolant at an acceptable purity level.

High boilers are removed by distillation and are converted to reusable

coolant by catalytic hydrocracking.

Core designs based on both the uranium and thorium fuel cycles were

evaluated. The performance characteristics of these designs are summa-

rized in Table 4.1. AI-CE submitted designs in which the fuel is either

slightly enriched UC (EUC), natural UC (NUC), or metallic uranium (NUM).

In all cases the first fuel cycle is considered, and sale of the pluto-

nium produced is assumed. For the carbide-fueled cases, the fuel is

clad with a sintered aluminum product (SAP, consisting of aluminum oxide

dispersed in a matrix of aluminum), and the UC fuel is arranged in a 37-

pin cluster. For the uranium metal case, annular nested cylinders are

employed, and the fuel is clad with Ohzennite 0.5 (a zirconium-base al-

loy).
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Table 4.1. Summary of HWOCR Design and Performance Characteristics

Fuel Material

EUC NUC NUM TUO TUM

1. Power

Total fission power, Mw(th) 3,093 3,268 3,166 3,100 3,187

Net power to coolant, Mw(th) 2,943 3,083 2,986 2,951 3,052

Plant auxiliary load, Mw(e) 12 12 12 12 12

Net plant efficiency, % 34.5 34.2 33.8 34.7 32.9

Net plant heat rate, Btu/kwhr 9,900 10,000 10,320 9,880 10,380

Net electrical power, Mw(e) 1,067 1,118 1,070 1,076 1,048

2. Primary coolant system

Coolant Santowax-OM, 10% high boilers Same Same Same Same

Reactor-inlet temperature, *F 590 580 569 605 535

Reactor-outlet temperature, OF 745 750 710 766 685

Total coolant flow, lb/hr 110 X 106 108 x 106 128 X 106 106 X 106 119 X 106

Primary coolant velocity, fps (max) 30 30 37 30 40

Total system pressure drop, psi 284 360 312 268 362
Reactor pressure drop, header to header, psi 184 260 212 180 252

Total coolant inventory, gal 330, 000 370,000 375, 000 330,000 330, 000
Coolant decomposition rate, lb/hr 1,610 1,590 1.040 2,000 860
Net coolant makeup rate, lb/hr 215 212 139 267 115

3. Turbine-generator

Designation TC-6F 44 Same Same Same Same

Steam conditions at turbine throttle, psig/OF/OF 900/725/725 Same 900/685/685 900/740/740 600/660/660

4. Reactor core and fuel features

Equivalent diameter of core, ft 21.9 34 37 27 19.5

Reactor length of fuel assemblies, ft 18 17.8 17.8 18.7 19.3

Fuel element assembly 37-pin cluster 19-pin cluster 3 nested cylinders 37-pin cluster 4 nested cylinders

Process and calandria tubes
Number 492 927 1044 758 324

Lattice pitch, in. (square lattice) 10.5 11.0 12.2 10.5 11.6

Process tube material SAP Ozhennite 0.5 Ozhennite 0.5 SAP Ozhennite 0.5

Calandria tube material Zircaloy-2 Same Same Same Same

Calandria vessel material Stainless steel Same Same Same Same

Fuel cladding material SAP Same Ozhennite 0.5 SAP Ozhennite 0.5

Fuel cladding thickness, in. 0.022 0.030 0.015 0.022 0.025

Fuel thickness or diameter, cold, in. 0.427/0.275 0.624 0.383/0.263/0.233 0.471/0.298 0.242/0.205/0.150/0.100

Core thermal performance
Average hcat flux, Btu/hr-ft 2  134,900 153, 000 146,000 100,200 218,200
Maximum heat flux, Btu/hr -ft 2  306,000 292,000 309,000 215,000 408,000
Average core power density, kw/liter 16.1 8.1 5.6 12.3 19.6

5. Physics and fuel cycle features

Fuel movement Bidirectional, on-line Same Same Same Same

Fuel feed enrichment, % fissile (equilibrium cycle) 1.22 0.71 0.60 1.91 2.15

Discharge enrichment, % 235U + 2 3U 0.18 0.21 0.25 1.64 1.80

Average conversion ratio 0.70 0.75 0.79 0.85 0.81

6. Control system

Method of shim control Soluble poison and poison rods Same Same Same Same

Rod material Borated stainless steel Boron carbide Boron carbide Borated stainless steel Borated stainless steel

--7
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The B&W designs have two basic fuel elements. One is an annular

metallic fuel element clad with Ohzennite 0.5 or similar zirconium alloy;

the other is a pin-type cluster containing oxide fuel clad with SAP ma-

terial. The initial fuel consists of thorium with 23 5U added as the fiF

sile material. In subsequent cycles, the bred 2 3 3U is recycled with

makeup 2 35 U added as needed.

For both fuel cycles, bidirectional fueling of adjacent fuel chan-

nels in the core is accomplished by means of two fueling machines, one

at each end of the core. Also, coolant flow is always in the direction

of fuel movement.

A simplified flow diagram applicable to all HWOCR designs (except

for parameter values) is given in Fig. 4.1. As shown, the coolant is

used to transfer heat from the reactor to the primary heat exchangers.

Coolant is collected in the outlet mixing tank and is then separated into

three parallel loops and passed to the superheaters, reheaters, and steam

ORGANC IN152 -

ORGARC HE-+ 
25R -4- POWER

ORGANIC 164 psig LP TURBINE LINES
OUT 3880F HP TURBINE LP TURBINE- LP TURBINE GENERATOR----

NUCLEAR PLANT
BIOLOGICAL SHIELD UPPER FUEL TO CONDENSER CONDENSE 1

TO OTHER TRANSFER REHEATED
ORGANIC MA CHINE 900 psig CONDENSER
MAIN HEAT MAIN COOLANT PUMP + 7250F STEAM PLANT
TRANSFER .83,000 gpm MAIN STEAM LINES FROM CONDENSATE
LOOPS - OTHER SUPERHEATERS PUMP

2 F UPPERSUPERHEATER
FEEDWATER SHIELD PRESSURE TUBE DEAERATOR
HEATER.-FROM REHEATER

STEAM SEPARATION TO D20 FROM D20
SYSTEMMODERATOR MODERATOR

FEEDWATERO I N TEAOTANKHEATER SIL -

- 5950F + 4 STEAMORGANIC ,"-"GENERATORAD\
COOLANT L

HEANSER LOOC P HA HP FEEDWATER HEATER BOOSTER
-N R THEATERS PUMP (1) PUMP

LOWER FUEL (2)
TRANSFER MACHINE

Fig. 4.1. Simplified Schematic Flow Diagram of 1000-Mw(e) HWOCR;

Parameter Values Given Are Nominal. (AI-CE drawing)
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generators. Superheated steam is generated in the evaporator and super-

heater and is delivered to the turbine-generator. After passing through

the steam generator, the coolant flows back to the reactor through an

inlet mixing tank. The pumps and heat exchangers of the primary heat

transfer system loops are located in a building separate from the reac-

tor, and two motor-operated isolation valves are provided in the inlet

and outlet lines of each loop to prevent fission products from being cir-

culated with the coolant if released by fuel element rupture.

Figure 4.2 is a perspective view of the reactor. The heavy water

moderator is held in a cylindrical calandria tank about 25 ft in diameter

(for enriched-fuel cases) and about 20 ft high with integral end shields

of light water and steel. By keeping the heavy water relatively cool and

only slightly pressurized (1900F, 2 psig), heavy water losses are mini-

mized. The fuel and organic coolant are contained in vertical pressure

tubes. The pressure tubes are separated from the concentric Zircaloy-2

calandria tubes by about a 1/2-in.-thick gap filled with CO2. The tubes

are located on a square lattice and have a nominal lattice spacing of

10.5 in. Figure 4.3 shows a more detailed view of the reactor core, with

designation of the components, and illustrates the modular-type construc-

tion, the arrangement of pressure and calandria tubes, control rod loca-

tion, and the arrangement of header connections.

A simplified elevation view of the reactor building is shown in

Fig. 4.4. On-power refueling is provided by a pair of fuel handling ma-

chines working in synchronism. The refueling scheme is to move the fuel

through the reactor in opposite directions in alternate pressure tubes

and to add a new assembly at one end and remove a spent one at the oppo-

site end. This procedure results in each nearly spent fuel assembly being

surrounded by four recently inserted fresh fuel assemblies. Coolant flow

is in the same direction as fuel movement, so the fresh fuel is cooled by

the lowest temperature coolant.

The reactor is regulated by vertical control rods of conventional

design. Shutdown rods are horizontal, with the actuators outside the

biological shield and accessible during operation. The safety rods are

fully withdrawn by hydraulic actuators at the start of operation and are
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inserted with springs for shutdown. The neutron absorber is boron-con-

taining stainless steel tubes 2.5 in. in diameter, cantilevered into the

reactor. Control of power level and of xenon oscillations is accomplished

by means of boron-containing rods driven by mechanical actuators and sup-

ported by Zircaloy guide tubes. Soluble boron in the moderator is used

to control the initial excess reactivity before xenon equilibrium is

reached, and as an emergency shutdown measure.

The turbine-generator plant has a single tandem-compound six-flow

1800-rpm steam turbine; the unit has 44-in. last stage buckets and inter-

nal moisture removal features. After the first pass through the turbine,

steam is reheated before being returned to the three double-flow low

pressure casings, where it expands to a condenser pressure of 1.5 psig.

A portion of the hot reheat steam is used to drive the primary pump and

feedwater turbines. Extraction steam from the turbine, along with energy

deposited in the moderator, is used for feedwater heating.

Principal differences between the different HWOCR plant designs are

associated with reactor size, fuel assembly details, number of fuel chan-

nels, and lattice dimensions. In particular, the natural uranium-fueled

reactors have about twice as many fuel channels as the enriched uranium-

fueled reactors because of differences in core performance characteris-

tics; also, zirconium alloys are used as the pressure tube materials in-

stead of SAP. In addition, the containment buildings of the natural

uranium HWOCR's are 20 ft larger in diameter but not as high; the net

volume of these containment buildings is about 2.5 X 106 ft3, as com-

pared with 1.5 X 106 ft3 for the enriched uranium HWOCR's. Each contain-

ment building consists of a reinforced concrete structure designed for

35-psig internal pressure.

A summary of the reactor plant and core design and performance

characteristics is given in Table 4.1 for the various cases. As shown,

the thermal efficiency is highest (34.7%) for the TUO case and lowest

(32.9%) for the TUM design. Although the net power generation varies

slightly from 1000 Mw(e) for the various designs, it i s adjusted to that

value in later cost normalizations. The variation in efficiency is due

primarily to differences in outlet coolant temperatures; the highest value

is 766'F for the TUO case and the lowest 6850 F for the TUM reactor. Steam
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is generated at 740OF and 900 psig with 740*F reheat for the TUO reactor,

and at 660OF and 700 psig with 660'F reheat temperature for the TUM case.

The net coolant makeup depends on coolant temperature and energy deposi-

tion in the coolant-and varies from 115 lb/hr for the TUM case to 267 lb/hr

for the TUO reactor.

The number of pressure and calandria tubes varies from 324 for the

TUM case to 1044 for the NUM reactor. The diameter of the calandria ves-

sel is about 25 ft for the enriched fuel reactors and about 35 ft for the

natural uranium cases. The heavy water inventory is highest for the natu-

ral uranium reactors and lowest for the TUM case. Cladding and pressure

tube materials are either SAP or a zirconium-based alloy. The calandria

tubes are Zircaloy-2 for all cases.

Other primary differences between the different HWOCR designs are

associated with the core designs. The features associated with the vari-

ous fuels are discussed below.

4.1.1 Slightly Enriched UC (EUC)

The EUC-fueled core consists of 492 fuel channels, with each containing

a stack of five SAP-clad fuel assemblies. The fuel channels are arranged

vertically in a calandria vessel that contains the heavy water moderator.

Each channel is defined by a 4.348-in.-ID 0.117-in.-thick SAP process tube

that contains the coolant and is surrounded by a 5.122-in.-ID 0.052-in.-

thick Zircaloy-2 calandria tube in contact with the moderator. There is

an insulating gap of CO2 between the pressure tube and the calandria tube

that also serves as a leak detection volume. Carbon steel extensions of

the SAP tube terminate at horizontal planes approximately 12 ft above

and below the 3-ft-thick reactor and shields. The reactor end shields

and circumferential thermal shields are joined to provide a C0 2-filled

cavity around the reactor. The reactor vessel is a stainless steel ca-

landria tank in the form of a cylinder 25 ft in diameter and 20 ft high.

The D20 moderator fills the space between the calandria tubes, while

Santowax OM coolant is circulated through the pressure tubes.

Each fuel assembly consists of 37 cast hyperstoichiometric uranium

carbide fuel pins clad with SAP tubes. Thirty-one pins 0.521 in. in di-

ameter and six pins 0.323 in. in diameter are used to form a fuel assembly
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4.260 in. in diameter. The pins are spaced by integrally-extruded spiral

fins. Each fuel assembly has an overall length of 44 in., and five such

assemblies are stacked in a process tube. An isometric drawing of the

bundle assembly that illustrates the element arrangement is shown in Fig.

4.5. The peak power output per process tube is about 7.1 Mw(th), and the

average fuel specific power is about 25 kw per kilogram of fertile mate-

rial. The fuel assemblies are on a l0.5-in.-square lattice pitch.

Reactivity shutdown control is provided by 84 horizontal rods of

boron carbide and stainless steel; these rods are held out of the core

region by D20 hydraulic pressure during reactor operation, and are inserted

by springs for shutdown. Xenon oscillation and power level control are

provided by 60 vertically-adjustable absorber rods supported by steel

tapes; these tapes are stored on motor-driven drums located at the top

of the reactor between process tubes. Control during startup and also

* Upper End Plate

S_-Large Fuel Rod

Smoll Fuel Rod

,'n

-Lower End Plate

Fig. 4.5. EUC 37-Pin Fuel Bundle. (AI-CE drawing)
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backup shutdown control is provided by dissolving boron in the modera-

tor.

4.1.2 Natural UC (NUC)

The NUC-fueled active core consists of 927 pressure and calandria

tubes arranged on an ll-in.-square pitch. Each pressure tube contains

five stacked fuel assemblies. The equivalent active core height and di-

ameter are 18 and 31.5 ft, respectively. The fuel feed material is natu-

ral uranium carbide, and plutonium remaining at fuel discharge is assumed

to be sold.

Each fuel assembly is housed within a 3.75-in.-ID 0.072-in.-thick

zirconium-niobium pressure tube. The pressure tube is surrounded by a

4.5-in.-ID 0.052-in.-thick Zircaloy-2 calandria tube, which is in contact

with the D20 moderator. There is an insulating gap containing CO2 between

the pressure and calandria tubes. The reactor core is housed in a stain-

less steel calandria tank in the form of a cylinder 20 ft high and 37 ft

in outside diameter.

Each fuel assembly has an active uranium carbide-fueled length of

42.75 in., and an overall length of 44.13 in. A fuel assembly consists

of 19 SAP-clad pins filled with cast hyperstoichiometric NUC fuel and

six SAP flow diverters. The cladding of the fuel pins is 0.030 in. thick

and is extruded with integral fins. The outside diameter of the fuel

pins, not including the fins, is 0.694 in.; the outside diameter of the

flow diverters is 0.249 in. The uranium carbide fuel slug diameter is

0.624 in. A cross section of a fuel assembly is shown in Fig. 4.6; the

assembly itself is similar to that shown in Fig. 4.5, except for dimen-

sions and number of pins.

Each fuel assembly contains approximately 50 kg of uranium, with the

total core loading being about 232 metric tons of uranium. The peak power

output per pressure tube is 4.2 Mw(th), and the average fuel specific power

is 13.6 kw/kg of uranium.

Reactivity shutdown control is provided by 158 horizontal rods of

boron carbide and stainless steel. The rods are held out of the core dur-

ing normal operation by D20 hydraulic pressureand are inserted by springs

for shutdown. Xenon oscillation and shim power control are provided by
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Fig. 4.6. Cross Section of 19-Pin NUC Fuel Assembly for HWOU..
(AI-CE drawing)

four and/or three clusters of boron carbide rods supported by stainless

steel tape. Seventeen four-rod clusters and 15 three-rod clusters are

provided. Control during startup and shutdown (backup control for shut-

down) is provided by dissolving boron in the moderator.

4.1.3 Natural-Uranium Metal (NUM)

For the core with NUM fuel, the active region consists of 1044 pres-

sure and calandria tubes arranged on a 12.25-in.-square pitch. Each

pressure tube contains five stacked fuel assemblies. The equivalent ac-

tive core height and diameter are 18 and 37.2 ft, respectively. The fuel

feed material is uranium metal, and plutonium remaining at fuel discharge

is assumed to be sold.

Each fuel assembly is housed within a 3.72-in.-ID 0.050-in.-thick

Ozhennite 0.5 pressure tube. Each pressure tube is surrounded by a
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4.5-in.-ID 0.40-in.-thick Zircaloy-2 calandria tube. Carbon dioxide is

contained within the insulating gap between the pressure and calandria

tubes. The reactor assembly is contained within a stainless steel calan-

dria tank in the form of a cylinder 19 ft high and 39.5 ft in outside

diameter.

Each fuel assembly has an active fueled length of 41.52 in. and an

overall length of 44.0 in. A fuel assembly consists of three nested-

cylinder fuel elements. Each uranium metal fuel cylinder is clad with

0.015-in.-thick Ozhennite 0.5. The fuel plus cladding thicknesses and

inside diameters for the inner, central, and outer rings are, respectively,

0.413 in. in thickness and 1.033 in. in diameter, 0.293 and 2.140 in.,

and 0.263 and 3.016 in. The respective cross-sectional areas of the three

rings are 1.74, 2.01, and 2.40 in.2. The innermost and central rings are

fueled with natural-uranium metal, while the outermost ring is fueled with

uranium metal depleted to 0.43 wt % 235 U enrichment. An isometric view

of the fuel element assembly is shown in Fig. 4.7.

END SUPPORT
GRID (Zr)

u METAL
- Zr CLAD

FUEL RINGS

SPACER (Zr)

CENTER
SUPPORT
ROD (Zr)

i-ENDGUIDE (Zr)

Fig. 4.7. Fuel Element Assembly for NUM-Fueled Reactor. (AI-CE drawing)
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There is 79.5 kg of uranium metal contained in each fuel assembly.

The total fuel in the reactor is,thus,414.6 metric tons of uranium. The

peak power output per pressure tube is 3.7 Mw(th), and the average spe-

cific power is 7.6 kw/kg of uranium.

Reactivity shutdown control is provided by 100 horizontal rods of

boron carbide and stainless steel. The rods are held out of the core for

normal operation by D20 hydraulic pressureand are spring loaded for rapid

insertion. Xenon oscillation and shim power control are provided by 19

four-rod clusters and 17 three-rod clusters of boron carbide rods supported

by stainless steel tape. Control during startup and shutdown (backup con-

trol) is provided by a soluble boron solution, which is added to the mod-

erator.

4.1.4 Thorium-Based Fuel Cycle

The initial fuel for the B&W core consists of thorium with 2 3 5U added

as the fissile material; in subsequent cycles the bred 2 3 3U is recycled,

with makeup 2 3 5U added as needed. The B&W designs have two basic fuel

assemblies: one utilizes annular metallic fuel elements, and the other

has pin-type clusters containing oxide fuel.

The metallic fuel assembly consists of four thorium-uranium metal

cylinders of graduated thickness from 0.1 to 0.242 in.; the cylinders are

clad with Ozhennite 0.5 or other suitable zirconium alloy. They are con-

centrically arranged about a central moderator can containing organic

coolant. The coolant channels between fuel cylinders are of varying

thicknesses. The fuel cylinders and their cladding are made by a coex-

trusion process. Five assemblies are stacked within each pressure tube,

and there are 324 pressure tubes per core. The peak power generation per

pressure tube is 11.4 Mw(th), and the average specific power is 32 w per

gram of uranium plus thorium. A cross-sectional view of the fuel assem-

bly is given in Fig. 4.8.

The oxide pin assembly consists of a 37-pin cluster of Th0 2-UO2 clad

in SAP-895. Thirty-one fuel pins, including cladding, are 0.515 in. in

diameter; six fuel pins, including cladding, are 0.332 in. in diameter.

The large pins are arranged in a hexagonal array around a central pin.

The small pins fill the interstices near the pressure-tube boundary.
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Fig. 4.8. Cross-Sectional View of Thorium Metal-Based Fuel Assem-
bly. Fuel dimensions are indicated by asterisks. (B&W drawing)

Each pin is finned, the large ones having 12 fins and the small ones six.

Five fuel assemblies are stacked within each pressure tube. The core con-

tains 758 pressure tubes, with each having an average power generation of

4.09 Mw(th). The average specific power is 26 w per gram of thorium plus

uranium. A cross-sectional view of the fuel assembly is given in Fig. 4.9.

4.2 HWBLW Reactor

The l000-Mw(e) HWBLW system is a direct cycle pressure tube type of

reactor with a low pressure D20 moderator and a high pressure boiling

light water coolant. The performance characteristics of this concept are

summarized in Table 4.2. Fuel for the reference design is natural uranium

in the form of U02 pellets, which are contained in Zircaloy tubes (rod-

type element). The rods are close together, and the coolant density is

maintained as low as is practical from a heat transfer point of view to

minimize the amount of parasitic absorption in hydrogen.
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Table 4.2. Performance Characteristics of l000-Mw(e) HWBLW Reactor

Reactor power

Core nuclear power, Mw(th )
Power to coolant, Mw(th)
Net electrical power, Mw(e)
Net station efficiency, 7%

Coolant

3, 242
3,092
965
29.8

Composition
Core inlet pressure, psia
Core exit pressure, psi
Core exit quality, %
Inlet temperature, OF
Outlet temperature, *F
Total core coolant flow, lb/hr
Recirculating coolant flow, lb/hr
Number of loops
Pump capacity (each), gpm
Pump head, ft
Pump shaft horsepower
Steam flow to turbine, lb/hr

Core thermal performance

Maximum fuel temperature, OF
Peak-to-average power ratio
Critical power ratio
Average core power density, kw/liter
Average specific power, kw/kg fertile
material

Maximum linear heat rating, kw/ft

Fuel cycle

Fuel-management scheme
Initial enrichment, % 2 3 5 U
Discharge enrichment, % 2 3 5U
Average exposure, Mwd/MT
Maximum exposure, Mwd/MT
Discharge fissile plutonium concentra-
tion, g/kg uranium

Core life, full-power days

Turbine plant

Pressure, psia
Temperature, OF

Reactor core

Type
Number of coolant channels
Lattice pitch, in.

H20
1,080
800
30
513
518
49.8 x 106
36.6 X 106
4
32, 300
820
6,100
13.2

4000
1.98
1.69
9.1
13.3

18.7

Continuous with shuffling
0.71
0.24
8,000
11,000
2.4

574

765
574

Vertical pressure tube
688
10.25
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Table 4.2 (continued)

Reactor core (continued)

Core diameter (equivalent), ft
Radial reflector diameter, ft
Moderator and radial reflector
Moderator temperature, inlet/outlet,
D2 0 inventory in core, lb
Coolant
Active length, ft
Calandria vessel diameter, ft
Calandria vessel material

OF

Coolant assemblies

Pressure tube, inside diameter (cold,
unpressurized), in.

Pressure tube outside diameter, in.
Pressure tube material
Calandria tube inside diameter, in.
Calandria tube outside diameter, in.
Calandria tube material

25.28
29.5
D20
140/200
991, 000
H 2 0
25
29.5
Stainless steel

4.07

4.26
Zirconium-2.5% niobium
4.65
4.73
Zircaloy- 2

Fuel element

Type
Number of rods per bundle
Number of bundles per element
Type of fuel
Pellet outside diameter, in.
Sheath inside diameter, in.
Sheath outside diameter, in.
Sheath material
Nominal minimum distance between adja-
cent rods, in.

Nominal minimum distance between pres-
sure tube and adjacent rods, in.

Bundle outside diameter (over bearing
pads), in.

Fuel loading per element, kg uranium

Rod bundle
19
5
Natural U02
0.739
0.743
0.777
Zircaloy-4
0.040

sintered pellets

0.068

4.03

353

As shown in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11,the D2 0 moderator is contained in a

calandria-type vessel that is penetrated vertically by 16 zonal control

rod clusters and 688 fuel channels, which are located on a square pitch

of 10.25 in. Horizontally, the calandria is penetrated by 34 booster

rods and 90 safety rods. As shown in Fig. 4.12, transfer of heat from

the hot pressure tube to the relatively cold D2 0 moderator is made
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acceptably small by providing a Zircaloy tube (calandria tube) and annu-

lar gas space between the D20 and the pressure tube. In addition to pro-

viding insulation, the C02-filled gas annulus provides a leak-detection

system for both D20 and H20 and prevents leakage of H20 into the modera-

tor.

The calandria diameter (29.5 ft) is large enough to provide a radial

reflector of about 2 ftbut is reduced near the ends where reflection is

not so important, to conserve D20. Axial reflection is achieved only with

the steel-H20 shielding at both ends of the core. Thus, the height of the

calandria (25 ft) is also the active height of the core.

Near the top of the corethe calandria is equipped with eighteen

18-in.-diam rupture disk ports that protect the calandria against over-

pressure in the event a single pressure tube and calandria tube

fail. The D20-H20 spillage w i11 enter the access cavity between the

calandria and radial thermal shielding and then be transferred to storage

tanks. During such an accident, the remaining 687 calandria tubeswill

tend to buckle under the unusually high moderator pressure,but

supported, without damage, within the elastic range of the material by

the much stronger pressure tubes.

The pressure tubes are designed for the high pressure and tempera-

ture (~1000 psi, -520'F) of the primary systemand are made of zirconium-

2.5% niobium alloy. This material has greater strength than other avail-

able zirconium alloysand permits a thinner wall and improved neutron

economy. Referring again to Fig. 4.12, it may be seen that the transition

from the Zircaloy pressure tubes to the austenitic stainless steel calan-

dria and coolant piping is made by means of rolled joints. The pressure

tube extensions and attached coolant piping are bolted in place to facili-

tate the replacement of the pressure tubes. The Zircaloy calandria tubes

are also installed with rolled joints, but the end fittings are welded in

place to form an integral and structural part of the calandria heads.

This arrangement makes calandria tube replacement quite difficult.

At the bottom end of each fuel channel is an opening, normally sealed

with a closure plug, that permits vertical entry for refueling by remote

means. The refueling machine can remove the plug with the system pres-

surized, and thus, on-line refueling can be accomplished.
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A complete fuel element assembly consists of five 5-ft-long bundles

arranged end to end and held together as an integral unit by a device as

yet unspecified. Each bundle contains nineteen 0.777-in.-diam fuel rods

that are held in position at the ends with perforated end plates, which

are also intended to perform as coolant mixers. The zirconium alloy se-

lected for the cladding is Zircaloy-4, which has greater resistance to

hydrogen absorption than some of the more conventional zirconium alloys.

During operation of the reactor, a fuel element assembly can be re-

moved and replaced with another element. The removed element is trans-

ported to a fuel shuffling and storage facility where the bundles are

rearranged and one or more replaced with new fuel. The maximum burnup

anticipated for a fuel rod is about 11,000 Mwd/MT,and the corresponding

nominal maximum linear heat rating is 18.7 kw/ft.

Reactivity and power control of the reactor require several differ-

ent systems and schemes. On-line refueling is the primary mode for long-

term shim control; this eliminates the need for gross poison rod shim con-

trol and fueling shutdowns. Fine shim and power distribution control are

to be achieved with zonal control rods that enter the moderator region

vertically from the top. To supplement these two means of control during

nonnormal conditions, coolant flow control (coolant void-fraction con-

trol), moderator soluble poison, and fueled booster rods are included in

the reference design. Reduced flow and booster rods add reactivity to

compensate for xenon following a shutdown, and the soluble poison is used

to subtract reactivity in a clean core, as well as to supplement the shut-

down system. A fast scram is achieved with horizontally oriented safety

rods that are inserted with springs and are held out with magnets.

Cooling of the reactor is achieved with light water circulated through

the fuel channels. This water enters the bottom of the fuel channels in

a slightly subcooled condition at 1080 psi and exits as 30% quality steam

at 800 psi. Uniformity in exit quality across the core is achieved with

fuel channel inlet orificing. The steam is separated from the liquid

phase in four steam drums and is then directed to the turbine. Conden-

sate is pumped back to the steam drum where it is mixed with the separated

liquid phase and then recirculated with motor-driven pumps.
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The cooling system is divided into two separate loops, except between

the turbine inlet and the outlet end of the last high pressure feedwater

heater; this single loop section is confined to the turbine building. The

arrangement of the inlet and outlet feeders for the fuel channels is such

that adjacent rows of fuel channels are connected to different loops. This

double loop feature enhances the effectiveness of a self-shutdown mechanism

in the absence of safety rod action. For instance, in the event that one

loop becomes depressurized during operation and, thusputs the reactor on

a positive period, the high pressure in the second loop will aid in rup-

turing the rapidly overheating pressure tubes. The resultant injection

of high-pressure light water into the calandria wi 11 poison the moderator.

This wi11 shut the reactor down, presumably without releasing sufficient'

energy to breech the containment building. However, if more than one tube

is ruptured while the system is at elevated pressure, the calandria will

probably boil.

For containment purposes, the steam lines and feedwater lines entering

and leaving the reactor containment building are equipped with valves to

to prevent significant loss of steam and water from the reactor building

in the event of a line rupture.

Emergency coolant for the fuel is provided by the feedwater pumps,

which take their suction from the deaerator, and a gravity feed dousing

system, the water for which is stored in a tank at the top of the reactor

building. Following a line rupture, heat removal from the building will

be accomplished with air coolers that have the capacity to reduce the

building pressure to nearly 1 atm in a brief period of time, thus reducing

building leakage to an acceptable value.

In a pressure tube type of reactor, it appears necessary to use a

rather complex arrangement of valves to direct emergency coolant to the

proper location. If an inlet header breaks, the coolant must be routed

to theoutlet headers and, if an outlet header breaks, the coolant must

be routed to the inlet headers. The signal directing which valves to

open and close comes from a measurement of the pressure differential

across the core.

If a rupture in the main steam lines occurs outside the reactor

building, the isolation valves in the reactor building will close, the

reactor will be scrammed, and the system pressure will tend to increase.
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Steam accumulator tanks are provided to act as a pressure buffer until

desuperheating and emergency condensing equipment can be put into opera-

tion.

About 5% of the total reactor fission heat finds its way to the D20

moderator. In the reference designthis 150 Mw of heat is put back into

the primary coolant via first stage feedwater heaters. However, recent

studies indicate that the plant efficiency would be slightly higher if

the moderator heat were dumped directly to the river.

During normal full power operation the turbine-generator building

receives steam at 765 psia and 514'F with a flow rate of 13.2 X 106 lb/hr.

Of this total flow, about 800,000 lb/hr is diverted for reheater, steam

seal, and steam jet air ejector service.

The turbine-generator is a tandem-compound six-flow unit with 44-in.

last stage blades and a gross electrical output at the terminals of 1000

Mw(e). The 1800-rpm unit is equipped with moisture separator and reheater

systems following the high pressure turbine exhaust. Extraction steam

is taken off for two high pressure feedwater heaters and two low pressure

condensate heaters. Initial condensate heating occurs in the moderator

condensate heat exchangers located in the reactor building. Low pressure-

turbine final stage steam is discharged to a condenser at 1.5 in. Hg.

The condensate is pumped through the steam jet air ejector, the gland

steam condensers, and the full flow polishing demineralizer. Condensate

booster pumps move the condensate from this point through the moderator

condensate heater in the reactor building and then through two stages of

low pressure heaters back in the turbine-generator building. At this

point one motor-driven and two turbine-driven feedwater pumps move the

feedwater through two stages of high pressure heaters and then on to the

steam drums in the reactor building. The feedwater enters the steam drums

at 420*F and then condenses enough steam to increase its temperature to

about 518*F before being recirculated.

Final containment for the reactor is provided by the reactor build-

ing and valves that are designed to close off appropriate building pene-

trations. The building, as shown in Fig. 4.13, is a cylindrical, rein-

forced concrete structure having an outside diameter of 186 ft and a wall

thickness of about 4 ft. It is designed for an internal pressure of
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45 psig at a maximum temperature of about 260'F for 1 hr; decay heat is

removed by air coolers.

4.3 HTGR

Of the two HTGR designs, the one with the more conservative charac-

teristics is called the backup design, which is essentially a scaleup of

the 330-Mw(e) Fort St. Vrain Plant.18 This design is intended to repre-

sent the performance achievable in a l000-Mw(e) plant if the Fort St.

Vrain plant is successfully developed and it is possible to scale up com-

ponents and systems to the size required for the l000-Mw(e) plant. The

other design, known as the reference design, is conceived as a reasonable

extrapolation of performance characteristics achievable after further re-

search and development work. Some principal characteristics of the two

designs are given in Table 4.3. More detailed descriptions of individual

systems are given in another report in this series1 7 and in a report on

"The Use of Thorium in Nuclear Power Reactors."*

In both designs the reactor coolant is helium at a pressure of 700

psi. The reactor is graphite-moderated and -reflected, and thorium is

used in the fuel cycle. The two typical types of fuel element for the

backup design are shown in Fig. 4.14. These elements are stacked together

vertically and horizontally to form the entire core and, therefore, no

separate moderator or structure is required. In the backup designa fuel

column is six blocks high (187 in.). In the horizontal direction the

core is made up of "patches," each of which consists of a single control

rod element surrounded by six elements not containing control rods. The

core consists of 91 of these patches. The fuel element and arrangement

for the reference design are the same as for the backup design, except

that the element is only 15.6 in. high (instead of 31.2 in.), and the

fuel column is 12 blocks high (instead of six). A graphite reflector

surrounds the reactor core on all sides. The inner row of side reflec-

tor blocks, all top reflector blocks, and one layer of bottom reflector

blocks are removable through the fuel transfer machine.

*To be published as WASH 1097.
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Table 4.3. Summary of HTGR Characteristics*

Backup Design Reference Design

Reactor power

Core nuclear power, Mw(th)
Net electrical power, Mw
Net thermodynamic efficiency, %

Coolant

Composition
Core inlet pressure, psia
Core pressure drop, psi
Flow rate, lb/hr
Core inlet temperature, OF
Mean core outlet temperature, OF
Number of coolant loops
Coolant inventory, lb

Core thermal performance

Maximum fuel temperature, OF
Peak-to-average power ratio
Average core power density,
kw/liter

Average specific power, kw/kg
fertile material

Description of core and fuel

Moderator material
Reflector material
Fuel material

Equivalent diameter of core, ft
Active height of core, ft
Number of fuel elements
Fuel-element dimension across
flats, in.

Fuel-element height, in.
Fuel cladding
Core structure

Description of fuel cycle

Fuel loading scheme
Fuel recycle scheme
In-core residence time at 0.8
load factor, years

Average fuel exposure, Mwd/MT

2,457
1,000
40.7

Helium
700
7.6
10.27 x 106
758
1449
3
23,540

2467
2.67
7.88

60

Graphite
Graphite
U02 and Th02 or

UC2 and ThC2
31.1
15.5
3,841
14.17

31.2
None
None

4-batch scatter
Bred uranium
4

70,000

2,318
1,000
43.1

Helium
700
2.7
9.28 X 106
803
1524
3
15,640

2477
2.05
7.43

55.6

Graphite
Graphite
U02 and Th02 or

UC 2 and ThC2
31.1
15.5
7,571
14.17

15.61
None
None

Continuous
Bred uranium
4

65,000

*Unevaluated; as specified by GGA.
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Table 4.3 (continued)

Backup Design Reference Design

Control system

Type
Number
Material
Reserve system

Reactor vessel

Type
Material

Inside diameter, ft
Inside height, ft

Turbine plant

Throttle steam temperature,
OF/reheat *F

Throttle steam pressure, psi
Feedwater return temperature, OF
Arrangement of turbine-generators

Rod
182
40 wt % B
Poison granules

Cylindrical
Prestressed

concrete

47.8
88. 5

1000/1000

2,400
410
Tandem- compound,
six-flow

Rod
182
40 wt % B
Poison granules

Cylindrical
Wire-wound pre-
stressed con-
crete

43.5
79

1050/1000

3,500
510
Tandem- compound,
six-flow

In the proposed design, the fuel is contained in particles of UC2

(or U02 ) coated with two layers of pyrolytic carbon and then bonded with

low-density carbon into "fuel sticks" about 0.45 in. in diameter. The

fuel particles are of two types, a fertile particle containing the thorium

and the recycled uranium (mostly 2 33 U) and a fissile particle containing

the makeup uranium fully enriched in 2 35 U. The fertile particle has a

kernel diameter of 350 p and coating thickness of 130 p., while the fis-

sile particle has a kernel diameter of 150 p and coating thickness of

150 p. The use of two different particles permits separation of the par-

ticle types during reprocessing so that the fissile particle, with its

high 236U content, can be separated and, thus,not included in the material

to be recycled.

The entire primary coolant system, including the steam generators,

the main helium circulators, and the reactor core, is housed within a
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prestressed concrete reactor vessel (PCRV), as shown in Fig. 4.15. In

both designs,the cool helium from the circulator discharge flows upward

in the annular space between the core barrel and the inside surface of

the PCRV liner into the plenum above the reactor core. The helium is

then heated during downflow through the core by passing through coolant

passages in the core blocks. After passing through the core, the helium

is directed to the steam generators where heat is transferred to the

secondary (steam) coolant. The cooled helium then flows to the circula-

tor inlets.

In the PCRV, the prestressed concrete serves as the structure to con-

tain the primary coolant pressure, and the steel liner serves as a gas-

tight membrane. Thermal protection for the vessel is provided by multi-

ple sheet steel insulation inside the liner and by water cooling on the

outside of the liner. For the backup designthe prestressing is accom-

plished by a system of longitudinal, crosshead, and circumferential post-

tensioned steel tendons. For the reference design, the prestressing is

accomplished by a system of longitudinally posttensioned steel tendons,

and by circumferentially wrapped wire on the outside of the vessel wall.

Refueling is done through 91 refueling nozzles, which also house

the control rod drives. The fuel-handling machine is positioned over a

refueling nozzle and,thus,serves as part of the containment during refuel-

ing. The backup design requires an annual shutdown for refueling one-

fourth the core at a time,and operates on a four-year residence time.

The reference design employs on-line refueling, which is carried out con-

tinuously with the reactor at full power.

There are six steam-generator modules (two per loop); each module

consists of three tube bundles, a reheater section, a superheater sec-

tion, and an economizer evaporator section. In the backup design, the

tubes are arranged in a series of concentric helical coils with a verti-

cal axis. The helium flows downward across a matrix of in-line tubes.

In the reference design, the helium flow enters the module from the top

and flows radially outward through the annular tube bundles.

Helium is circulated through each of the three primary loops by two

single stage axial-flow compressors. Each compressor is normally driven

by a single stage steam turbine mounted on the same shaft.
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5. TECHNICAL EVALUATION

5.1 HWOCR

5.1.1 Physics

ORNL's depletion calculations (i.e., burnup versus feed enrichment)

generally agree with the sponsor's design data, as shown in Table 5.1.

Conversion ratios for the thorium-containing concepts are slightly below

those given by the sponsor. The influence of lower conversion ratios on

fuel cycle costs was found to be less than 0.1 mill/kwhr. It was found

that the power peaking factors were in the range 1.17 to 1.20 for gross

radial peaking, 1.1 to 1.5 for fine radial peaking, and 1.3 to 1.5 for

axial peaking for the various designs. It was also found that changes

of as little as 2 to 5% in the fuel distribution caused significant

changes in the gross radial power distribution. For example, in the NUC

design a 2.5% adjustment in the 23 5U concentration in outer and central

regions, respectively, caused the ratio of peak-to-average power at the

core center line to drop from 1.8 to 1.08. This sensitivity of fuel con-

centrations to power distribution provides flexibility for flattening

the power at beginning of core life; however, concentration changes during

burnup may create power distribution control problems.

The inherent safety characteristics of an HWOCR are influenced by

the fuel and coolant reactivity coefficients. The fuel temperature

coefficient appears to be negative for all the designs and tends to be

Table 5.1. Comparison of HWOCR Depletion Calculations

Design Equilibrium Feed Equilibrium

Concept Burnup Enrichment (% fissile) Conversion Ratio

(Mwd/kg) Sponsor ORNL Sponsor ORNL

EUC 16.8 1.18 0.711 0.6 4 a 0.70
NUC 8 0.711 0.711 0.7 7a 0.75
NUM 5.2 0.601 0.601 0.7 0 a 0.79
TUO 20 2.05 1.91 0.87 0.85
TUM 20 2.05 2.15 0.86 0.81

aEstimated by ORNL from sponsor's design data.
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more negative for the natural uranium cases. However, its value is very

small (~-5 x 10-6 k *F) and not controlling. The coolant temperature

and void coefficients are positive for all the designs and are the con-

trolling coefficients. These coefficients tend to be less positive in

the thorium-based and enriched uranium designs, but because of the un-

certainty in the calculated values, only a single value of 4 X 10-5 Lk/0F

is used to characterize the coolant temperature coefficient of reactivity.

5.1.2 Thermal-Hydraulic Evaluation

Engineering evaluations of the reactor cores were performed to de-

termine whether the specified design conditions led to cladding and cool-

ant temperatures within permissible limits. Factors that required evalu-

ation in estimating reactor performance included the heat transfer coef-

ficient between the fuel and coolant, the coolant physical properties,

surface fouling coefficients due to organic degradation, mixing of cool-

ant as it flows along a fuel channel, subcooled nucleate boiling phenomena,

fluid velocity limitations, fuel growth effects, pressure drops along flow

channels, power distributions, and flow maldistributions between pressure

tubes and between subchannels. The most important parameters relative to

attaining high outlet coolant temperatures are the power peaking factors,

flow and mechanical maldistribution factors, and fluid mixing character-

istics. The use of spiral fins to improve fluid mixing in pin-cluster

geometry appears to give very good fluid mixing.

The pressure drop and fluid velocities for the design conditions ap-

pear to be permissible and are not controlling factors. Whether sub-

cooled nucleate boiling could occur in the core is dependent on the con-

centrations of low boiling constituents (such as biphenyl) in the cool-

ant; these concentrations can be limited by distillation control.

Small changes in local reactivity can have relatively large effects

on power distribution. Since coolant and surface temperatures operate

near their permissible limits under design conditions, it is important

that there be careful spatial reactivity control in order to limit power

peaking factors throughout reactor operation.

Thermal and hydraulic analyses performed for the uranium and thorium

fueled designs are analogous to each other, with primary differences in
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results due to differences in parameter values. The thorium cycle tends

to give higher axial power peaking factors because of the higher neutron

absorption cross section and higher conversion ratios. Also, the fissile

requirements are higher.

In evaluating maximum fuel surface temperatures, power peaking fac-

tors calculated by ORNL were used, and sometime these differed from those

specified by the design sponsors. Also values for the heat transfer co-

efficient and the engineering factors were employed that were slightly

different from those used by AI-CE and B&W. For the EUC design, a foul-

ing film on the surface of the fuel elements and a 37*F temperature drop

across the film at the position of maximum fuel surface temperature led

to a maximum fuel cladding temperature of 887'F; this corresponds to a

maximum coolant temperature of 850F and an outlet coolant temperature

of 745*F. For the NUC fuel design, the outlet coolant temperature is es-

timated to be 750*F, while for the NUM fueled core the corresponding value

is 710'F. In the latter case, the maximum zirconium alloy cladding tem-

perature was assumed to be limited to 850*F due to hydriding consider-

ations. Also because of hydriding limitations, high heat flux conditions,

and surface fouling, the TUM fuel design has a relatively low outlet cool-

ant temperature of 685'F. The outlet coolant temperature for the TJO-

fueled concept is 766'F.

5.1.3 Materials

Terphenyls appear to be satisfactory organic coolants under the pro-

posed reactor operating conditions, and experience to date relative to

low fuel surface fouling has been encouraging. Experience is still needed

relative to determining practical operating conditions in a catalytic hy-

drocracker for recovery of coolant from high boilers. Also, the formation

of a fouling film on surfaces of fuel elements is a complex phenomenon

that is not yet understood,but is related to coolant purity, water con-

tent, coolant degradation, and coolant velocity. Temperature drops across

the organic film at the position of peak surface temperature are in the

range 20 to 40'F, with the lower value corresponding to uranium systems

having lowv-heat fluxes and the higher value to thorium based fuels oper-

ating at high heat fluxes. Corrosion due to the coolant does not appear



to be a problem, except for the possibility that corrosion products may

play a role in the formation of fouling films. Until detailed studies

have been made to clarify the relations between coolant purity, water

content, flow conditions, radiation damage, temperature, and fouling

film formation, the maximum coolant temperature should not exceed 850*F.*

The maximum permissible temperature of the SAP cladding is a func-

tion of the strength, creep, and elongation properties of the SAP under

reactor conditions. A value of 900'F was estimated to be the maximum

permissible temperature for the specified designs.

The fuel center-line temperature limit is influenced by fuel growth

as a function of temperature, reactor exposure, and fission product be-

havior under reactor conditions. Based on present information concern-

ing fuel growth, the maximum fuel temperature for the carbide fuels should

not exceed 2200'F under the proposed operating conditions, and the evalu-

ation indicated that it would not do so. Also, the fuel center-line tem-

peratures would not exceed permissible values for the oxide and metal

fuels.

Of particular concern in HWOCR reactors are the mechanical properties

of SAP. This material was developed relatively recently, and the speci-

fications and design stresses associated with proper reactor design have

not been completely developed. The low ductility of SAP at low strain

rates may be a serious limitation, and it appears probable that SAP com-

ponents in the HWOCR must be designed on the basis of a maximum strain

of about 0.5%. The SAP design criteria applied in the present study

were based on available data, and the resulting design conditions appear

feasible; however, extensive testing is still needed in order to ade-

quately specify the nuclear code design criteria that need to be satisfied

for reactor application of SAP materials. The Zircaloy calandria tube de-

signs appear satisfactory, with tube stresses well within design limits

for that material.

Material compatibility studies indicate that UC and SAP do not react

under proposed operating conditions. Thus they are suitable for use in

*AI-CE disagrees with the need for this limitation on coolant tem-
peratures.
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the HWOCR environment. Also, both thoria and urania appear compatible

with SAP under the HWOCR operating conditions. Limited data suggest that

zirconium alloys, such as Ohzennite 0.5, and thorium metal are compatible

under HWOCR conditions for the planned fuel exposures. Reactions between

various fuel and cladding components can occur, but available data indi-

cate that such reactions will not proceed to the point where cladding

failures occur.

No compatibility problems are anticipated with regard to the organic

coolant and SAP materials. Relative to the thorium metal fuel design,

hydriding of zirconium alloy cladding by the coolant can take place, par-

ticularly in cladding exposed to high temperatures. Hydriding reduces

ductility and can cause severe embrittlement. However, recent results

obtained with Ohzennite 0.5 indicate that hydriding rates are relatively

low, and that use of such a material in HWOCR's is feasible.

The UC fuel elements appear to have satisfactory designs and to be

suitable for HWOCR application based on present information and feasi-

bility conditions. They should be capable of operating at proposed heat

ratings and temperatures. Achievement of desired burnup will be criti-

cally dependent on fuel swelling at operating conditions; also, cracking

and chipping of fuel could cause excessive local stresses in the SAP

cladding. The strict limitations on gap thickness between the fuel and

the cladding imply rigid control of dimensional variations of both the

UC fuel and the inside diameter of the SAP cladding; however, such quality

control appears feasible. Present data on radiation damage to. UC fuel

indicates that a 2% volumetric growth per l0,000-Mwd/T exposure is rea-

sonable to expect at a center-line temperature of about 200 0 F.

The thorium based fuel elements also appear to have satisfactory de-

signs and to be suitable for HWOCR application based on present informa-

tion and feasibility conditions. Although thoria fuels have been exposed

satisfactorily to high burnup conditions, experiments must be performed

to demonstrate that the effects of compaction and of burnup in SAP-clad

vibration-compacted fuel permit such cladding to be used. Reactor expo-

sure of the oxide fuel appears limited by the buildup of fission product

gas pressure. Relative to the thorium based and uranium based metal fuel

elements operating under HWOCR conditions, exposure experience is limited.
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For uranium metal, fuel swelling of 10% volume increase per atomic per

cent burnup appears feasible; the corresponding value for thorium metal

is 2%. Further verification is needed for both fuels. Temperatures and

thermal gradients in the metals appear acceptable, but tests need to be

performed to determine whether allowances made for distortion in the

closely spaced annuli between cylinders are adequate.

5.1.4 Components

In reviewing the equipment requirements for the HWOCR plants, the

general conclusion is that the components described for the conceptual

design are feasible to build with present day manufacturing technology

or require, at most, a moderate extension of present technology. The

large pumps, heat exchangers, and valves of the primary heat transfer

system will require special design consideration and performance test-

ing, but the fabrication of these components is within the capability

of present-day manufacturing techniques. The mechanical design of the

refueling machines appears to be feasible as described. However, the

reliability of the refueling machines must be established through re-

peated tests of prototype machines under simulated design conditions

and also under emergency conditions.

Electrical systems, service systems, site, structures, hydrocracker,

and turbine plant appear to be adequate and feasible for the system de-

scribed. Also, auxiliary equipment for the moderator and coolant purifi-

cation systems can be built as specified. The estimated heavy water loss

rate of 0.6% per year appears to be consistent with estimates based on

current D20 reactor experience.

5.1.5 Safety and Control

The HWOCR concept has several basic features that tend to contribute

to the safety aspects of the system. Among these are large heat absorp-

tion capability of the fuel, compatibility of fuel and organic coolant,

low-energy moderator (low temperature and pressure), long neutron genera-

tion time (relative to that of an enriched light water reactor), and small

reactivity availability in absorber rods. These factors make it possible



for a relatively slow safety system or regulating system to handle antici-

pated reactivity additions without core damage. Opposing these features

is the positive coolant coefficient of reactivity.

The effect of the positive coolant coefficient of reactivity on the

transient behavior of the reactors was investigated by ORNL in an earlier

evaluation of HWOCR's and, for the revised EUC design, AI-CE carried out

studies with the aid of an analog computer. They examined such things as

(1) loss-of-flow accident, (2) single pump failure, (3) startup accident,

(4) flux controller operation and failure of operation, (5) reactivity

insertions, and (6) changes in coolant inlet temperature. The behavior

predicted by the AI-CE calculations is very similar to that given by the

earlier ORNL calculations. Both ORNL and AI-CE studies show the need for

automatic reactivity control during power operation to prevent runaway,

the importance of having a very reliable cooling system and an emergency

power supply system, and the necessity for a highly reliable reactor shut-

down system.

These factors impose stringent demands on the operational require-

ments of the control systems; also, the design of the containment sys-

tem is dependent on the reliability of the safety systems. The safety

and control systems indicated in the design reports appear deficient in

the areas of reliability and performance; however, it is believed that

these deficiencies can be corrected and satisfactory systems can be de-

vised for the HWOCR. ORNL reviewers suggest that the safety systems be

split into two separate and independent shutdown systems. Each shutdown

system should have sufficiently fast response and sufficient reactivity

control to give protection. Further analyses will be required to estab-

lish the precise rod response times, but based on the evaluation, the

specified insertion speed of the shutdown rods appears too slow. The

total reactivity control of 4% presently available in the 84 shutdown

rods appears sufficient but should be divided equally between two inde-

pendent shutdown systems that have no common-mode failures.

The rod control system for normal power regulation of the reactor

should be made more reliable by use of several controllers that minimize

the effects of failure of a controller or failure of input signals to a
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controller. In addition, both the amount and rate of reactivity addition

available for power distribution control should be increased to provide

continued control of the reactor following possible reactivity perturba-

tions during operation. It appears desirable to increase the reactivity

worth of the vertical control rods used for spatial power distribution

control from 0.1 to 0.3% tLk. Also, it appears necessary that fuel load-

ing and control rod positioning be computer controlled in order to ade-

quately consider the effects of interplay between variables. It appears

feasible to incorporate the above features through relatively minor de-

sign changes.

The plant safeguards requirements have not been examined in any de-

tail; however, it appears that the following systems must all function

correctly to preserve the integrity of the containment system: (1) re-

actor fast shutdown system, (2) shutdown cooling system, (3) coolant

leak collection and return system, (4) emergency moderator cooling and

spray system, (5) containment emergency condensing, cooling, and filtra-

tion system, (6) emergency power supplies, and (7) containment isolation

valves.

5.2 HWBLW

5.2.1 Physics

The major nuclear problems associated with the reference design

HWBLW reactor center on the coolant reactivity coefficient. The combi-

nation of natural uranium fuel, D20 moderator, and boiling H20 coolant

results in a positive void coefficient for the coolant. This condition,

together with the loosely coupled characteristic of the large core, makes

the core unstable in the absence of adequate applied control mechanisms.

Even without the positive coefficient, the core may experience xenon in-

stability in both the radial and axial directions. However, this rela-

tively slow instability presumably can be managed without difficulty with

the proposed or somewhat modified form of the zonal control system. The

special problem that the positive coefficient introduces is the tendency

toward rapid instabilities. AECL calculations indicate that the fuel
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negative Doppler coefficient, coupled with the long time constant (~18

sec) associated with transfer of heat from fuel to coolant, will permit

adequate spatial and level control of power with a reasonable zonal con-

trol system. This question is not completely resolved because calcula-

tions made thus far have not, in the reviewer's opinion, adequately con-

sidered spatial and feedback effects. It is possible that an unreason-

able amount of instrumentation and controls w i11 be required to sense

and control local power densities and provide adequate reliability

and load-following capabilities. High reliability of the regulating sys-

tem is required because inoperability of the system, coupled with the

positive power coefficient, wi 11 result in reactor shutdown, an economi-

cally unattractive situation. AECL believes that their proposed zonal

control system will be adequate in all respects.

The overall reactivity control system for the reference HWBLW reac-

tor consists of the zonal control mechanism that is used for power regu-

lation and power distribution control, a booster system that is used to

compensate for xenon after shutdown and a lack of voids at low power,

flow control for void fraction control, boron soluble poison to compen-

sate for lack of equilibrium xenon, on-line refueling for gross shimming

and power distribution control, and a rod-type safety system. This gen-

eral control concept appears to be satisfactory. However, until the

stability characteristics of the HWBLW reactor are better understood it

cannot be said that the proposed zonal control system will be adequate.

Fuel burnup has been calculated by AECL and ORNL, with good agree-

ment between the two results. The calculations indicate that an average

burnup of 8000 Mwd/MT can be achieved in the reference HWBLW reactor.

Power distribution in the lOOO-Mw(e) core has not been analyzed in

detail, but it is known to be a function of the fuel shuffling scheme

and the coolant void coefficient. It was assumed in this evaluation that

the power distributions specified by AECL on the basis of their prelimi-

nary calculations can be achieved. However, ORNL calculated somewhat

different reactivity coefficients than those calculated by AECL andthus,

indicated a different power distribution as well as uncertainty regard-

ing the actual values of the coefficients. AECL believes that there is
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sufficient flexibility associated with fuel shuffling to result in satis-

factory power distribution.

In view of the foregoing, it is recommended that the nuclear analy-

sis of the HWBLW concept be continued with the use of more sophisticated

models in order to gain a better understanding of stability characteris-

tics, reactivity coefficients, and power distributions.

5.2.2 Thermal-Hydraulic Evaluation

The HWBLW reactor fuel rods are cooled over the greater part of

their length with steam, which varies in quality from zero near the in-

let to 30O at the outlet. Under these conditions a limitation on heat

removal is dryout, a point at which the liquid phase suddenly leaves the

surface and causes a significant increase in the surface temperature.

This can result in excessive hydrogen pickup in the Zircaloy cladding

and, at incipient conditions, the oscillatory nature of the surface tem-

perature can result in fatigue. Thus the dryout condition must be avoided

during steady state operation.

Dryout is a function of many factors, including length of fuel ele-

ment, power distribution within the element, flow rate, exit quality,

and mixer-stripper design. These parameters are all being investigated

in the current development program; however, not under conditions repre-

sentative of the reference plant design. For this reasonthe thermal

design of the 1000-Mw(e) HWBLW reactor represents a significant extrapo-

lation of available information. For instance, the available data in-

dicate that the dryout heat flux decreases with increasing fuel element

length; the longest element that had been tested at the time of this

evaluation was 9 ft in length, whereas the design length for the 1000-

Mw(e) reactor is 25 ft. Experimental data are available, however, which

indicate that mixers and/or strippers can be used that will throw the

liquid phase back onto the heated surface at appropriate intervals along

the length of a long element to create heat-removal characteristics simi-

lar to those of a shorter element. The core design proposed by AECL for

the 1000-Mw(e) HWBLW reactor is based on achieving an effective fuel ele-

ment length of about 6 ft through the use of such mixers and/or strippers.

At the time of this review, satisfactory mixer-strippers had not been de-

veloped.
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Compared with the above deficiency in fuel element design develop-

ment, the extrapolations associated with the other parameters mentioned

appear to be small. Of greatest concern is the complete absence of test

data for high flow rate,high exit quality conditions. The AECL correla-

tion indicates that an increase in flow rate increases the dryout heat

flux, whereas other similar data indicate the opposite. Since a rather

large extrapolation in flow rate is required for the lOOO-Mw(e) reactor,

there is concern that perhaps a decrease in dryout heat flux should be

predicted for a larger flow rate rather than an increase. However, most

of the available data, although not necessarily applicable, indicate that

the effect of flow rate is not large. A full-scale test will provide the

answer.

5.2.3 Materials

The materials proposed by AECL for use in the lOOO-Mw(e) HWBLW reac-

tor and their particular application are as follows:

Application Material

Calandria vessel Austenitic stainless steel
(type 304L)

Calandria tube Zircaloy-2
Pressure tube Zirconium-2.5% niobium
Pig tails Austenitic stainless steel

(type 304L)
Fuel-rod sheath Zircaloy-4
In-core reactivity Zircaloy-4
control components

The heat treated zirconium-2.5% niobium alloy, rather than Zircaloy-2,

has been specified for the pressure tubes because the newly developed ma-

terial has substantially higher yield and ultimate tensile strengths and,

thus,permits a thinner tube wall. This results in a significantly lower

neutron absorption cross section, which will, of course, improve neutron

economy. A current difficulty associated with this material is that its

long-term properties, such as creep, stress-rupture, and corrosion under

reactor environmental conditions, are not yet fully established. The

calandria tube is designed for a much lower pressure than the pressure
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tube, and thus there i s essentially no nuclear advantage in using the

new alloy for this application.

Zircaloy-4 is specified for the higher temperature fuel sheath be-

cause its lower nickel content (compared with that of Zircaloy-2) reduces

the rate of hydrogen pickup and, thus,prolongs the life of the sheath. At

the operating temperatures and fuel cycle times proposed for the 1000-

Mw(e) reactor there does not appear to be a problem with hydrogen pickup

in Zircaloy-4.

The corrosion allowance proposed by AECL for the zirconium alloys

is about 10%, and this appears to be satisfactory, although some experi-

mental results remain to be obtained for the zirconium-2.5% niobium al-

loy.

5.2.4 Components

Components external to the reactor core are essentially the same as

in a boiling water system and,thus, are not expected to provide any un-

usual problems or require significant development. In the core region,

however, there are a number of components that still require consider-

able development effort.

The calandria is a low pressure vessel that contains the D20 modera-

tor, and supports, to a certain extent, the pressure tubes that penetrate

it. Since a rupture of a pressure tube wi 11 expose the calandria to

the high pressure in the coolant system, and since failure of a single

pressure tube out of 688 is considered to be probable enough to warrant

precautionary measures, it is assumed that a calandria pressure-relief

system, similar to that of the CANDU BLW-250 reactor, will be desirable.

This system, which uses rupture disks in the upper portion of the calan-

dria, has not yet been developed for the l000-Mw(e) HWBLW reactor.

Development problems associated with the fuel channel are numerous.

The high flow rate of coolant through the assembly introduces problems

associated with vibration of both the pressure tube and the fuel rods.

This problem will have to be investigated in a full-scale hydraulic

mockup. There are also possible mechanical problems associated with on-

line refueling, such as being able to maintain an adequate seal in the
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bottom closure and being able to remove hot fuel bundles without excessive

scoring of the pressure tube walls. The degree of success that has been

achieved in on-line refueling in some of the CANDU reactors indicates that

these potential problems will not be too serious. On the other hand, the

refueling demand and long fuel channel length associated with the much

larger HWBLW reactor might impose problems of a different magnitude.

The proposed operating limits for the 1000-Mw(e) HWBLW reactor fuel

exceed those achieved to date in power reactors using the same type of

fuel. However, a few experimental fuel rods of the HWBLW reactor type

have achieved the desired limits. It is also of interest to note that

the proposed limits for the large boiling water reactors significantly

exceed those for the 1000-Mw(e) HWBLW reactor. A comparison of antici-

pated fuel performance characteristics is given in Table 5.2.

A complete fuel element assembly is made up of five fuel bundles,

and each bundle contains 19 fuel rods that are held in position by end

plates. The exact method of attaching these fuel bundles to make an in-

tegral assembly has not yet been invented. In the BLW-250 design, only

18 of the 19 rods contain fuel. The central rod is a continuous tube

extending through all bundles of the element, and through a spring at

one end it applies a force that holds the entire assembly together. This

method of attachment does not appear feasible in the 1000-Mw(e) design,

because all 19 rods contain fuel. It is possible that the final means

of attachment will result in more nonfuel bearing material between bun-

dles and,thus, a somewhat larger core for the same fuel loading.

Table 5.2. Anticipated Fuel Performance
Characteristics for the 1000-Mw(e)

HWBLW and BWR Reactors

Characteristic HWBLW
Reactor BWR

fk de, w/cm 48.8 48

Heat flux, kw/ft 18.7 18.4

Maximum burnup, Mwd/MT 11,000 30,000



5.2.5 Safety

The HWBLW reactor concept has several basic features that tend to

contribute to the safety aspects of the system. Among these are large

heat-absorption capability in the fuel (high heat capacity and low ther-

mal conductivity of U02 ), stability of U02 in water, low energy moderator

circuit (low temperature and pressure), long neutron generation time

(relative to enriched light water systems), and small reactivity avail-

ability in absorber rods. The large heat capacity, low thermal conduc-

tivity (long time constant for heat transfer to coolant), and long neu-

tron generation time make it possible for a relatively slow safety sys-

tem or regulating system to handle all anticipated reactivity additions

without core damage.

There is another feature, however, that creates some doubt regard-

ing safety; that is, the positive coolant void coefficient of reactivity.

Aside from possible regulating problems associated with this coefficient,

there is the loss of coolant accident to contend with, in which case re-

activity is initially added to the system rather than removed, as is the

case with the light water reactors. The amount of reactivity that can

be added by a loss of cold coolant (no steam) is about 0.05 k/k, and at

full power it is about 0.03 Lok/k. During such an accident the fuel nega-

tive Doppler coefficient will tend to compensate for the positive reac-

tivity; however, in going from normal full power temperatures to the

melting temperature,the fuel subtracts only 0.014 k/k. This implies

that without safety rod action the fuel will melt. An analysis of this

problem indicates that before the fuel melts, the fuel rods will bow out

against the pressure tube, and the combination of system pressure and

overheating of the pressure tube wall will quickly cause the pressure

tube and calandria tube to fail. This will cause H20 to poison the D20

moderator and allow the relatively high-pressure primary system to over-

pressure the secondary system, causing failure of the calandria rupture

discs (an possibly the calandria) and some expulsion of D20 moderator.

According to AECL, these occurrences will shut the reactor down without

the building containment being breeched during the initial pressure surge.
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Following the peak pressure, it is intended that air coolers and a dousing

system will quickly reduce the pressure and reduce building leakage to a

tolerable level.

In the above accident case there are at least two points of concern.

First, there is some question as to just how much energy will actually be

generated in the process of shutting the reactor down; this is important

from the standpoint of containment building design pressure. Secondly,

once the fuel elements are disassembled, and if the calandria is ruptured,

the fuel will fall to the bottom of the reactor and create a building melt-

through problem. Possible solutions to the latter problem are to provide

a catch basin from which fuel after-heat can be removed without melt-through,

or to provide an "infallible" safety system that will prevent damage to the

fuel. In either case, an "infallible" emergency cooling system is required

to remove the after-heat. Although the reference design does not, in ORNL's

opinion, have adequate reliability in the fast shutdown and emergency cooling

systems, it appears that sufficient reliability could be achieved through

redundancy and diversification of equipment, and these costs are included

in the estimates.

Hydrodynamic stability studies have been conducted by AECL in con-

nection with the design of the CANDU BLW-250 reactor, but no similar

work, other than to make predictions based on the BLW-250 results, has

been performed on the 1000-Mw(e) HWBLW concept. AECL's prediction is

that the larger reactor will also be stable.

Essentially all the hydrodynamic stability experiments have been

performed out of pile and, thus, there has not been the nuclear feedback

that can result from changes in coolant density during a perturbation.

This omission could be of considerable importance in a reactor having a

positive coolant coefficient, and both the CANDU BLW-250 and the 1000-

Mw(e) HWBLW reactors apparently have positive coefficients, at least at

some point in their fuel cycle. Another omission in the stability studies

has been the effect of interconnecting subchannels as found in the rod

bundles; all studies have been associated with parallel single channels.

Thus, good agreement between calculational results and experiment at this

time does not necessarily indicate that the calculational models are

sufficient for studying the 1000-Mw(e) HWBLW reactor. Certainly in this
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will serve a very useful purposebut not in time for this evaluation.

5.3 HTGR

5.3.1 Physics

In both the backup and reference HTGR designs, initial operation of

the reactor is normally with a fuel that consists of thorium as fertile

material and uranium fully enriched in 23 5U as fissile material. Bred

uranium is recovered from the fuel elements that are removed from the

core. This bred uranium is recycled to the reactor after a suitable de-

lay for reprocessing (assumed to be 1.0 year in the ORNL calculations),

along with sufficient additional fully enriched 2 35U to maintain the de-

sired reactivity. In the typical equilibrium cycle the fuel elements

are supplied with a mixture of two types of coated particles: makeup

particles containing only the fully enriched 2 35U and fertile particles

containing the thorium and all the recycled uranium. Thus bred material

can be separated from the exposed makeup material for recycle when the

latter is discharged to avoid the neutron-poisoning effect of the high
23 6U content. If economical, the discharged makeup material would be

reprocessed for sale or return to the diffusion plant. Otherwise this

material would be discarded without reprocessing.

Calculations relative to this core concept by ORNL were made inde-

pendently from those of GGA to provide maximum assurance of correctness

of results. Expectedly, the use of different cross sections and calcula-

tional methods led to somewhat different results. Although GGA codes

were used in some of these calculations, they were extensively modified.

The fine-group microscopic cross section libraries used evolved in reac-

tor analysis work at ORNL.

Spectrum cell calculations were made, and then one-space-point multi-

zone depletion calculations were done for the reactor history based on the

approximation that all material is exposed to a single neutron flux at any

time, as determined from the average core contents.

For the backup design with batch refueling of one-fourth of the core

at a time, the multiplication factor was held at unity by adjustment of
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the density of a smeared absorber nuclide to represent a B4 C control rod.

The reactivity lifetime was established as that time when the control

rod absorber nuclide density became zero. Discharge and makeup require-

ments were calculated by taking account of recycle of the uranium from

the fertile particles. Depletion of the material in the makeup fuel par-

ticles was determined separately from that in the particles containing

recycle fissile material and thorium. Exposure and flux data are given

in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3. Exposure and Flux Data for the HTGR

Backup Reference
Core Core

Design core power level, Mw(th)

Core average power density, w/cm3

Batch average exposure,a Mwd/T

Mean batch
Longest exposure batch
Highest element exposure, mean batch

Individual particle exposure, Mwd/T

Fissile, equilibrium mean
Fissile, equilibrium maximum
Mixed, equilibrium mean
Mixed, equilibrium maximum
Mixed, first loading mean
Mixed, first loading maximum

Neutron flux level at equilibrium, neutrons/cm2-sec

Total, average
Total, maximum
Fast (>0.18 Mev), average
Fast (>0.18 Mev), maximum

High-energy flux exposure (>0.18 Mev,
neutrons/cm 2

Equilibrium, average
Equilibrium, maximum
Maximum

2,457

7.47

66,000
90,000
105, 000

630,000
700,000
52,000
104,000
140,000
170,000

(b)

2,320

7.05

62,000
90,000
99,000

650,000
700,000
60,000
96,000
130,000
160,000

22 X 1013
~50 x 1013

4.2 x 1013
^7 X 1013

4.2 X 1021
7 X 1021
8 x 1021

aExposure is based on feed material in tons of heavy metal.

bFlux and exposure are about the same as for the reference design.



The reference design requires depletion of an initial core and then

continuous fueling. In the calculational model, the initial core was

exposed until the control absorber was completely removed, and then con-

tinuous fueling was approximated by a multizone batch refueling technique.

Removals from the core were made periodically, and recycle material was

added. Reactivity was maintained over an exposure period by adjusting

the amount of makeup material (fully enriched uranium) in the zone last

fueled. Thus the system was kept critical without control rods. After

a specified exposure period, the cumulative amount of makeup feed was

determined for the period.

A somewhat higher fissile loading was estimated for a given exposure

than calculated by GGA for the reference design with a carbon-to-thorium

ratio of 200. To achieve a 1.5-year life for the initial loading of the

reference design, an initial 2 35U loading of 1870 kg was estimated by

ORNL, compared with 1690 kg calculated by GGA. Also a somewhat lower

conversion ratio was obtained that increased the feed requirement. A

mass-balance yielded the following relationship:

Annual Net Fissile Makeup = Annual Feed - Annual

Discharge = [1 - Conversion Ratio] X Annual Comsumption,

F - D = (1 - CR) x Q ,

with which a direct comparison of results may be made. A crude estimate

of gross consumption and roundoff of data gave the following results for

the reference design with continuous fueling after first care:

Calculated Carbon-to-
By F - D = (1 - CR) X Q Thorium Ratio

GA 180 - 16 = (1 - 0.826) x 943 200
ORNL 193 - 20 = (1 - 0.816) x 940 200
ORNL 203 - 20 = (1 - 0.805) x 940 210

5.3.2 Thermal-Hydraulic Evaluation

ORNL calculations give a value of 2.9 psi for the pressure drop

through the core of the reference design, which is in good agreement with

the GGA calculation of 2.7 psi. For the backup design ORNL calculated



5.3 psi through the core, compared with a GGA calculation of 7.6 psi. The

difference may be attributable to junction losses at the interface between

fuel blocks that were included in the GGA analysis but not in the ORNL

calculation.

The results of ORNL calculations of core temperatures are summarized

in Table 5.4. The center-line temperatures calculated by ORNL are below

the maximum allowable value of 27320F (1500'C) proposed by GGA. This

fact is particularly significant when the degree of conservatism that en-

tered into ORNL calculations is considered. From the calculated maximum

temperatures, it could be concluded that the backup design can be oper-

-ated at about 15% higher power than specified. The difference in the

maximum temperature calculated for the reference design and the maximum

allowable temperature is not significant in view of the uncertainties in

the calculation.

The major uncertainty at present is the allowance to be made for

flow shunting. This particular aspect is the major item for which addi-

tional research and development is needed. GGA reports that both ana-

lytical and experimental methods are presently being developed for the

evaluation of this effect.

5.3.3 Fuel and Materials

The fuel element for the proposed 1000-Mw(e) HTGR (Fig. 4.14) is

very similar in design to the element now proposed for the 330-Mw(e) Fort

St. Vrain reactor.1 8 Since elements of similar design will be irradiated

in the Fort St. Vrain reactor under conditions similar to those expected

for this concept, a partial proof test of the design will be available

before operation of a 1000-Mw(e) plant. Further development and testing

will, however, be needed in the following areas:

1. design and development for required particle performance;

2. design and development of the bonded-fuel-stick graphite structural

elements, including specification or development of a suitable grade

of graphite; and

3. development of remote refabrication technology of recycle fuel.
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Table 5.4. Temperatures in the Core with Effects of
Engineering Factors Considered

Temperatures ( F)

Backup Design Reference Design

Midplane Exit Midplane Exit

Temperature of the bulk coolant

Coolant temperature rise from inlet

Temperature difference between center
line and bulk coolant

Temperature difference between coolant
wall and bulk coolant

Center-line temperature without effects
of engineering factors included

Engineering factor effects

Flow maldistribution

Coolant temperature rise (5%)
Film temperature difference (4%)

Total

Fuel loading

Coolant temperature rise (10%)
Total temperature difference (10%)

Total

Flow shunting

Coolant temperature rise (25%)
Film temperature difference (19%)

Total

Total effect of engineering factors

Center-line fuel temperature with ef-
fects of engineering factors included

1146

388

867

442

1449

391

641

327

1208

405

904

520

2013 2090 2112

19
18

37

39
87

126

97
84

181

344

35
13

48

69
64

133

173
62

235

416

20
21

41

41
90

131

101
99

200

372

2357 2506 2484

1524

721

665

383

2189

36
15

51

72
67

139

180
73

253

443

2632
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To assess the expected performance of the coated particles to be

employed in the HTGR reference design fuel element, a series of calcula-

tions was made based on the Prados-Scott mathematical model of coated

particle irradiation behavior.2 0 ,2 1 The Prados-Scott model has been

correlated with a large number of irradiation test results on coated par-

ticles.* The results of these calculations indicate that the maximum tan-

gential stresses developed in the particle coating during the fuel oper-

ating lifetime will be below 12,200 and 17,800 psi for the fissile and

fertile particles, respectively. Maximum expected tangential strains

will be below 1.6% for either type of particle. From the data of Price

and Bokros,2 2 it would be expected that the coatings would withstand tan-

gential stresses in excess of 30,000 psi and strains in excess of 5%.

Thus it is probable that these particle coatings will withstand the pro-

jected exposures without cracking from irradiation effects,provided a

reproducible method is developed to measure and control the Bacon anisot-

ropy factor at a value of less than 1.1. Data are not yet available to

confirm performance at the full fast neutron exposure required.

Many factors enter into the design of the graphite hex blocks. The

graphite to be used has not been specified for the present design, ex-

cept to state that it is "nuclear grade."

Experimental evidence of dimensional changes in nuclear grade graph-

ite irradiated to high fast neutron doses at high temperatures has become

available only recently. Most of these data are from specimens irradiated

in GETR to doses of greater than 1022 neutrons/cm2 (E > 0.18 Mev) at tem-

peratures up to 1000*C.2 3  In the radial direction, AL/L versus fast-neu-

tron dose shows a minimum at some dose less than 1022 neutrons/cm2 . The

position of this minimum decreases rapidly with increasing temperature

and reaches less than 5 x 1021 neutrons/cm2 at 1000*C. The minimum cor-

responds to about 1% shrinkage in the radial direction. After passing

through the minimum,the graphite expands at a rapid rate. Typical ex-

pansion rates are on the order of 3% per 1021 neutrons/cm 2. This expan-

sion leads to failure of the graphite at strains of about 20%.23

*The Fort St. Vrain fuel has a silicon carbide layer in the particle

coating structure that requires additional analytical study.



The maximum integrated fast-neutron flux (E > 0.18 Mev) for the pres-

ent design has been calculated to be about 0.7 X 1022 neutrons/cm2. Some

fuel in the first core loading will have longer residence time and will

accumulate a dose of about 0.8 x 1022 neutrons/cm2 . Because of a differ-

ence in spectrum,these doses should be increased by a factor of 1.16 for

comparison with the doses in the GETR.2 4  Since the particular grade of

graphite to be used has not been specified in the present design, it is

difficult to predict the extent of dimensional changes from the above

data. In addition, the data on the position of the minimum are very un-

certain, and only the fresh fuel elements will be subject to temperatures

near 1000'C.

The operation of the HTGR with an optimal fuel cycle is dependent

on the development of a feasible economic process for recycle of 233U.

Recycle is complicated by several factors. First, the entire operation

must be remote. Second, at least in most fuel-management schemes, the
23 5U content in the recycle fuel must be minimized to minimize buildup

of 236 U. The partially completed TURF facility at ORNL was designed to

demonstrate the remote refabrication of recycle fuel and, perhaps, also

the complete reprocessing. Plans are to operate this facility in 1974.

Facilities for carrying out these operations on a commercial scale are

yet to be developed.

5.3.4 Components

The design of the prestressed concrete reactor vessel for the backup

plant compares readily with the design of similar vessels in Europe, as

well as that of the Fort St. Vrain vessel. The reference plant vessel,

however, represents a major departure from the current technology of pre-

stressed concrete reactor vessels.

Regarding the backup design, the size of the vessel is less than that

of any of the European vessels based on inside diameter, while the oper-

ating pressure is approximately 75% greater. The prestressing tendons are

assumed to be of 1000-ton capacity and are the same as those employed in

the Fort St. Vrain design. By comparison,the largest tendons currently



employed in Europe are those for the G2 and G3 reactors, which are of 1200-

ton capacity -; however, inherent differences in design may require addi-

tional tendon and anchor development for the Fort St. Vrain and the 1000-

Mw(e) backup and reference designs. Although the operating pressure is

700 psi compared with 385 psi for the Oldbury reactor, the maximum hoop

stress to be eliminated by prestressing is 1600 psi, compared with 2500 psi

for Oldbury. Construction of the backup design vessel is considered to

be well within the current technology employed in Europe.

Similarly, the reference design vessel can be compared with European

designs as far as size is concerned. The major departure from current

technology is in the use of wire wrapping to replace the circumferential

tendons. The reference design utilizes a smaller vessel than the backup

design as a result of the use of more compact steam generators.

The use of wire wrapping for prestressing the PCRV should result in

considerable cost savings. However, its use depends upon development of

suitable equipment to apply the wire to the vessel with a-continuously

measured tension,and instrumentation to monitor prestressing forces dur-

ing service. The development of the wire wrapping technique is an im-

portant point of the future program.

Thermal protection of the vessel liner and the concrete presents a

difficult problem. Fabrication and installation of the thermal barrier

appear to present the major problems rather than the design of a suit-

able insulating barrier. The inability to maintain or replace the thermal

barrier makes this a critical component.

The vessel cooling system provides redundant cooling tubes attached

to the liner to allow the system to suffer a failure of a single tube

and still maintain sufficient cooling capacity. Sufficient design margin

must be provided to give sufficient cooling capacity over the 30-year

life of the vessel.

Design of the core support floor presents several rather difficult

but solvable problems. Thermal protection of the support floor is even

more difficult than the thermal protection of the vessel, since the cool-

ant gas at the maximum temperature (14490F for backup design; 1524F for

reference design) must pass through the support floor to reach the steam



generators. Thus,the thermal insulation and cooling system have to pro-

vide a temperature difference of approximately 1350F in order to ade-

quately protect the concrete structure. Since the concrete is used as a

structural material, its protection is vital to the safety of the reac-

tor system. The core support structure must be maintained at low pres-

sure. A venting system is used to bleed off any gas formed in the concrete

or in leakage of helium. Helium leakage must not exceed the capacity of

the vent system.

Refueling in both the backup and reference designs is accomplished

by a fuel handling machine positioned over a refueling nozzle. The backup

design requires an annual shutdown for refueling. The evaluation indi-

cates that the proposed 0.9 plant availability factor has little allowance

for difficulties and refueling delays. Attention will have to be given to

the possibility of broken fuel elements in the design of this equipment.

The reference design employs on-line refueling that is done continu-

ously with the reactor at full-power output. ORNL's evaluation of this

procedure was limited to outlining the potential problems, since the de-

sign of the equipment is only conceptual.

One of the problems stems from the location of the fuel columns rela-

tive to the refueling nozzles. Only one fuel column out of seven within

a fuel region is located directly beneath the refueling nozzle. Using a

single fuel column as the refueling increment requires the removal of a

peripheral column within the region. This brings about the use of the

curved refueling chute and the cable-mounted grapple head. An extensive

development program is required to determine operational characteristics

and reliability. A chute of somewhat similar design is used in the British

Magnox reactors at similar operating temperatures.

Another problem that may develop in on-line refueling is that the

wedging of a fuel column by the surrounding columns due to differential

gas pressures or dimensional changes resulting from radiation effects may

make removal difficult. This problem is not well understood presently, and

will require development work for quantitative assessment.

Other problems associated with on-line refueling are a result of the

opening of the PCRV during reactor operation. This requires a refueling
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machine that can provide an acceptable means of preventing the release of

fission-product activity from the PCRV.

The circulators are rather unique in that the compressor, steam

turbine, and auxiliary water turbine are located on the same shaft.

Evaluation of the helium circulators for the backup and reference designs

indicates that the significant development problems associated with these

units are essentially identical to those for the Fort St. Vrain circu-

lators. The helium flow rates are approximately twice those employed in

the Fort St. Vrain circulators. For a similar operating speed, this cor-

responds to an increase of approximately 1.4 in the compressor blade tip

diameter, which is considered feasible. Although the Fort St. Vrain cir-

culator development and test programs are directed to provide solutions

to many of the development problems associated with the lOOO-Mw(e) de-

signs, this does not mean that there will not be problems associated

solely with the lOOO-Mw(e) designs. Problems may occur, not only with

the circulator design, but also in the cooling loop operating character-

istics. Demonstration of maintenance and replacement procedures will be

required.

ORNL calculations of steam-generator performance for the backup de-

sign are in substantial agreement with those of GGA. However, there are

large uncertainties in the correlation of heat transfer coefficients for

helium flowing across banks of tubes that will need to be resolved by ex-

periment before the radial flow steam generator can be specified. Tube-

vibration problems are of serious concern in both the backup and refer-

ence design steam generators. Fort St. Vrain steam generators are simi-

lar to the backup design, and a testing program is planned to study the

vibrational problems. It will be necessary to promptly detect, locate,

and plug a leaking tube to prevent corrosion of hot graphite fuel. Re-

placement of a steam generator, if required, must be carried out remotely.

Since the steam generators in the lOOO-Mw(e) conceptual design are six

times larger than the Fort St. Vrain units, remote replacement operations

may be considerably more difficult.

With the exception of the slow xenon oscillations and the possible

instabilities in the once-through boilers, the HTGR's are inherently
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stable, slow-moving, and easy to control. The system is load following,

and can follow large rapid changes in load on the turbine. Xenon oscil-

lation will probably occur in the radial direction,but will not occur

axially. Zonal control of xenon should not be difficult, but it will re-

quire some development of the temperature sensors.

Both the backup and reference designs, as well as the Fort St. Vrain

design, have prestressed-concrete reactor vessels and their primary clo-

sures as the primary containment system. The secondary closures on the

PCRV penetrations are considered by GGA as secondary containment. The

vessel liner must achieve a high degree of integrity to prevent leaks for

the 30-year plant life, since no maintenance provisions are included in

the design. In addition, the reactor building serves as a vented confine-

ment structure designed to accommodate and dissipate, without failure,

the pressures associated with the maximum design leakage rate of the pri-

mary coolant system.

The acceptance of the HTGR design without a secondary high pressure

containment vessel is dependent upon confirming the integrity assumed

for the PCRV. PCRV integrity has been demonstrated by model tests to be

such that a major failure that would lead to a rapid loss of primary

coolant is incredible. It is probably reasonable to assume that no cata-

strophic failure of the PCRV will occur if failures in the penetrations

can be prevented. Corrosion, the service life of wire windings, and pos-

sible pressure buildup from a steam generator leak may be problem areas.

5.3.5 Safety

The HTGR concept has several good safety oriented characteristics.

The high heat capacity, high temperature capability, and good fission

product retention prcperties give the HTGR fuel considerably longer time

margins for shutting the reactor down or restoring cooling than are avail-

able for water-cooled reactors. The HTGR can tolerate complete loss of

cooling (if shut down for intervals of 15 min to 4 hr) and,consequently,

can tolerate a fairly rapid depressurization of primary coolant. There

is some possibility that the HTGR may be able to tolerate the loss of

all forced circulation of coolant indefinitely with the PCRV liner cool-

ing system providing sufficient heat removal. If this can be shown to
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be true for the 1000-Mw(e) core, it will provide an additional system for

removal of decay heat.

The GGA design is unique in that it does not provide any specialized

emergency cooling system. Thus, special attention must be given to the

reliability of the main circulators and steam generators. Several good

features in this area have been included.

A steam-generator leak and the steam-graphite reaction create a po-

tential problem. The design includes several features to cope with this

problem.
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6. ECONOMIC COMPARISON OF CONCEPTS

6.1 Capital Costs

Capital costs were normalized to develop a comparative set of con-

struction costs in which the relative cost differences among the concepts

were influenced as little as possible by differences in ground rules, in-

direct costs, or other factors that were not functions of differences in

design features. Also, costs were updated where appropriate to reflect

construction costs as of June 1967, since some of the estimates had been

made in earlier periods than others.*

Direct costs submitted by each of the sponsors were compared, system

by system, by both ORNL and Sargent & Lundy. Adjustments were made when

it appeared that unit cost data used in the estimate submitted were not

consistent with unit cost data adopted for this study or when a common

cost such as a site-dependent cost was considered applicable to all con-

cepts.

The capital cost normalization study did not involve a detailed re-

view of the design requirements of special components of the plants, such

as reactor vessel components and other nuclear items, since these require-

ments were reviewed in the concept evaluation studies. The costs of the

components varied from 35 to 45% of the direct costs, depending on the

concept considered. The sponsor's judgment of these costs was generally

used; however, some adjustments were made when costs for given components

appeared to be considerably out of line with costs of their counterparts

in other plant systems. The remaining 55 to 65% of the direct costs for

more conventional components, such as structures, steam and feedwater sys-

tems, and turbine-generator and electrical system components were more

amenable to capital cost normalization based on specific design parameters

Only a moderate amount of design normalization (as distinguished

from cost normalization) was attempted in this study. Common designs were

assumed for all concepts in assigning costs for ground improvements and

for miscellaneous power plant equipment, and some amount of design nor-

malization was assumed for turbine-generator plant components. However,

*See Sect. 2.3.1.
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basic design features of the reactor plant equipment reported by the de-

signer or evaluator were left unchanged.

The costs reported herein represent ORNL's judgment of appropriate

relative capital costs for the concepts described based on the evaluation

study rules, cost estimates of the designer and the evaluators, and the

cost normalization study performed by Sargent & Lundy.

6.1.1 Sargent & Lundy Participation

Sargent & Lundy participation in the capital cost normalization study

consisted of examining reported and evaluated design requirements and

costs for the concepts, recommending areas where uniform costs should be

applied, and recommending cost adjustments based on their experience in

reactor plant design and cost estimating. Sargent & Lundy worked closely

with ORNL with regard to design interpretation and ground rules to be

used, but they presented to ORNL a set of direct cost data for each of

the concepts based on their separate study. The Sargent & Lundy effort

was restricted by scope to using evaluated design conditions as bases for

their estimates and, thus, they did not attempt further evaluations of

design requirements. The normalized direct costs presented here are in

close agreement with the direct costs recommended by Sargent & Lundy.

6.1.2 Normalized Capital Costs

Normalized capital cost estimates for the 1000-Mw(e) advanced con-

verter reactor plants are summarized by the major cost accounts in Table

6.1. A more detailed summary of direct costs is given in Table 6.2.

The data include costs for coolant and moderator inventories other

than D20 inventories. Although D20 inventory is a capital cost item,

its cost is reported as a separate component of power production costs

in the evaluation reports.

The following basic assumptions governed the capital cost normali-

zation study:

1. The equipment and systems of each plant were assumed to have

been completely developed, and each plant was assumed to be one of a

number of the same type to be built. However, discount credit for quan-

tity orders of equipment was not assumed.



Table 6.1. Normalized Capital Costs of 1000-Mw(e) Advanced-Converter Nuclear Power Plants

Costs (thousands of dollars)

HWOCR HWBLW HTGR

EUC NUM NUC TUO TUM Reactor Backup Reference

Direct construction cost

Account

21 - Structures and improvements 14,020 13,923 16,183 16,117 14,268 13,670 14,356 8,255 7,090

22 - Reactor plant equipment 47,750 43,570 53,068 51,483 47,017 42,270 44,867 48,117 49,245

23 - Turbine plant equipment 34,754 32,970 33,003 33,810 33,120 32,668 34,252 25,625 24,233

24 - Accessory electrical equipment 4,594 3,880 3,880 3,880 3,880 3,880 4,396 3,815 4,015

25 - Miscellaneous power plant equipment 1,250 1,250 1,250 1,250 1,250 1,250 1,250 1,250 1,250

Total direct construction costs 102,368 95,593 107,384 106,540 99,534 93,738 99,121 87,062 85,833

Indirect and land costs 30,361' 39,198 43,141 42,813 40,492 38,595 40,239 36,352 35,826

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS 132,729 134,791 150,525 149,353 140,027 132,333 139,360 123,414 121,659

Total unit costs, $/kw(e) 132.7 128.4 143.2 137.4 132.6 127.7 143.4 123.3 121.7



Table 6.2. Direct Construction Costs of Advanced Converters

Costs (thousands of dollars)

Account HWOCR HWBLW HTGR

EUC NUM NUC TUO TUM Reactor Backup Reference

21

211

212

14,020

1,000

Structures and improvements

Ground improvements

Structures

A. Administration
B. Control room
C. General service
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Turbine plant
Cooling water
Steam generator
Reactor auxiliaries
Miscellaneous

218 Stack

219 Reactor structure

A. Confinement
B. Containment

22 Reactor plant equipment

221 Reactor equipment

.1 Vessel and internals

.2 Controls

.3 Shielding

.4 Reflector

.5 Auxiliary heating and cooling

.6 Cranes and hoists

222 Heat transfer systems

.1 Reactor coolant
.3 Steam generators
.4 Reheaters (live steam)
.5 Coolant receiving and treatment

13,923 16,183

1,000 1,000

16,117

1,000

600 400 400 400
In 212A In 212A
In 212A 136 136 136
2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400

850 800 800 800
10280 1,540 1,474

1,620 1,357 1,357 1,357
50 50 50 50

100 100 100 100

7,400

47,750

13,371

7,165
2,340

3,716
150

18,937

4,628
10,010
1,700
2,589

6,400

43,570

12,131

7,791
1,320
1,562

1,297
161

13,768

5,322
5,901

8,400

53,068

19,218

13,800
1,500
2,460

1,297
161

14,665

5,800
6,300

8,400

51,483

18,683

12,500
2,414
2,311

1,297
161

13,896

5,320
6,011

14,268 13,670

1,000 1,000

14,356

1,000

400 400 In 212D
In 212D

136 136 In 212D
2,400 2,400 4,930

800 800 850
1,225
1,357

50

100

6,800

47,017

16,782

11,501
2,045
1,778

1,297
161

12,290

5,122
4,623

1,317
1,357

50

100

6,110

42,270

10,136

6,423
876

1,379

1,297
161

15,267

6,562
6,160

1,070
50

-100

6,356

44,867

17,091

9,800
3,520
1,216

2,465
90

8,728

5,719

1,720
947 947 947 947 947 328

8,255

1,000

540
In

- In

2,015
700

7,090

1,000

540
212A -
212A -

1,900
650

--- In 219

50 50

3,950 2,950

48,117

17,350

11,755
2,955

In
2,400

200

13,117

2,577
8,930

1,035

49,245

14,115

9,400
2,265

221.1 -
2,400

50

12,720

2,320

9,000

900



Table 6.2 (continued)

Costs (thousands of dollars)

Account HWOCR HWBLW HTGR

EUC NUM NUC TUO TUM Reactor Backup Reference

222 Heat transfer systems (continued)

.6 Moderator auxiliaries

.7 Coolant inventory.8 Auxiliary steam supply

223 Nuclear fuel-handling and storage equipment

225 Radioactive waste treatment and disposal

226 Instrumentation and control

227 Feedwater supply and treatment

228 Steam, condensate, and feedwater piping

229 Other reactor plant equipment

23 Turbine-generator plant

231 Turbine-generator

232 Cooling-water system

233 Condensers

234 Central lube-oil system

235 Instrumentation and control

236 Piping - bypass and miscellaneous

237 Generator auxiliary equipment

238 Other turbine plant equipment

24

25

Accessory electric equipment

Miscellaneous power plant equipment

1,318 1,318 1,318 1,318 1,318
280 300 300 280 280

1,692

450

3,710

3,600

5,200

800

34,754

27,624

2,400

3,400

80
600

450

75

125

4,594

1,250

3,405

300

6,662

3,189

3,515

600

32,970

26,667

1,980

3,0083

80

600

360

75

125

3,880

1,250

3,700

300

7,730

3,270

3,585

600

33,003

26,700

1,980

3,083

80

600

360

75

125

3,880

1,250

3,700

300

7,600

3,189

3,515

600

33,810

27,253

2,080

3,237

80

600

360

75

125

3,800

1,250

3,405

300

7,200

3,040

3,400

600

33,120

26,770

2,000

3,110

80

600

360

75

125

3,880

1,250

3,405

300

5,772

3,230

3,560

600

32,668

26,467

1,940

3,021

80

600

360

75

125

3,880

1,250

\10

961

2,125

400

5,930

4,843

4,950

800

34,252

27,130

2,250

3,540

80

600

452

75

125

4,396

1,250

225
350

3,200

750

3,000

4,070

5,800

830

25,625

20,192

1,650

2,553

80

400

550

75

125

3,815

1,250

150
350

3,720

750

3,000

4,850

9,260

830

24,233

19,103

1,500

2,300

80

400

650

75

125

4,015

1,250
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2. Indirect costs were based on the breakdown used in Ref. 19. The

estimates were applied for each indirect cost item to reflect recent in-

direct cost experience.

3. The plants were assumed to be located at the AEC hypothetical

Middletown site described in Ref. 19 (good cooling water, no thermal pol-

lution problem, etc.).

4. A four-year construction schedule with a 40-hr work weekand no

overtime was assumed.

5. The direct costs were based on June 1967 costs with no allowance

for escalation.

6. Turbine-generator unit costs were based on U.S. manufacturer's

list prices and the current discount factor (7%). Manufacturer's recom-

mendations on the basic turbine-generator type and rating for each par-

ticular steam condition were used.

The influences of different ground rules were thus factored out,

and the results show, insofar as feasible, the relative costs of the

various concepts. However, the normalization study would have to be much

more detailed to assure that the relative cost differences presented are

entirely indicative of true differences due alone to inherent differences

in design features, since a number of concept designers were involved.

Costs that might change if the designs were prepared to a consistent set

of design ground rules are building costs, reactor equipment costs, and

reactor containment and safety system costs. Some of the reasons for

the unit capital cost differences among the various concepts are discussed

in the following sections.

6.1.3 Light Water Reactor Costs

Representative costs of light water reactors, as a class, are based

on costs for a l000-Mw(e) PWR estimated by the Light Water Reactor Task

Force.4 Based on these data, normalized to the same set of ground rules

adopted for the other concepts, the cumulative indirect costs for a 1000-

Mw(e) PWR were found to be 29.7% of the direct cost of $102.4 million,

and the resulting total investor owned plant cost was $132.7 million.

Based on a net rating of 1000 Mw(e), the unit cost was $132.7/kw(e),
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which may be compared with unit costs for the other concepts ranging from

$121.7/kw(e) to $143.4/kw(e), as shown in Table 6.1. The reasons for

these differences in unit costs can be roughly inferred by comparing the

costs of individual accounts shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2; however, these

latter costs are direct costs rather than total costs. Thusfor a more

accurate comparison of unit costs of individual accounts or individual

components, it is necessary to convert direct unit costs to total unit

costs, and also to take into consideration differences in net electrical

ratings of the plants being considered. In this regard it is necessary

to apply appropriate contingency factors, as was done in the evaluation.

Except for the PWR, these contingencies were:

1. 18% on reactor equipment accounts 221, 222, 223, 225, 226, and 229,

2. 2% on account 231 (turbine-generator) because estimates were based

on list prices, and

3. 10% on remainder of plant.

In the case of the PWR, the nuclear package and turbine-generator

contingency allowance was only 2% because costs were based on manufac-

turers quoted prices. The contingency allowance for the remainder of

the plant was 5%.

The total unit costs of 1000-Mw(e) concepts derived on this basis

are summarized in Table 6.3. Since all costs have been adjusted to 1000-

Mw(e), costs shown in Table 6.3 are also equivalent to millions of dol-

lars. ThusTable 6.3 can be used to show the differential actual cost

of any given component or system of components.

6.1.4 Comparison of Unit Costs

It may be seen from Table 6.3 that unit costs for the EUC-fueled

HWOCR are $4.3/kw(e) less than for the PWR. The individual accounts that

differ materially in cost from the corresponding PWR costs are listed in

Table 6.4.

From Table 6.4 it may be seen that the $4.3/kw(e) lower cost of the

reference EUC concept actually results from the difference of about ten

accounts that cost $21 million less for the HWOCR than for the PWR, and

seven accounts which cost $16.7 million more for the HWOCR than for the



Table 6.3. Total Unit Costs for Investor-Owned Advanced Converters

Costs [$/kw(e)]a

Account HWOCR HWBLW HTGR

EUC NUM NUC TUO TUM Reactor Backup Reference

21 Structures and improvements

Turbine building
Steam generator building
Reactor auxiliaries building
Reactor building
Other account 21

3.17

2.14
9.77
3.43

3.19
1.70
1.82
8.51
3.28

3.16
2.02
1.80
11.05
3.25

3.06
1.88
1.74
10.73
3.18

3.15
1.62
1.79
8.95
3.26

3.24
1.78
1.83
8.25
3.35

7.10

1.54
9.16
2.89

2.79 2.66

5.51 4.13
3.22 3.13

Total account 21

22 Reactor plant equipment

221.1 Reactor vessel
221.2 Control rods and drives
221.3 Shielding (thermal)
221.4 Reflector
221.5 Auxiliary heating and cooling
222.1 Reactor coolant system
222.3 Steam generators
222.4 Reheaters (live steam)
222.5 Coolant receiving and treatment
222.6 Moderator auxiliaries
223 Fuel handling and storage
225 Radioactive waste treatment
226 Instrumentation and control
227 Feedwater supply and treatment
228 Steam, condensate, and feedwater piping
229 Other reactor plant equipment

Other account 22

Total account 22

23 Turbine-generator plant

231 Turbine-generator
Other account 23

Total account 23

Total accounts 24 and 25

Total unit cost (accounts 21 to 25)

18.51 18.50 21.28 20.59 18.77 18.45 20.69 11.52 9.92

9.24 11.14
3.02 1.88

2.24

4.80
5.97

12.91
2.19
3.34

2.18
0.58
4.79
4.75
6.86
1.03
0.25

61.91

35.13
9.38

44.51

1.86
7.60
8.44

1.36
1.87
4.87
0.43
9.53
4.24
4.68
0.86
0.64

61.64

33.03
8.40

41.43

19.52
2.12
3.48

1.84
8.21
8.91

1.35
1.86
5.23
0.43

10.94
4.30
4.72
0.85
0.63

74.39

32.44
8.31

40.75

17.10
3.29
3.15

1.78
7.28
8.21

1.30
1.81
5.06
0.49
10.39
4.07
4.50
0.82
0.56

69.81

32.10
8.39

40.49

16.29
2.90
2.52

1.84
7.25
6.54

1.35
1.87
4.83
0.42
10.19
4.00
4.47
0.85
0.61

65.93

32.79
8.36

41.15

9.30
1.28
2.00

1.87
9.52
8.93

1.38
1.91
4.94
0.43
8.37
4.36
4.80
0.86
0.67

60.62

33.32
8.38

41.70

15.11
5.43
1.88

17.59 14.10
4.43 3.40

3.59
3.80
8.81 3.86

13.36
2.65
0.50 1.56
1.48
3.29
0.61
9.14
6.97
7.13
1.23
0.17

68.20

36.09
10.27

46.36

4.79
1.22
4.49
5.68
8.09
1.24
1.00

70.99

26.12
7.59

33.71

3.60

3.48
13.49

1.35

5.57
1.13
4.50
6.78

12.94
1.25
0.83

72.42

24.79
7.20

31.99

7.71 6.71 6.74 6.56 6.75 6.93 8.14 7.07 7.38

132.7 129.4 143.2 137.4 132.6 127.7 143.4 123.3 121.7

aEquivalent millions of dollars.

212D
212F
212G
219
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Table 6.4. Relative Unit Cost Comparisons for
EUC-Fueled HWOCR and PWR

Unit Costs [$/kw(e)]

Account Difference
HWOCR PWR (HWOCR - PWR)

21 Structures and improvements

212F Steam generator building 1.7 1.7
219 Reactor building 8.5 9.8 -1.3

22 Reactor plant equipment

221.1 Reactor vessel 11.1 9.2 1.9
222.1 Control rods and drives 1.9 3.0 -1.1
221.3 Shielding (thermal) 2.2 2.2
221.5 Auxiliary heating and cooling 1.9 4.8 -2.9
222.1 Reactor coolant system 7.6 6.0 1.6
222.3 Steam generators 8.4 12.9 -4.5
222.4 Reheater (live steam) 2.2 -2.2

222.5 Coolant treatment 1.4 3.3 -1.9
222.6 Moderator auxiliaries 1.9 1.9
223 Fuel handling 4.9 2.2 2.7
226 Instrumentation and control 9.5 4.8 4.7
228 Steam, condensate, and feedwater 4.7 6.9 -2.2

piping

23 Turbine-generator plant

231 Turbine-generator 33.0 35.1 -2.1

Other account 23 8.4 9.4 -1.0

24 and 25 Electrical and miscellaneous 6.7 7.7 -1.0

power plant equipment

All other accounts 14.6 15.4 -0.8

Total unit cost 128.4 132.7 -4.3

PWR. This variation in costs illustrates the significant 
differences

in the designs of the two concepts.

The principal differences in the unit costs of other HWOCR concepts

(NUM-, NUC-, TUO-, and TUM-fueled cores) relative to the reference 
EUC-

fueled concept are summarized in Table 6.5.

It may be seen in this case that the plus and minus variations 
are

much smaller than in the case of the comparison of the PWR 
and the EUC

costs. Details of the HWOCR cost analyses are given in Ref. 11.

A comparison of the HWBLW reactor unit costs with those of its sug-

gested counterpart, the NUM-fueled HWOCR, is given in Table 6.6. It May
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Table 6.5. Unit Cost Differences of HWOCR's

EUC Differential Costs

Account Costs [$/kw(e)]
[$/kw(e)] NUM NUC TUO TUM

219 Reactor building 8.5 2.5 2.2
221.1 Reactor vessel 11.1 8.4 6.0 5.2 -1.8
221.2 Control rods and drives 1.9 0.2 1.4 1.1 -0.6
221.3 Shielding (thermal) 2.2 1.3 0.8 0.3 -0.2
222.1 Reactor coolant system 7.6 0.6 -0.3 -0.3 1.9
222.3 Steam generators 8.4 0.5 -0.2 -1.9 0.5
226 Instrumentation and control 9.5 1.4 0.9 0.7 -1.1
231 Turbine-generator 33.0 -0.6 -0.9 -0.2 0.3

All other accounts 14.6 0.5 -0.9 -0.7 0.3

Total unit cost 128.4 14.8 9.0 4.2 -0.7

Variations +15.4 +11.3 +7.3 +3.0
-0.6 -2.3 -3.1 -3.7

be seen that although the total costs of the HWBLW reactor and the NUM-

fueled HWOCR are about the same, there is a plus to minus variation of

about $25 million in individual accounts. This indicates that the de-

signs are not comparable, in spite of the fact that both use natural

uranium metal as the fuel and D20 as the moderator. Details are given

in Refs. 11 and 14.

Table 6.7 identifies some of the cost differences between the backup

HTGR plant components and PWR plant components.

Since the PCRV serves as a containment vessel for the primary cir-

cuit, as a biological shield, and as a reactor vessel in the HTGR designs

as proposed, large savings over some of the other concepts are realized

in the cost of buildings. Buildings for the backup HTGR design cost about

$7/kw(e) less than buildings for the PWR. The use of a pressure contain-

ing secondary containment structure surrounding the entire PCRV will

increase the building cost by about $2.8 million for the reference design

and $3.5 million for the backup design. The added cost for secondary con-

tainment does not take into consideration possible cost tradeoffs, such
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Table 6.6. Comparison of HWBLW Reactor and NUM-Fueled HWOCR Unit Costs

Unit Costs [$/kw(e)]

Account HWBLW NUM-Fueled Difference

Reactor HWOCR (HWBLWR - HWOCR)

21 Structure and improvements

212D Turbine building 7.1 3.2 3.9
212F Steam generator building 2.0 -2.0
219 Reactor building 9.2 11.1 -1.9

22 Reactor plant equipment

221.1 Reactor vessel 15.1 19.5 -4.4
221.2 Control rods and drives 5.4 2.1 3.3
221.3 Thermal shielding 1.9 3.5 -1.6
221.5 Auxiliary heating and cooling 3.8 1.8 2.0
222.1 Reactor coolant system 8.8 8.2 0.6
222.3 Steam generators 8.9 -8.9
222.4 Reheater (live steam) 2.7 2.7
222.5 Coolant treatment 0.5 1.4 -0.9
223 Fuel handling 3.3 5.2 -1.9
226 Instrumentation and control 9.1 10.9 -1.8
227 Feedwater supply and treatment 7.0 4.3 2.7
228 Steam, condensate, and feedwater 7.1 4.7 2.4

piping

23 Turbine-generator plant

231 Turbine-generator 36.1 32.4 3.7
Other account 23 10.3 8.3 2.0

24 and 25 Electrical and miscellaneous power 8.1 6.7 1.4
plant equipment

All other accounts 7.9 9.0 -1.1

Total unit cost 143.4 143.2 0.2

Variation +24.7
-24.5

as reduced requirements for individual penetration containment, which

could reduce the incremental cost addition. Although the total dif-

ference in costs of the two concepts is only $9.4/kw(e), the variation

in costs is quite large (-$28.0 kw, +$18.6 kw) and shows the great dif-

ference in fundamental design. It is to be noted that the HTGR concept

provides that the PCRV function with high reliability and be maintenance-

free for its 30-year lifetime. This high quality assurance requirement

for such a component may not be fully covered in the cost estm:..te. De-

tails of this are given in Ref. 17.

The cost of the reference HTGR plant is estimated to be $.~-.6/kw(e)

less than that of the backup HTGR plant. This is made up of a number of

offsetting direct cost differences, but the principal ones are those

listed in Table 6.8.
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Table 6.7. Comparison of HTGR and PWR Unit Costs

Unit Costs [$/kw(e)]

Account Backup Difference

HTGR (HTGR - PWR)

21 Structures and improvements 11.5 18.5 -7.0

22 Reactor plant equipment

221.1 Reactor vessel 17.6 9.2 8.4
221.2 Control rods and drives 4.4 3.0 1.4
221.4 Reflector 3.6 3.6
221.5 Auxiliary heating and cooling 4.8 -4.8
222.1 Reactor coolant system 3.9 6.0 -2.1
222.3 Steam generators 13.4 12.9 0.5
222.4 Reheater (live steam) 3.3 -3.3
223 Fuel handling 4.8 2.2 2.6
227 Feedwater supply and treatment 5.7 4.8 0.9
228 Steam, condensate, and feedwater 8.1 6.9 1.2

piping

23 Turbine-generator plant

231 Turbine-generator 26.1 35.1 -9.0

All other accounts 24.2 26.0 -1.8

Total unit costs 123.3 132.7 -9.4

Table 6.8. Unit Cost Differences of Backup and Reference HTGR Plants

Unit Costs [$/kw(e)]

Account Backup Reference Difference
Design Design

219 Reactor building 5.5 4.1 1.4
221 Reactor equipment 26.0 21.2 4.8
223 Fuel handling 4.8 5.6 -0.8
227 Feedwater supply and treatment 5.7 6.8 -1.1
228 Steam, condensate, and feedwater 8.1 12.9 -4.8

piping
23 Turbine-generator plant 33.7 32.0 1.7
All other accounts 39.5 39.1 0.4

Total unit costs 123.3 121.7 1.6
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The variation in individual accounts is plus $8.3/kw(e) and minus

$6.7/kw(e) in spite of the great similarity in design of the two concepts.

The reason for this is that the large difference ($4.8/kw) in steam,

condensate, and feedwater piping is a penalty paid for the reference de-

sign in going to supercritical steam at 1050*F instead of 2400 psi steam

at 1000 *F as in the backup design. This cost penalty offsets a portion

of the gain achieved from the higher thermal efficiency and lower turbine-

generator cost of the supercritical cycle.

6.1.5 Influence of Capital Costs on Energy Costs

Capital investment costs are converted into energy costs by using

an annual fixed charge rate of 13.7% and an average effective lifetime

plant factor of 0.8. The results of such conversions are summarized in

Table 6.9. It may be seen that the corresponding energy costs for the

advanced converters range from a low of 2.38 mills/kwhr for the HTGR

Table 6.9. Normalized Capital Costs of Advanced Converters

Net Power Total Unit Associated
Concept 'Level Cost Costa Power Costsb

[Mw(e)] ($ millions) [$/kw(e)] (mills/kwhr)

PWR/BWR 1000 132.73 132.7 2.60

HWOCR

EUC 1067 134.79 128.4 2.51
NUM 1070 150.53 143.1 2.80
NUC 1117 149.35 137.4 2.69
TUO 1076 140.03 132.6 2.59
TUM 1049 132.33 127.7 2.50

HWBLW reactor 965 139.36 143.1 2.80

HTGR

Backup design 1001 123.41 123.3 2.41
Reference design 1000 121.66 121.7 2.38

aAdjusted to l000-Mw(e) net;

bBased on 13.7% annual fixed

see Section

charge rate

3.3 item 11.

and a plant factor of
0.8.
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reference design without pressure containment to 2.81 mills/kwhr for the

natural U02 fueled HWBLW reactor.

6.2 Fuel-Cycle Costs

6.2.1 Fuel Preparation Costs

Input material to the fuel fabrication plant must be prepared from

fresh U308 , UF6 , or recycled nitrates from the reprocessing plant, de-

pending on the fuel being considered. This material is ceramic grade

U02 for the UC fueled HWOCR, HWBLW, and PWR reactors, thorium-uranium

powder briquettes for the Th-U metal fueled HWOCR, and Th02-UO 2 sol-gel

microspheres for the HTGR and (Th-U)02-fueled HWOCR. Preparation costs

of these materials for the reference condition are given in Table 6.10.

The cost of conversion of natural U3 08 to UF 6 is not included in

these fuel-preparation costs because this cost ($2.70 per kilogram of

natural uranium) is usually included in the value of enriched UF6 accord-

ing to the present AEC price schedule. The cost of converting discharged

uranyl nitrate to UF 6 ($5.60/kg) only occurs in the case of the PWR, where

the spent uranium is recycled to the diffusion plant. The 235U content

in the spent fuel from uranium fueled advanced converters is too low for

economic recovery.

6.2.2 Fabrication Costs

The method of estimating fuel fabrication costs was the same as that

employed in the previous evaluation of advanced converters1'3 and utilized

a computer code developed specifically for the purpose. Both operating

and capital costs are stored in the computer program for performing each

step in the fabrication process over a wide range of production rates.

Costs of tubing, end caps, and other hardware items are estimated for

each fuel element as a function of procurement rates. These costs are

then added to obtain total fabrication costs. Fabrication and fuel

preparation costs as a function of plant capacity are shown in Figs. 6.1

and 6.2 for natural and enriched uranium fueled systems, respectively.

The reference cases [plant serving 15,000 Mw(e) of a single reactor type]



Table 6.10. Fuel-Preparation Costs

Average Throughput Preparation
Concept Burnup at 0.8 Preparation Step Cost*

(Mwd/MT) Plant Factor ($/kg)
(MT/year )

HWOCR

EUC 17,000 755 UF6 - U02 powder 1.35
NUM 5,240 2,480 U3 08 -+ billets 4.08
NUC 8,040 1,680 U308 -- U02 powder 2.05
TUO 20,000 640 (Th-U) nitrate - (Th-U)o2 fragments 5.90
TUM 20,000 650 (Th-U) nitrate -+ Th-U powder 8.60

HWBLW reactor 8,000 1,860 U3 08 - U02 powder 1.95

HTGR 65,000 160 (Th-U) nitrate - (Th-U)02 microspheres 12.70

PWR 33,000 327 UF6 -+ UO2  5.00

*For reference plant that handles the given throughput while operating

260 days per year; 22% annual charges on capital.

H
0O2-
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are indicated on the graphs by circles. Net fabrication costs can be

obtained by subtracting the fuel preparation costs given in Table 6.10

from the curves given in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2.

6.2.3 Shipping Costs

The costs of shipping irradiated fuel elements were computed by a

special code NORA2 5 which optimizes cask design, spent fuel cooling times,

etc. Costs include:(1) loading, unloading, rigging, testing, and decon-

tamination; (2) insurance; (3) railroad freight charges; and (4) annual

fixed charges on cask cost. Other assumptions and cost bases were:(l)

1000-mile shipment each way; (2) compliance with AEC dose limits of 10

mr/hr at 1 meter; (3) maximum cask weight of 109 MT; (4) cask cost of

$2.75/kg; and (5) casks shared among 15 plants of 1000-Mw(e) capacity

each. (At this point casks are fully utilized; therefore, further in-

creases in capacity would have little influence on costs of shipping spent

fuel.)

Costs were also estimated for shipping recycled fresh fuel of moder-

ate gamma activity and virgin fuel of zero gamma activity, where appli-

cable. Shipping costs are summarized in Table 6.11.

Table 6.11. Fuel-Shipping Costs

Fuel Cooling Shipping Cost ($/kg heavy metal)
Concept Time

(days) Spent Fuel Fresh Fuel Recycle Fuel

PWR 90 4.01 0.65 0.95a

HWOCR

EUC 120 2.50 0.40
NUM 120 1.50 0.40
NUC 120 1.25 0.40
TUO 120 2.90 0.40 1.46b
TUM 120 3.80 0.40 1.60b

HWBLW reactor 120 1.70 0.40

HTGR 90 16.00 2.20 7.00b

a233U recycle.

bPlutonium recycle.
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6.2.4 Reprocessing Costs

Spent fuel reprocessing costs were estimated on the basis of pub-

lished costs of reprocessing plants2 6'2 7, but were revised by ORNL to in-

clude the effect of escalation, competitive conditions, head-end treat-

ment, throughput rates, land, startup costs, working capital, and ultimate

waste disposal. Reference capital costs were $29 million for a 1-MT/day

light-water reactor fuel reprocessing plant (260 MT/year) and $62 million

for a 9-MT/day plant (2350 Mr/year). Operating costs included interim and

ultimate waste disposal charges and,also, storage charges for depleted

uranium and thorium, which were estimated as appropriate for each case.

Since the plants were assumed to handle a single type of fuel, no "turn-

around" penalty was applied per se; however, the number of operating days

per year was taken as 260 to allow for periodic cleanup and SF account-

ability.

Processing costs for natural and enriched uranium fueled concepts,

respectively, are shown in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 as a function of throughput.

The reference cases involving 15,000-Mw(e) capacity are indicated by

circles.

6.2.5 Fuel Cycle Costs

Fuel cycle costs were obtained for each concept by using the present

value discounting technique to obtain 30-year lifetime costs. The average

fuel cost was determined by computing the present value (discounted to

reactor startup) of all future costs and dividing it by the discounted

amount of energy sold during the life of the plant. This levelized cost

represents the fixed price that must be received per unit of electricity

in order to pay all costs associated with the fuel cycle. It was assumed

that neither the reactor load factor nor the unit cost of purchased ma-

terials or services varied during plant life.

For the computation of interest costs, it was assumed that fuel,

coolant and D20 purchase would be subject to 13.2% annual charges, work-

ing capital funds would bear 12.8% annual charges, and spent fuel shipping

and reprocessing would be treated as nontaxable operating costs at 7.2%

per annum. The resulting fuel cycle costs are summarized in Table 6.12.
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Table 6.12. Fuel Cycle Costs

Costs (mills/kwhr)

HWOCR HWBLW HTGR

EUC NUM NUC TUO TUM Reactor* Backup Reference

Uranium burnup 0.92 0.48 0.35 0.32 0.27 0.35 0.39 0.40 0.30

Preparation and fabrication 0.26 0.25 0.32 0.32 0.29 0.25 0.35 0.19 0.17

Processing and shipping 0.15 0.20 0.29 0.25 0.19 0.17 0.26 0.15 0.14

Uranium inventory 0.28 0.14 0.08 0.06 0.65 0.63 0.10 0.46 0.34

Working-capital interest 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.12 0.06 0.07

Fissile plutonium credit -0.24 -0.23 -0.47 -0.35 -0.39

Subtotal 1.46 0.92 0.67 0.69 1.48 1.47 0.83 1.26 1.02

D20 and coolant inventory 0.20 0.42 0.38 0.27 0.17 0.36

Total 1.46 1.12 1.09 1.07 1.75 1.64 1.19 1.26 1.02

*Fueled with natural-uranium oxide.

H
H
H
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6.3 Operating and Maintenance Costs

Operating and maintenance costs include payroll costs, repair and

maintenance materials, contract services, insurance, coolant makeup, and

heavy water makeup. Uncertainties in these costs for advanced systems

would include heavy water losses for the HWOCR plants and the maintenance

costs of the HTGR, which requires remote handling and operating equip-

ment because of the highly integrated plant design. A breakdown of these

costs for reactors considered in the evaluation is given in Table 6.13.

Table 6.13. Operating and Maintenance Costs

Costs (thousands of dollars)

HWOCR HWBLW HTGR

EUC NUM NUC TUO TUM Reactor Backup Reference

Payroll 726 815 815 815 815 815 726 771 771

Consumable supplies 600 600 600 600 600 600 600 600 600

Outside support 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130

Administration and general 204 216 216 216 216 216 204 210 210

Coolant makeup 181 117 178 225 97 45 30

Moderator makeup 60 143 122 78 50 100

Nuclear liability insurance 332 327 329 328 326 331 339 317 310

Total 2,329 2,330 2,350 2,389 2,390 2,239 2,099 2,073 2,050

Unit cost at a 0.8 power 0.29 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.32 0.30 0.30 0.29
factor (mill/kwhr)

6.4 Power Costs

Data on costs given previously are summarized and added in Table

6.14 to provide a basis for comparing total power costs in the various

concepts. It may be seen from this table that the HTGR has the greatest

economic edge, and is followed closely by the enriched UC fueled (EUC)

HWOCR. The advanced converters, arranged in order of economic preference,

are HTGR reference plant, EUC fueled HWOCR, HTGR backup plant, NUC fueled

HWOCR, NUM fueled HWOCR, HWBLW reactor, TUM fueled HWOCR, and TUO fueled
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Table 6.14. Power Costs in Investor Owned
Advanced Converters

Costs * (mills/kwhr)

Capital Fuel Cycle 0 & M Total

PWR/BWR 2.60 1.46 0.29 4.35

HWOCR

EUC 2.51 1.12 0.33 3.96
NUM 2.80 1.09 0.34 4.23
NUC 2.69 1.07 0.34 4.10
TUO 2.59 1.75 0.34 4.68
TUM 2.50 1.64 0.32 4.46

HWBLW reactor 2.80 1.19 0.30 4.29

HTGR

Backup design 2.41 1.26 0.30 3.97
Reference design 2.38 1.02 0.29 3.69

*Based on fixed charges of 13.7% depreciating investment,
13.2% on uranium and D20, 12.8% on working capital and land,
and 0.8 plant factor.

HWOCR. In regard to this order, it should be pointed out that costs for

the heavy water reactors considered are based on ORNL's evaluated per-

formance,and tend to be slightly conservative compared with what the

sponsors consider to be permissible design conditions. A resolution of

the uncertainties outlined in the previous section by appropriate research

and development programs could bring costs down about 0.1 mill/kwhr and

be closer in line with the sponsor's estimates.
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7. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

7.1 HWOCR

A program for developing HWOCR systems has been presented by AI-CE

in Refs. 28 and 29. The period covered is about 10 years, and the as-

sociated activities include the engineering, research, and development

required for the construction and operation of a commercial lOOO-Mw(e)

HWOCR plant. The summary here is largely based on the AI-CE presenta-

tions, with modifications by ORNL where it appeared necessary.

Uranium carbide is considered to be the reference fuel, with uranium

metal treated as an alternate. If the thorium fuel cycle were utilized,

the essential difference in research and development requirements would

be those associated with the fuel cycle itself. The additional program

associated with developing a thorium fueled HWOCR is based on information

presented by B&W in Ref. 9. The major research and development effort

estimated for bringing uranium fueled HWOCR systems to the point of com-

mercial acceptance as power producers as soon as possible can be catego-

rized into eight areas: these are associated with the (1) pressure-tube

assembly, (2) fuel-element assembly, (3) coolant technology, (4) reac-

tivity control, (5) on-power refueling, (6) large plant components,

(7) plant engineering, and (8) advanced designs. Successful research

and development in these areas leading to satisfactory HWOCR design and

operating conditions would be demonstrated in an HWOCR Demonstration

Plant, which is part of the research and development program. The eight

development areas listed, along with related considerations, are dis-

cussed in detail in Ref. 11.

7.1.1 Costs and Schedules of Program

The costs of carrying out the research and development program for

the reference HWOCR (UC-fueled) are associated with particular tasks and

are given in Table 7.1. These individual tasks include the work areas

discussed above. The important milestones in the program are summarized

in Table 7.2.
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Table 7.1. Summary of Research and Development Program
Costs for EUC Fueled HWOCR Reference Plant

Costs (thousands of dollars)
Fiscal Year Man-Years

Operating Equipment Total

1969 105 4,000 1,300 5,400
1970 262 9,000 3,800 12,400
1971 264 12,500 4,600 17,000
1972 371 14,500 4,600 19,000
1973 427 17,600 3,200 20,800
1974 418 16,800 2,000 18,800
1975 320 13,000 1,400 14,300
1976 254 10,300 1,100 11,400
1977 202 8,700 800 9,600
1978 165 7,000 400 7,400
1979 136 5,500 400 5,500

Total (rounded) 2,930 119,000 23,600 142,000

These data for the most part were taken directly from Ref. 28, with

rearrangement as to presentation. The schedules given were, however, all

extended to allow for possible start of the program in July 1968. Also

the costs for a number of items were increased to be consistent with the

ORNL estimate of the associated tasks. Thus, items of control, physics,

and safety were increased to account for the development of very reliable

safety systems, development of spatial-power-distribution detection and

control devices, the need for experimental testing of inherent reactor

shutdown mechanisms, the large computation needs associated with reactor

analysis requirements, and the cost of critical experiments to determine

the accuracy and adequacy of reactor physics and safety calculations.

Under hardware development and fuel assembly development, the equipment

obligations presented by AI-CE appeared conservative in a number of items,

and these costs were increased. For a few items, primarily in-pile test-

ing of tubes and fuel materials, manpower and operating costs appeared

inconsistently low for some of the years, and these were revised upward.

Under components, operating and equipment costs were increased to be con-

sistent with the ORNL estimate of needs. Under coolant technology, the
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Table 7.2. Schedule of Important Milestones in
HWOCR Research and Development Program

500-Mw(e) demonstration plant

Start conceptual design
Start Title I design
Start Title II design
Start Title III design
Start construction
Complete construction
Full-power operation

1000-Mw(e) commercial plant

Start conceptual design
Start Title I design
Start Title II design
Start Title III design
Start construction
Complete construction
Full-power operation

Component development (order for
demonstration plant)

Pressure tube
Reactor vessel
Control components
Fuel element
Turbine-generator
Steam generator
Refueling machine
Primary pump
Organic coolant

July 1968
September 1968
September 1969
March 1970
March 1970
July 1974
January 1975

July 1968
July 1970
July 1971
January 1972
January 1972
March 1976
January 1977

July 1971
November 1969
October 1971
October 1970
October 1968
April 1970
March 1972
June 1969
October 1971

primary change was the inclusion of the cost of a pilot plant hydrocracker

unit. Under miscellaneous, the cost of the pilot plant fuel fabrication

facility was increased to be consistent with ORNL estimates. Details of

these changes are given in Ref. 11.

7.1.2 Research and Development Costs for Alternate Fuels

HWOCR's have considerable flexibility with regard to fuel material,

and research and development costs for developing fuels alternate to UC

were considered. One additional fuel was considered for the uranium fuel

cycle, while two fuels were considered for the thorium fuel cycle. For
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these cases, the costs given are in addition to those summarized in the

previous section. Table 7.3 summarizes the incremental research and de-

velopment costs associated with development of a NUM fueled HWOCR, with

zirconium alloys being used as cladding and pressure tube material. The

areas of investigation would be similar to those associated with fuel

assembly development in the base program, and the costs are of the same

magnitude as given there.

Table 7.3. Incremental Research and
Development Costs for Development

of NUM-Fueled HWOCR

Fiscal Year Incremental Costs
(millions of dollars)

1969

1970 1.5

1971 1.5

1972 2.5

1973 4.0

1974 4.0

1975 4.0

1976 2.0

1977 2.0

Total 21.5

Development of thorium cycle fuels can utilize much of the tech-

nology developed for uranium fuels, but even so, a significant effort is

required to design fuel assemblies based on use of the thorium cycle and

to proof-test and evaluate thorium fuels in a comprehensive manner. In

addition, recycle technology involving fuel processing and fabrication

must be developed, and physics and safety analyses and testing are re-

quired. Preliminary cost estimates for these items and the associated

schedule are given in Table 7.4 for thorium oxide and thorium metal

based fuels.
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Table 7.4. Incremental Research and Development Costs
for HWOCR with TUM- or TUO-Based Fuels

Costs (millions of dollars)

Fiscal Fuel Assembly Development Physics
Year and Recycle

TUI-Based TUO-Based Safety Development
Fuel Fuel

1969 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.2
1970 1.6 0.8 0.5 0.5
1971 .O 1.3 1.0 1.0
1972 2.0 1.3 1.0 0.5
1973 2.0 1.3 1.0 0.2
1974 2.0 1.3 0.5
1975 1.6 1.0 0.5
1976 1.6 1.0
1977 1.4 0.9

Total 14.7 9.4 5.0 2.4

7.1.3 Demonstration Plant Costs

As part of the research and development program, it would be neces-

sary to build and operate a prototype HWOCR power plant. The capacity

of the unit would be about 500 Mw(e), initially; as a first-of-its-kind

unit, the costs would be abnormally high, and costs higher than those

associated with "competitive costs" are considered here to be part of

the overall research and development program. Table 7.5 summarizes the

expected annual costs involved in the final design and construction of

the Demonstration Plant that are above "competitive costs." Thus pay-

ment of these costs permits the Demonstration Plant to generate power

competitively.

7.1.4 Reference Plant Costs and Schedule

Costs for the first l000-Mw(e) so-called "reference plant" are as-

sumed to be borne by industry and not by the U.S. Government. Thus,no

costs for this plant are included in the program. Engineering and de-

sign costs are, however, part of the program. To minimize these, the
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Table 7.5. Incremental Cost Required
for Demonstration Plant to Generate

Power at a Competitive Cost

Fiscal Year Incremental Cost
(millions of dollars)

1969 2.1
1970 5.4
1971 15.0
1972 29.2
1973 26.0
1974 21.0

Total 98.7

design of the Demonstration Plant is directed toward taking as large a

step toward the reference plant component sizes as is compatible with

minimizing engineering and schedule uncertainties. Consequently, the

Demonstration Plant should use two primary loops and two primary cir-

culation pumps of the size ultimately planned for the reference plant.

One of these pumps should be ordered and tested approximately a year

early in order to discover and correct any design discrepancies.

Construction of a commercial 1000-Mw(e) reference plant is scheduled

to closely follow completion of the 500-Mw(e) demonstration plant. The

reference plant will incorporate, in successive steps, the results of the

development program and the experience gained in the detailed design,

construction, and operation of the first plant. Significant engineering

and design effort will be required.

7.1.5 Summary of Research and Development Costs and Schedule

The overall research and development costs for HWOCR development

are summarized in Table 7.6. The basic HWOCR program leading to the ref-

erence 1000-Mw(e) plant fueled with enriched UC will cost about $241

million. The associated program for the design and construction schedules

(demonstration and reference plants) and a summary of the basic research

and development milestone schedules are given in Table 7.2. The cost for
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Table 7.6. Summary of Research and Development Program
Costs for the HWOCR Concept

Costs (millions of dollars)

Fiscal Basic Program Incremental Incremental Incremental Cost
Year for Reference Program for Cost of of Developing Total

1000-Mw(e) NUM-Fueled Demonstration TUO- and TUM-
Plant HWOCR Plant Fueled HWOCR's

1969 5 2 2 9
1970 12 2 6 3 23
1971 17 2 15 5 39
1972 19 2 29 5 55
1973 20 4 26 5 55
1974 19 4 22 4 49
1975 14 4 3 21
1976 11 2 3 16
1977 10 2 2 14
1978 7 7
1979 6 6

Total 140 22 100 32 294
(rounded)

development of a NUM fueled HWOCR would increase the above figure by about

$22 million, while development of HWOCR's operating on the thorium fuel

cycle (both oxide and metal based fuels) would increase costs by about

$32 million. The overall program costs, including all the above items,

would be about $294 million. Based on the above schedule, commercial op-

eration of the reference HWOCR would start in 1976, and four such plants

should be available in 1978.

7.2 HWBLW Reactor

The reference design HWBLW reactor is to a large extent fashioned

after the Canadian CANDU BLW-240 reactor [250 Mw(e)], which is under

construction and scheduled full-power operation in 1971. It is also

similar to the British SGHWR [100 Mw(e)[, a slightly enriched version

which commenced power operation in 1968, and the italian CIRENE prototype

reactor [34 Mw(e)], which is scheduled for criticality in 1971. How-

ever, the increased size of the 1000-Mw(e) HWBLW reactor and
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somewhat different operating conditions may have a very significant ef-

fect on behavior and/or economics. It is also quite likely that the ref-

erence design specified here does not represent an optimum design for

future or even present U.S. economic conditions. Furthermore, ORNL be-

lieves that in some respects these "prototype" reactors represent sig-

nificant extrapolations of present data at maximum intended operating

conditions. The eventual operation of the smaller reactors must be re-

garded as a useful and perhaps necessary step in the development of the

lOOO-Mw(e) reactor, but this alone may not be sufficient.

The research and development analysis and proposed program summa-

rized here was prepared by the Pacific Northwest Laboratories, acting in

the capacity of the Heavy Water Reactor Program Office, and ORNL, which

had the responsibility for evaluating the reactor concept. AECL, the

concept proponent, believes that the present research and development ef-

fort associated specifically with the CANDU BLW-250 and with the USAEC-

AECL Cooperative Program for heavy water reactors is probably sufficient

for the lOOO-Mw(e) reactor and thus has not submitted a detailed research

and development program for the larger reactor. In proposing a program,

ORNL-PNL assumed that the existing programs will continue and will con-

tribute significantly to the overall effort, but that they alone will not

be sufficient.

The general areas in which ORNL-PNL believes that additional research

and development effort will be required specifically for the lOOO-Mw(e)

reactor are as follows:

1. Reactor Safety. An exploration of special problems associated

with pressure tube reactors, positive void and power reactivity coeffi-

cients, and possible instability effects associated with boiling-light

water.

2. Reactor Physics. Experimental determination of reactivity ef-

fects and reactivity coefficients, and development of calculation models

for the HWBLW systems.

3. Reactor Control. Analysis of reactor stability characteristics

and methods of control.

4. Economic and Initial Design Studies. "Optimization" of design

in accordance with U.S. economic conditions (enriched fuel, etc.).
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5. Thermal-Hydraulics. A study of hydraulic stability, determina-

tion of two phase flow, pressure drop, and dryout and development of mixer-

strippers.

6. Pressure Tubes. Irradiation tests and metallurgical studies as-

sociated with 30-year tube-life requirement.

7. Fuel Element. Investigation of vibration, fretting corrosion,

and design requirements associated with on-line refueling and rod bundle

assembly attachment; fuel irradiation for confirmation of calculations.

8. Fueling Machine. Construction of a prototype to confirm extrapo-

lation from CANDU BLW-250 fueling machine design.

9. Construction and operation of a 500-Mw(e) HWBLW reactor prototype.

7.2.1 Annual and Total Costs for Research and Development

The research and development program that ORNL-PNL believes to be

necessary for the 1000-Mw(e) HWBLW reactor is summarized in Table 7.7,

along with the calculated annual and total costs. It is estimated that

if the proposed program is initiated within the next year, the reactor

could be commercially available by 1979, if the research and development

is completed successfully.

Table 7.7 lists annual costs only through 1973 but, as indicated,

the total is consistent with some effort continuing through 1980, or ap-

proximately two years after the first 1000-Mw(e) plant achieves full power.

It is believed that by 1973 most of the basic research and development

aimed at establishing the validity of the concept will be completed. How-

ever, studies associated with operation of the 500-Mw(e) prototype and

the first 1000-Mw(e) plant, plus continuing materials property investi-

gations, will require substantial funds.

As indicated in Taole 7.7, the total research and development effort

associated with the 1000-Mw(e) reactor is about $240 million. Of this

amount,$70 million presumably will be Canadian money, which will be in-

vested in the CANDU BLW-250 and related research and development programs.

This leaves an approximate $170 million effort in the U.S.



Table 7.7. Proposed Research and Development Program for l000-Mw(e) HWBLW Reactor

Costs (thousands of dollars)

FY 69 FY 70 FY 71 FY 72 FY 73 FY 7to Total

Program management 200 200 200 200 200 900 1,700

General safety analysis 100 100 100 100 100 350 850

Physics 600 1,250 1,250 1,250 500 1,750 6,600

Economic and initial design studies 300 400 500 500 500 2,200

Pressure tubes 600 700 800 800 500 1,750 5,150

Irradiation charges (2 ,500 )a (2,500) (2,500) (2,500) (2,500) (17,500) (30,000)

Control systems 150 150 150 150 150 750

Fuel 150 250 350 350 250 700 2,050

Fuel irradiations (500) (1,000) (1,000) (1,000) (7,000) (10,500)

Thermal hydraulics 350 550 700 650 450 2,700

Fueling machine 3,000

Total operating costs 2,450 3,600 4,050 4,000 2,650 8,250 25,000

Total irradiation charges 2,500 3,000 3,500 3,500 3,500 24,500 40,500

Capital equipment

Heat transfer 2,000
Miscellaneous equipment 1,000

Subtotal 68,500

500-Mw(e) prototype 100,000

Subtotal 168, 500

Canadian research and development associated 70,000
with HWBLW reactor

Total research and development 238,500

aItems in parentheses totalled separately.
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7.2.2 Important Milestones

Since AECL did not detail a research and development program for the

1000-Mw(e) HWBLW system as a part of their contribution to the advanced

converter evaluation studies, a detailed research and development sched-

ule is not available. However, it is believed that the schedule would

be essentially the same as that for the HWOCR. Thus the 500-Mw(e) proto-

type was scheduled for full-power operation in 1975 and the first 1000-

Mw(e) for 1977. This would allow the introduction of four commercial

l000-Mw(e) HWBLW reactors by 1979.

7.3 HTGR

Research and development requirements for the backup and reference

designs have been discussed by GGA in letters prepared for this evalu-

ation.3 0-3 2 The summary in this chapter follows the GGA discussion with

regard to schedules, costs, and, for most items, the significance of the

research and development work. The dates of power operation of the first

1000-Mw(e) plants of the two designs were estimated by GGA to be 1974

and 1976, respectively. The AEC considers the estimated GGA schedule for

completion of the first 1000-Mw(e) HTGR plant to be considerably optimis-

tic. In accordance with the ground rules established by the Advanced

Converter Task Force, the date of "commercial availability" of the two

HTGR concepts would be two years later. Since commercial availability

implies acceptance by utilities on a competitive basis, these latter plants

are not considered in the research and development program.

The construction of the 300-Mw(e) Fort St. Vrain reactor is in it-

self the most significant current item of development work for the HTGR

concept. This reactor will serve as prototype for future HTGR's of 1000-

Mw(e) size or larger. As discussed in Section 5.3, it has not yet been

demonstrated that acceptably low volumetric changes in the graphite fuel

elements can be obtained under the design conditions of temperature and

fast neutron flux exposure.

In addition to the construction of Fort St. Vrain, the other basic

program required for the economic success of the HTGR is the successful

development of full-scale remote reprocessing and refabrication plants
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for the fuel. Favorable economics for the HTGR fuel cycle depend on the

recycle of the bred uranium, which must be kept separate from the makeup

uranium. The basic chemical processes and handling procedures have been

demonstrated only on a small scale. As yet, some details of the head-

end treatment and of the refabrication procedure have not been fully

worked out. The TURF facility at ORNL is designed to serve as a pilot

plant for fuel recycle development. The next step would be the incorpora-

tion of these processes in a commercial facility. There appears to be

no reason to expect that this part of the HTGR development program will

be unsuccessful.

An additional area of research and development work for HTGR's con-

sists of items related to safety. In general,this work is not required

in order to achieve the performance specified for the backup or refer-

ence designs. However, the designs could be made less conservative in

several areas if the results of safety investigations were favorable.

Topics on which additional data would be helpful are fission product re-

lease, transport, and plateout; carbon transport; steam-graphite reac-

tions; PCRV tests; reactivity coefficients; and transient reactor char-

acteristics.

7.3.1 Backup Design Problems

The backup design is basically a scaleup of the Fort St. Vrain re-

actor from 330 to 1000 Mw(e). As such its research and development re-

quirements will be largely met by the successful completion of the design

and development program now under way for that reactor. The scaleup in

size will involve additional research and development work in areas where

larger components are required. The principal items are the following:

1. Larger Helium Circulator. A prototype will have to be designed,

constructed, and tested. The GA compressor test facility at Valmont,

Colorado, will have to be expanded to accommodate this prototype.

2. Larger Axial-Flow Steam Generators. The generators will be

larger than those for Fort St. Vrain by a factor of 6 and, therefore,re-

design and testing will be necessary.
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3. Larger PCRV. The increase in vessel diameter must not alter

the failure mode, and the large bottom-head penetration must be adequate.

Additional model tests will be needed. Construction procedures must be

worked out, and further development of standards or codes is desirable.

Although there are extensive engineering development requirements,

there do not appear to be any questions of feasibility with regard to

the above three items.

7.3.2 Reference Design Problems

The reference design requires most of the development work described

above and has the following additional three features to improve the eco-

nomic performance:

1. Radial Flow Steam Generators. It appears that the use of a

radial flow steam generator would allow a more compact arrangement, with

consequent cost savings. However, considerable experimental work needs

to be done before this type of design can be used. Further design opti-

mization and fabrication methods development will then be needed before

it will be possible to assess accurately the economic advantage to be

gained.

2. Wire Wound PCRV. The use of wire winding would eliminate the

need for tendon tubes and pilasters and,thus, reduce the design complexity

in critical areas. The installation of the wire winding would be much

faster and could be performed with less interference to other site ac-

tivities. However, machines to perform and monitor the wire winding on

a vessel of this size have not yet been developed. If these machines

can be developed, there will remain the question of the cost of building

them. It might turn- out to be worthwhile to use the wire winding tech-

nique only if the cost of the installation machine could be amortized

against the construction of several HTGR's. Also instrumentation is

needed for monitoring and prestressing during service, and must be de-

veloped.

3. On-Line Refueling. The principal advantage of on-line refuel-

ing is the reduction in fuel cycle costs by an improvement in conversion

ratio and specific power. There is also a possible increase in plant

availability. Although the actual cost of the on-line refueling machine
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is several times the cost of the off-line refueling machine, there are

compensating capital cost reductions, such as smaller fuel storage re-

quirements and elimination of the variable-orifice mechanism. However,

a large number of detailed problems in the design of the refueling equip-

ment must be solved. It does not appear practical to have nozzles di-

rectly over each fuel element. Instead, the method under consideration

is generally similar to that used in the British Magnox reactors, in

which a curved tube guides the fuel elements in and out of the core. The

fuel handling equipment would also have to assure such items as integrity

of containment, an adequate seal against helium leakage, reliable cool-

ing for fuel elements in transit, and reliable disengagement of fuel from

surrounding elements under full coolant flow conditions.

7.3.3 Schedule and Costs

The schedule shown in Table 7.8 calls for completion of the Fort St.

Vrain plant in December 1972. GGA estimates that the first 1000-Mw(e)

backup design could be completed in 1974, the first 1000-Mw(e) reference

design in 1976, and that commercial availability of the two designs [de-

fined as the completion of the next four lOOO-Mw(e) plants] would be in

1976 and 1978. These estimates are considered to be quite optimistic by

the AEC.

Associated estimates of research and development cost are given in

Table 7.9.
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Table 7.9. Research and Development Cost Estimate for HTGR

Costs (thousands of dollars)

CY 1969 CY 1970 CY 1971 CY 1972 CY 1973 CY 1974 CY 1975 CY 1976 Total

Backup design

Components
Auxiliaries

Fuel
Recycle
Systems
Safety
Contingency

Total

Additional increment for
reference design

Components
Auxiliaries

Recycle
Syst ems
Safety
Contingency

Total

2, 740
15

1,855
6, 570

580
1,290

3, 545
215

2,030
8,810

660
2,120

3, 875
395

1,600
8, 810

535
1,250

1, 625
490

1,010
8, 560

220
30

350
255
100

4,725
140

165
30

2,020
30

12, 300
1,400
6, 595

1,530 1,010 42,035
2, 165
4,690
13,837

13,050 17,380 16,465 11,935 5,570 2,245 1,530 1,010 83,022

210
150

30
50

800
270
40
80
20

640
1, 000

60
65
40

520
1, 200

70

220
830
50

70
780 200

50

440 1,210 1, 805 1,840 1,100 850

H

2, 460
4, 430

250
195
110

1,489

200 8, 934
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8. CONCLUSIONS

Five types of heavy water-moderated organic-cooled reactor (HWOCR),

one heavy water-moderated boiling light water-cooled reactor (HWBLW),

and two high temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGR) for l000-Mw(e) cen-

tral power stations were evaluated by an ORNL group, with guidance and

assistance from the Advanced Converter Task Force. A description of the

concepts evaluated, their performance characteristics, economics, fuel

utilization, and research and development programs are summarized in Sec-

tion 2 and discussed in detail in the remainder of this report.

This report presents the consensus of the Advanced Converter Task

Force. The data herein, plus the mass-balance data submitted by the ORNL

group, are recommended for use by the Systems Analysis Task Force in its

evaluation and prediction of the future role of the advanced converter

in the United States nuclear power economy.

The reactor concepts selected for the Advanced Converter Task Force

to evaluate were restricted to those for which there was an industrial

sponsor, preliminary designs were available, and there was reasonable ex-

pectation that the evaluation would show that the concept was technically

feasible and economically attractive compared with current light water

reactors. From a review of previous evaluations, and within the some-

what arbitrary definition of advanced converter, the HWOCR, HWBLWR, and

HTGR were chosen.

The conclusions of the Advanced Converter Task Force are inevitably

restricted to consideration of the concepts evaluated. The relative role

that should be taken by the advanced converter reactor in comparison with

light water reactors, low gain breeders, high gain breeders, and fossil

fueled plants is a prediction to be made by systems analysis. The actual

role will be subject to the action of industry and government in developing

a concept to commercial acceptance in a given market environment.

The conclusions are the following:

1. The consensus of the ORNL group and Advanced Converter Task

Force is that the HWOCR, HWBLWR, and HTGR reactors are technically fea-

sible to build in the lOOO-Mw(e) size.
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2. The economic and fuel utilization potentials of the advanced

converters exceed those of the reference light water reactors.

3. Considering the combined criteria of technology, economics,

fuel utilization, and research and development costs, the HTGR shows ad-

vantage relative to the other advanced converters considered. Achieve-

ment of this potential will depend on active engineering design, demon-

strated operating characteristics, and the development of a new fuel fabri-

cation and reprocessing industry.

4. The HTGR also has the earliest date of commercial application.

Other concepts can be introduced as specified in Section 2.5. The AEC

considers that the proposed schedules are optimistic.

5. The enriched uranium fueled HWOCR has economic advantage over

the natural uranium fueled HWOCR.

6. The use of thorium in the HWOCR has less economic potential

than for the other advanced converters and light water reactors.

7. Phase III data submitted to the Systems Analysis Task Force re-

flect the capital costs and mass balances for a number of fuel cycles

for each concept. The Advanced Converter Task Force and ORNL group be-

lieve that the data submitted are the best estimate for the systems con-

sidered. Questions of judgment reflected in cost variations between the

sponsors and ORNL were reviewed by the Advanced Converter Task Force,

and the submitted data represent the consensus.
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9. COMMENTS OF REVIEWERS

1. The second conclusion in Chapter 8 states, "The economic and

fuel utilization potentials of the advanced converters exceed those of

the reference light water reactors." This conclusion as it relates to

economic potential is, we believe, overly optimistic. The moving target

aspect of light water reactor costs mentioned in the Foreword is not at

all recognized in this conclusion. In the time period before large scale

operation of commercial advanced converters can be assumed,it is a vir-

tual certainty that significant design improvements and cost reductions

will be effected in the light water designs.

2. The fuel fabrication and reprocessing costs are based on plants

sized to handle fuel for reactors of each type with combined capacity of

15,000 Mw(e). This is a reasonable basis for concepts that can be as-

sumed to reach maturity at the same point in time, but when comparing

light water reactors with advanced converter reactors, where the light

water reactors will support a fully mature fuel cycle industry before

even the first commercial advanced converter is placed in operation, it

does not represent a fair basis.

3. A typical advanced converter, the CANDU-type reactor (heavy

water moderated and pressurized heavy-water cooled),is available to U.S.

utilities today. These reactors have low fuel cost and high uranium

utilization, and their principal deterrent is a higher capital cost than

that of the U.S. light water reactors. The Canadian General Electric

Company will offer a 600-Mw(e) plant today,and an improved 750-Mw(e) de-

sign will be available from CGE/AECL in the near future. Since these

reactors are available, and improvements will be made in the design, the

reactors can be demonstrated in practice without any large USAEC funding.

4. The HWBLW reactor is being developed in Canada and the U.K. If

all technical problems are solved and the reactor type proves to have a

lower cost than the CANDU type, these reactors will be available to U.S.

utilities. The development is being carried out largely independent of

USAEC funding.
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5. The implications in this report are that large USAEC funding

will be required to make any advanced converter available. We feel that

it would be worthwhY'- to point out that one advanced converter is avail-

able today, and a second type (the HWBLW) will be developed independent

of large scale USAEC funding.

6. Most of the advanced converter concepts have some close simi-

larity with the light water concept in their reactor and fuel designs

and in fuel processing requirements. However, the HTGR concept is an

entirely different reactor and fuel concept that will require an almost

entirely new and separate base of supporting industry (fabrication, re-

processing, and component manufacture) to sustain it. Some recognition

of the difficulty of establishing the HTGR as a viable concept because

of this unique problem would be appropriate.

7. Heavy water availability, price, and risk of a major heavy water

loss during reactor operation are major factors affecting the market-

ability of heavy water reactors. With present known and developed pro-

cesses, the capital and operating costs of heavy water production plants

can be predicted fairly well. Large plants operating at capacity for

their useful life would be required to realize the assumed low D20 price

of $17.50/lb.

8. The major D20 requirement for a heavy water reactor is in sup-

plying the initial inventory. A high D20 production rate and low cost

thus implies a high rate of construction of new heavy water reactors.

This results in a situation in which large D20 plants cannot be justified

without sound evidence that a high rate of heavy water reactor construc-

tion will prevail,and such construction commitments cannot be justified

without firm low price commitments for D20 production, implying large-

capacity D20 plants. Thus, a kind of mutually exclusive closed cycle is

established and, because of this,the assumed cost of $17.50/lb for heavy

water is thought to be optimistic.

9. The risk of a large heavy water loss and the insurance cost to

cover the risk is another factor that appears to have a strong deterrent

effect today on acceptance of the heavy water reactor concepts. Insur-

ance costs as high as 20% per year have been mentioned and some recogni-

tion of this difficulty would seem appropriate.
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10. We continue to feel that some of the design and economic assump-

tions associated with the scaleup of the HWBLWR and HTGR are overly op-

timistic. However, the basis of the assumptions and their associated

uncertainties are adequately pointed out in the text and the reader

should be able to form his own judgment of the comparative merits of the

designs considered.

11. The report is well prepared and provides a reasonably good bal-

ance between the optimism and the problems frequently associated with the

development of a realistic design for a new concept. Of the advanced

converters considered in the report, the HTGR appears to offer the most

cost and fuel resource incentives. We agree that the estimated time

schedule for its commercial application is optimistic. If there are de-

lays, the interval between initial HTGR construction and LMFBR introduc-

tion would be so short that fuel resource savings would be small.

12. In the report, the HTGR is compared with light water reactors;

however, the thrust of the Commission's reactor program is LMTBR di-

rected. The cost incentives for the HTGR lie in using a thorium based

fuel system rather than a uranium based system. Because the LNFBR has

a uranium based fuel system, the cost effectiveness of the HTGR in an

LMFBR-oriented economy is not easily ascertained. It is suggested that

the importance of fuel systems in comparing reactor types be discussed

in the report.

13. The report does not contain enough information on fuel element

performance considerations to permit evaluation of the choice of fuel

materials for the HWOCR designs. Maximum temperatures should be given

for the fuel center, the fuel-to-cladding interface, and the cladding

outer surface for each of the five fuel systems. Without these tempera-

tures, no reliable estimates can be made as to whether the fuel elements

will successfully reach the maximum projected burnups.

14. The HWOCR designs are quite sensitive to coolant temperature.

For example, a decrease in outlet temperature of 25*F results in a 0.2

mill/kwhr increase in the energy cost. This illustrates how sensitive

the designs are to engineering judgments,and points out the difficulty

of comparing such reactor plants. Another instance of design sensi-

tivity is illustrated by the mixer-strippers for the HWBLWR plant. As
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stated in this report, without these mixer-strippers, which yet remain

to be demonstrated, the reactor is economically unattractive. Similar

statements could probably be made about other concepts. It appears,

therefore,that appropriate cautionary statements are required in the

Systems Analyses Task Force Report that is based on the information gen-

erated by the Advanced Converter group.

15. In connection with the HWBLWR designit is stated that a rolled

joint is made between the Zircaloy tubes and the external stainless steel

coolant piping; the calandria head is of stainless steel and a rolled

joint is also made between it and the Zircaloy calandria tubes. The re-

liability of such joints is questionable where frequent temperature and

pressure cycling may occur. The calandria heads are at the edge of the

core, with no shielding material interposed to reduce radiation. Thus,

the calandria joints will be subjected to a relatively high radiation

level during the 30-year life of the plant.

16. It is stated that the data on radiation damage to uranium car-

bide fuels indicate that a 2% volumetric growth per 10,000 Mwd/T expo-

sure is reasonable to expect at a center-line temperature of about

2000*F. This estimate probably is optimistic. On reviewing the data,

there appears to be larger swelling than this in a number of cases. Thus,

one has to either find the elements in the design that cause the in-

creased swelling and control them, or make an allowance for higher-than-

average swelling in the design equation. Of course, if the swelling can

be restrained by the cladding, then the free swelling space does not need

to be as large. However, it probably is not desirable to impose much

strain in SAP cladding.

17. It is indicated that the graphite for the HTGR is subject to

fluences as high as 7 x 1021 neutrons/cm2. The ability of the graphite

to take the high fluxes and residence times is questionable and,there-

fore,presents one of the more critical problems associated with the HTGR.

From the numbers presented in the report, the design is marginal at the

proposed burnup. Any failure of the fuel because of excessive strains

caused by radiation could result in significant complications in the

ability to remove this fuel on-load.
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18. Reference is made to the possibility of fuel wedging caused by

differential gas pressures in the HTGR; there could also be a real prob-

lem of wedging of the fuel caused by radiation growth and cracking.

19. It is pointed out that another required program, in addition to

the Fort St. Vrain program, is the development of full-scale reprocess-

ing and refabrication plants for HTGR fuel. This is a pertinent point

and probably deserves to be emphasized.
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